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Use Of Timken Bearings 
On Pennsylvania Railroad 

On the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad there are 

95 P-70 class coaches, 21 dining cars, 60 of the multiple 

unit suburban type and 15 self-propelled cars. 

Materially reducing starting resistance; contributing to 

smoother operation; practically eliminating all excessive 

wear and tear from shock, weight and side-sway, Timken 

Bearings are defense against all railroad loads. 

Timken tapered construction, Timken POSITIVELY 

ALIGNED ROLLS and Timken steel provide the perma- 

nent radial-thrust capacity and the extra endurance 

that make Timken Bearings the anti-friction type for 

car-journals. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY 

ie ee ieee eee © ae a oe oe. 

TIMKEN i: BEARINGS Roller 
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Point St. Charles Shops 

(Canadian National aa 

Modern locomotive repair shop placed in 

operation last July turns out average 

of 36 class repairs 

per month 

1853, the repair shops were located at Longueuil, 
Que., on the south bank of the St. Lawrence 

River, 10 miles northeast of Montreal, Que. The in- 
crease in size and in the number of locomotives even- 
tually taxed the capacity of these shops, so in 1857 the 
shops were moved across the river to Point St. Charles, 
which is located about three miles east of Montreal. 
New buildings were added to the original shops at Point 
St. Charles, as the demands on the repair facilities in- 
creased. However, as the Canadian National, of which 
the Grand Trunk now forms a part, procured new power 
of modern design it became necessary to build a main- 
tenance plant which could handle the repairs to modern 
locomotives more economically than in the past. 

Accordingly, plans and specifications for a new loco- 
motive repair shop were prepared and approved. This 
shop was completed in July, 1929, and placed in opera- 
tion at that time. This is the third unit to be completed. 
under a rehabilitation and modernization program ap- 
proved some years ago whereby all the old repair plants 
located at this point, comprising locomotive and car 
shops, grey iron foundry, stores, etc., will be replaced by 
completely modern facilities. The stores building was 
the first unit to be completed and has been in use about 
three years. The new power plant, which replaced two 

. T the time of the opening of the Grand Trunk in 

old power houses, was the second unit completed and was 
placed in service late in 1928. On July 16, 1929, the 
third unit, comprising the locomotive shop was placed in 
complete operation. 

The entire project is being carried out within the 
limits of the original site. To accomplish this without 
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Erecting shop looking toward the boiler shop 

undue curtailment of production, considerable study and 
planning, was required with the result that the final 
change over from the old to the new locomotive shop 
was completed in a period of two weeks. A considerable 
number of new and heavy machine tools and other 
equipment was installed along with such machinery as 
was modern enough to be transferred from the old shop. 

All the plans and details were designed by, and erected 
under, the supervision of the Canadian National engi- 
neering staff, under the direction of S. J. Hungerford, 
vice-president in charge of operation, assisted by C. E. 
Brooks, chief of motive power, J. Roberts, general super- 
visor of shop methods, C. B. Brown, chief engineer, and 

W. A. Duff, engineer of standards. 
Limitations imposed by the building site and the neces- 

sity of maintaining the old shop in operation during the 
construction of the new, practically dictated the design- 
ing of the new shop complete in a single building. In 
this respect, and considering its size and capacity, it is 
somewhat unique and distinctively different from other 
locomotive shops on this continent. 

As will be seen from the plan, the building is rectangu- 
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lar in shape, being 265 ft. 4 in. wide by 1,056 ft. long, 
with a small offset in the southeast corner at the riveting 
tower. This provides a gross floor area of 277,100 sq. 
f{t., equivalent to 6.36 acres. This floor area is all on the 
ground floor, it being deemed advisable to dispense with 
balconies to simplify the problem of handling material 
and to secure better light during the day. The building 
is divided longitudinally into four bays, with an 85-ft. 

List of Machine Tools and Shop Equipment in the Point 
St. Charles Locomotive Shop 

Drawing 
reference Size or Capacity Machine 

Forge Shop 

1 41,000 cu. ft. per min..... Exhaust fan 
2 and 5 6,000 Ib., 23-ft. radius Pillar cranes 
SS: RE es Arr ere ere Double door billet furnaces 
4 TERS kccsetvdcavaviens Double frame steam hammer 

MINE itis aa gtk Wate Okan ee Hydraulic press 
8, 15, 18 

and 25 24 in. by 22 in. by 24 in. Oil furnaces 
9, 14, 19, 26, 32 
ES rere Cree eee et eeeceee Buffalo down-draft forges 

10 900 cu. ft. per min. ...... Blower, 24 oz. pressure 
11 Sere sere Open frame steam hammer 
12 1,000 lb, 26-ft. radius Column jib crane 
Be so ar attun wrote geteceinis 0.4. bine nat Hydraulic stock adjuster 
16 RE ccc bawied seedone’ Single frame steam hammer 
17 and 28 1,000 Ib. 23-ft. radius Column jib crane 
20, 23, 42 } 

and 25€& 1,350 cu. ft. per min. .... Blowers, 24 oz, pressure 
21 and 24 1,000 ft., 20-ft. radius .... Column jib cranes 
= and 27 ns chink ie died Single frame steam hammers 

1,800 cu. ft. per min. .... Blower, 24 oz, pressure 
30, 31,384, 37 

and 41 14 in. by 14 in. by 24 in. Oil furnaces 
33 600 Ib. Single frame steam hammer 
35 675 cu. per min....... Blower, 24 oz. pressure 
36 and 259 > = by. % in. by % in. . Ring bending machines 
i Serre cer Eye-bolt bender 

40 36 i by 32 in. by 21 ft. O1l furnace 
44 and 49 BNR cng Kore sean we Double frame steam hammers 
45, 271 and 273 1y% eee hon Bolt forging machines 
Ee er eer ee Double door billet furnaces 
48 4,500 cu. ft. per min. .... Blower, 24 oz, pressure 
50 4,000 lb. 23-ft. radius .... Pillar crane 
ray a). Ltn ot Ceca poate oaaia ginte wcetewier sia7 Electric carburizing furnace 
Te Sei aire ca nae e Wie Wiaib ht Casehardening furnace 
53 RS 1s le bial ara'ds ate biome Heavy forging machine 
a ee ea Ee rica pees Oil furnace 
255 BO Re ee Bee eb cee Floor grinder 
OES eae ee errr eee Bulldozers 
257 42 in. by 22 in. by 24 in. Oil furnace 
260 36 in, by 18 in. by 54 in. Oil furnace 
262 72 in. by 27 in. by 24 in. Oil furnace 
263 42 in. by 22 in. by 90 in. Oil furnace 
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Drawing 
reference 

264 
265 
268 
269 
270 
272 
274 
275 and 277 
276 and 278 
289 

59 
112 
118 

266 

267 

55 and 56 
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Machine tool layout of the § Canadia 

Size or Capacity Machine 

Seeasestrestin tannic Wace euite aaa Heavy bulldozer 
BE eS es Mee eee Bolt threading machine 
48 in. by 25 in. by 20 in. Oil furnace 
PR haces soa wie edness Forging machine 
SEE | Sener Bar shears 
42 in, by 22 in. by 48 in. Oil furnace 
48 in. by 25 in. by 13 in. Oil furnace 
Dh. MAS) ck inmameiepievpiseteredione ... Bolt forging machines 
42 in. by 22 in. by 13 in. Oil furnaces 
675 cu. ft. per min. ...... Blower, 24 oz. pressure 

Welders 

ieee eee eae soe aie. eeeae Benches 

TR Re eee eee Or OR ns ee Annealing furnace 
Scala aie Oe tocaatnaave rane daha wisasieYeiatie Oxygraph shape-cutting ma- 

chine 
Cs asseaia iy ee aaa Vo baceni aca ia ca coeenieteas Electric welding generator 
2,000 lb., 16-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 

Main and Side Rod Department 

Stave ea teive a rs etelelaraterwieie aed Doubel spindle rod borers 
RE ee Drill press 

S000 lb., 25-ft. reach . Wall bracket cranes 
SaaS as a eho eae See ork benches 
DROPN castes sae wnews ei Hydraulic bushing press 
24 iN. woe scerevsccvccoons Vertical turret lathe 
BOWE cick sineadan des aad Vertical turret lathe 
i ciacsts era a tiles iewia Slotting machine 
1,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius .. Column jib crane 
a ee re loor grinder 
De Oe OE ei eons swe Bolt lathe 
21 in. by 5 ft. .......6.. Lathe 
21 in, by 44 in, .......4. Lathe 
12 im, wees eeeeer ee enene Crank shaper 

SITES. FCs lid nip aioaiae dace Crank shaper ’ 
De Ue hw izinis eioeiatenarria ae Churchill internal grinder 

General Work Department 

ee ee | Sree Rod boring machine 
2,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius .... Column jib crane 
Pe eS oe eer Slab milling machine — 
OO. htc nant nae aenae Vertical milling machine 
50 in, by 14 in. by 21 in. Cincinnati plain milling ma- 

chine 

36 in. a if a Sige ates es Horizontal boring machine 
9 in. by 20 in. .......... Plain milling machine 
12 in, byt 15, me by 42 in. Universal milling machine 
16 ~ Satie abies iesin eee Dill slotting machine 
OE RS errr Vertical mill machine 
7 ft. “by Ra ere Face plate lathe 
Be ee Be he. ca teea sos Engine lathe 
40 in. by 7 ft. .......0.. Engine lathe ; 
32 im. ..ccceceecccscvcee Cold sawing machine 
26 in. by 14 PRE Pe Traverse head shaper 
42 in. by 42 in. by 10 ft. Planer 
Be Oe aiptes mak ata ie ak Heavy crank shaper 

Motion Work Department 

Shik Sasaa ves tekucbicPawe ais iniataee ki Motion parts rack and 
benches 
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the § Canadian National Point St. Charles Shops 

Drawing Drawing . 
reference Size or Capacity Machine reference Size or Capacity Machine 
Se eee rere Benches 175 1,000 Ib. 20 ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
61 COR 5865 selege Seen ago bush press 
Se - airiadidartaaete a eR ce ts ata iigeal ts Gh enatonaes crew hard press Spri D t t 
Se: =—«————C—Ci(é*é«*§ ape agi se a a nce ck kn ng ee 4 table, Young and a eee 

Baker gears 281 1,350 cu. ft. per min. Blower, 24 oz. pressure 
oe Motion test table _ : 606i} sC§S he AGnapeeedasaewaed awe Buffalo down-draft forge 
131 So ctieis Mie Aipipions ote bie e)a* einen Buffing and polishing machine 283 24 in. by 22 in. by 24 in. Electric furnace 
133 24 in. by 66 in. ......... Lathe 284 ECE Spring banding machine 
134 21 in. by 54 im. ........ Lathe 285 PEE seuss sales ceeedsns Spring banding machine 135 ZO im. Ge 58 GR. es sien Lathe | a Se er ee Electric buckle furnace 
136 Ya AM. vee e cece eceeeeees Twin spindle drill 289 35 -— Pate iwi ass nane aw Spring testing machine 
137 i Plain radial drill 290 a ere Spring stripping machine 
| ee re ree eee = Drill press 291 1 "000 , % 20-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
+ Reach rod rack ——- 83=—hlté‘(it«C ere caaiotenm ats Electric spring plate furnace 
can = | vwiasacaauste er eroeeeortes coe eacun tote Churchill link grinder 293 % in. by 7 in. by 72 in. S ring cambering machine 

141 ttc eget eres pes aceeceereces Horizontal boring mill es 06-6—6t—“‘“ Ge eR gee G hE OR ERI Electric spring plate furnace 
142 10 in. by 24 in. ........ Landis grinder 295 % by 7 in. by 84 in. Spring cambering machine 
143 NO. 4 cereeeeeeeeereeeee Universal grinder 296 1,000 tb. 24-ft. radius .... Column jib crane 
a Universal grinder ee Aen no een Hot punch and nibbling ma- 145, 146 » B . 

and 148 ro a ee aE Lathes - ree 
; i Be 866 aaa aaa iad anni Oil furnace : 

re = _ hed : > ° me i pon mee |) Uateesneadasuneonseeaen Spring are moasing rolls 
150 60 in, by 5 ft. 6 in. ..... Lathe ae en eee mee plate rac 
151 12 in. by 4 ft. Pin grinder a). He roe ena Gee Electric drawing furnace 
152 60 in. by 3 ft. 6 in. ...... Gap lathe ae”? Y agamaerosicn kaart OF Seams and cleaning 

ee . mee -C—“‘( ‘(#SC*N ees ue aces eas Electric tempering furnace 
Driving Wheel Department 304 Me tm: Oe 89 TR. cmvcccss Elliptic spring eye-forming 

119 2,000 lb., 24-ft. radius ... ee jib cranes machine 
60 Re arre rere ee ress . 

161 ee : Ae ree Seoguate’ tus furnace Brake and Spring Gear 
162 WEP SR. Gackt wanscsiwese Tire boring mill ‘ 
169 NS ise ain acinomae eines Boring mill eS  t«éi a sesevoevnee Work benches 
170 SO. pieces tees siawsad Boring mill 288 24 in. by 3% im. ........ Floor grinder 
171 60 in, by 16 in. by 5 ft. .. Gap lathe 296 1,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
172 30 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. ..... Engine lathe 305 GEL thunwecaceredeoers Drill press 
173 30 in. by 3 bar ip tedise wr ok Engine lathe 306 120 tom .........eeeeeee Hydraulic press 
174 36 in. by es Heavy duty engine lathe 307 3 in. 4-spindie .......... Drill ne 
175 1,000 Ib. 00. ft. radius .... Column jib cranes 308 1,000 Ib., 20-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
"er ee RT Locomotive axle journal turn 309 and 311. 26 in. by 8 ft. .......... Engine lathes 

i and grinding machine 310 SL are Engine lathe 
181 OR de. 55a caciinawxsaous Combination pin turning and 

quartering machine Air Compressor, Etc. Repairs 
182 OP GAs easecewtsr cicaanecs Heavy wheel lathe \ 

406 sett p atten eter erereeeeeens Wheel revolving machine Mi! ) ? oo Vtateaneetaess Swen eeans Work benches 
119 2,000 Ib., 24 ft. ......... Column jib crane 

Axle Box Department 312 I, cece sereessoceee Drill press 
313 eS a eee Engine lathe 

58 2,000 Ib., 25-ft. reach .... Wall bracket crane 314 ay ern Engine lathe 
66 18 in. by 10 ft. .......... Traverse head shaper 315 Be ES O bncctccciys Enginé lathe 
Rt pankes se mevereese cncas Sensitive drill 316 " Cebs baie oho (4 euch obs backs Turbo generator repair bench 
68 BO TING. sa wie ie ota ecblothais a8 fuse —_ oe . and test 
69 ee rr pee orizontal box press 
70 1,000 tb. 24-ft. radius ... Column jib crane kama P21 kel ipo: Pa ree ay cere ere ame go ves 

~lani ; Bee, 4 ls a deeara sub maedes saan anes ump and jacket cleaning vat 163 48 in. by 48 in. by 17 ft. Planing machine Distributing brake, signal acl 
164 eavy drawcut shaper 319 Vrrrerrereneee rere eee ee feed wales ‘cont , 

165 Plain radial drill 7 
166 wa ad — RTE LEER Pepe ee ee ee Pump — tables 
167 Kf ea = (ee See re Tremere rr ry Sere u 
168 Bullard driving box boring 8 Sa akan feces sso he ais Vise stands 

machine 323 ae Aree ee ee Hydraulic press 
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Drawing 
reference Size or Capacity Machine 

Jacket and Tinsmith Department 

Beef i adelante asain we pon cares Benches 
288 pen ee ee Floor grinder 
296 1,000 lb., 24-ft. radius Column jib crane 
324 SI ia ess hase Oko apc Drop hammer 
325 No, 18 gage ..... seseoes Punch press 
326 < in, by 6 in, by 9 ft. .. Plate rolls 
327 o. 18 gage by 8 it. Power squaring shears 
328 No. 10 gage by § ft. .... Hand brake 
329 pinata woobaanare eae Stead Gk Punch 
: SRE ht ree net eee ne eae aner Spot welder 
331 1 SG oe ere Punch press 
332 BE eas Seals paises. Seika kav Cirtle cutter 

eS ere ere ree ries ee Sensitive drill 

334 Ya IM, cersecsecccccesees Sensitive drill 
335 ge Se Se ee Lathe 
336 ING, 30 gages 2. accscces Squaring shears 
337 No. 18 gage 2 ft. by 3 ft. Tin rolls 
338 No. 24 gage ..scecceeces Edging and circle cutter 
339 No. 24 gage 30 in. ...... Shears 

Tool Room 

71 20 in, by 72 in. ........ Tool lathe 
72 20 in. a ee Tool lathe 
73 ee eee Tool lathe 
74 9 in. by 15 in. by 33 in. Horizontal milling machine 
75 i Ser. eure Sensitive drill 
es he Or eee re nr Tool grinder 
ee = & oe - in aeamia gdc ae aaa deere Universal tool grinder 
rs © Vi... aearcraite eee cs osetia oats Electric tempering furnaces 
79, SO and. 62 16 im. ty 36 tA. 6. ccccc css Lathe 
$1 ae a a Lathe 
83 WS NE 68.2 osG. wince s wicens Oaiaie Universal tool grinder 
WR ima weiniens Seas ane High speed steel cutting-off 

machine 
85 14 in. by 1% in. by 1% 

Mises oe witees Sota tok ase Floor grinder 
> ee” ae nena niece ereaecualesa%s Power hack saw 

Tool and Petty Store 

- < CCC CRC rer rr nee Bench 
I re ne Tool and material shelves 
ee eevee ia wonton naneisk oie Sellers tool grinder 
185 PRE Seicavationccadee sus Universal cutter and tool 

grinder 
186 14 in. by 1% in. by 5 

gel ree CAP aa wear Pe pee ae Wheel grinder 

Frame and Cylinder Department 

195 60 in. by 60 in. by 18 ft. Planer 
207 i es | re Horizontal boring machine 
MN CEE xanicsncghn ates quences te Cylinder boring machines 
209 Wie seca sland aici acarense ac aiws ahaa Universal radial drill 
Me Le | Scaeuibratataomiysenna ateiwseie div Kiniecne te Cylinder fitting pit 
216 et Saar cr Te Morton drawcut shaper 
235 96 in. by 84 in. by 45 ft. Frame planer 
236 34 in. by 63 in. by 50 ft. Frame slotting machine 
237 Re eee Universal radial drill 

Piston and Crossheads 

168 1,000. 1b;, 20 ft, .c..00a0 Radius column jib crane 
187 42 in. by 42 in. by 10 ft. Planer 
188 RMS. cis amFa< 6 case a mae Slotting machine 
189 ee eS eee ee Engine lathe 
190 oe a re Engine lathe 
EA hy ia" ear emainaenicada bie %, Acard mere Keyway milling machine 
192 Oe ME hoa che guicana tan Drill press 
Se OR re ener Guide bar grinder 

SES er ee ree Crosshead press 
196 1,000 Ib., 18-ft. radius Column jib crane 
197 24 in. by 2 eee Grinder 
198 14am. by 22 in. ........ Vertical milling machine 
199 ES Se a ee Engine lathe 
200 ae te eee Engine lathe 
201 NE oh scars Selena Deere Bullard vertical turret lathe 
202 Ce RRS Ay eee Bullard vertical turret lathe 
203 St Re reer Fe te Bullard vertical turret lathe 
205 24 by OE Serer Rod grinder 
206 Oe le ter ae SR ok encwiaec Engine lathe 
213 OR a ee Cylinder bushing mill 

Bolt and Stud Department 

89 2 in. by 10 in. by 36 in... Turret lathe 
90 2 in. by 24 in. by 24 in... Turret lathe 
91 2 in, by 24 in. by 30 in... Turret lathe 
92 ou Le. a Turret lathe 
93 and 94 2 7 Pe eaeahh ac bck +a <a Turret lathes 
Par 2 AR erences Nut facing machine 
96 17° > By 24 Mm. 2.2 6s0cs Bolt lathe 
I eh oS POL ee Bolt centering machine 
98 14 in. by 6 ft. .......... Bolt lathes 
106 3% in. by . IM. cecqeees Turret lathes 
107 a SOS DS ae Turret lathes 
108 3% in, te 36 ia. aeaceaseoee Turret lathes 

Millwright Department 

58 2,000 Ib., 25-ft. reach .... Wall bracket crane 
ee A AAS OR eee oe Benches 
99 Seen vebtes0sas ta cewes Power hack saw 
it | |. | Wipe eed wh oad erie @ nateve Sensitive drill 
101 36° in. RG take « Mhinbe otk aaked Drill press 
102 eA) SE a eer Lathe 
103, 104 

and 105 eS Lathes 
109 Me WO sain 65 ans whee ccsant Hydraulic press 
en te Oe fain cg ela ead & Layout table 
111 UE ics Pans da cid keh Jack testing machine 

Drawing } d 
reference Size or Capacity Machine 

Brass Finishing Department 

a | eee sacha amese eeuee mae Auto. valve grinding machine 
Be t*«(t«C nut rae ems ew ve mi tO Cock grinder 
SE nr re ere Milling machine 
217, 218, 220 

and 221 Risch ciation tea a aiviaratareee ate Double work benches 
A er ore Buffing and polishing ma- 
222, 223, 224, chine 

225, 226, 227, 
228, 2390, 231, 
and 234 ee eS eee Brass lathes 

229 26 18, BY SG WM. as scicwae Brass lathe 

233 ea ae OB Sree Brass lathe 
234 16 Gh. Re PO RB. taseiewse Brass lathe 

Electrical Department 

119 2,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius .. Column jib crane 
BSF = ww oo ole a er9 0 6 wn 00d 800 50:0 Test pane 
er er re nr tere re Shop maintenance bench 

ore nr reer Engine repair bench 
Met Re cabin om aceee ewe Headlight armature repair 

bench 
OO: IT TS TET ee Turbo generator rack _ 
Se ewes ieee eat hewe eww Headlight turbine repair 

bench 
BERS 0) Meets cic ese eamie am Coil spreading and general 

winding 
On bo ee meer fr recta terpenes ne Turbo test rack | : 
Mr ory rem yer srkra parrscirn yar Armature and coil baking 

oven 
ae) © MiireterocaceGeceecieaas Coil winding lathe 

Carpenters 

20  «—«si‘(é}séC irae Reems ovtasesece . ROS 
119 2,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
O- - (kk creases ase Seale aers Wet grindstone 
357 ire ciprarechcaiaie lore ein wana iece bane Universal woodworking ma- 

chine 

Superheater Units, Throttles, Etc. 

ae. (ts eee en rw Leela alos asia tine Benches 
296 1,000 1lb., 24-ft. radius Column jib crane 
SS eine re ree hi ee eer Unit testing machine 

Tube and Flue Department 

119 2,000 Ib., 24-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
359, 362 and 

Bes hepeid pasate pene Sisiaemnioens Electric tube furnaces 
360 GME nthe awison es ana cate Rotary tube welding machine 
Wee 0s Se oeateio late alee mae Pneumatic tube welding ham- 

mer 
EI re ee mere srre Hot saw 
mee, , Ce eecieucie ata ceeminteaes Tube expander 
366 ae Se SRY Rare ny ae ac Tube scaling machine 
367 DP WR -weaeise sas See eeaisiene« Tube scaling machine 
ME ch ac atenoeie aw ch Saas ak Safe end cutting-off machines 
ne ~SCt*t:**«(‘“CC ee loa dinaias esau eeaeniews Vertical abrasive machine 
407 DO. | aieeenien semis a Vice Electric tube welding machine 

Ash Pans and Light Plate Work 

i) s,s Baie e eae eaaiaae sine Benches 
119 2,000 lb., 24-ft. radius . Column jib crane 
a rrr eer Laying out table 
371 RN a nem ee Punching and shearing ma- 

chine 
372 ¥% in, by 12 in. by 8 ft. Plate rolls 
373 24 in. by 3% in. ........ Floor grinder 
374 1,000 cu. ft. per min. Pressure blower, 16 oz. pres- 

sure 
375 4,590 cu. ft. ner min. .... Exhaust fan, 134 in. static 

pressure 
me (i CO ip Be ene eG o5inSeeuwab eee Forge fires 

Coe Serr eres re Hydraulic plate clamp 
378 DT OR cet nceasneue Bradley helve hammer 
ee cor tenner rarn yes Hydraulic press 
382 ee eee Universal radial drill 
380 BOP piscaicts 03 eden wee Hydraulic close corner punch 

Boiler Shop 

381 een Plate planing machine 
na ee ere ae ata a ee Sensitive drill 
383 6 —- da Gian: ati ok tag a + Staybolt threading machine 

ee ON ere eee. Telltale hole drill 
386 14 in. by, ee Staybolt lathe 
387 3 in. by 3 ere - Angle bar shears 
388 1 in, by 5 ae Throat punch and shear 

389 1 in. by 20 in. by 14 ft. Horizontal plate bending rolls 
390 Lee Gap riveting machine 
391 Ce NS i ar seen Gap riveting machine 
392 2,000 Ib. 20-ft. radius Column jib crane 
393 4,000 lb. 25-ft. radius Pillar crane 
394 BE WO oii conve s.0d2 sce Sectional flange press 
See? (ho~ | Pekka esis keeeerewee Plate flanging. furnace 
396 2,200 cu, ft. per min. Pressure blower, 24 oz. pres- 

sure 
397 ech igh asa ace ve ew Hydraulic flange press 
| ED rs hee arb wd aies. boa Straightening block 
399 i TR ARS rer en ee eer ee - Rotary bevel shears 
400 POM haat tiga ve Sica.e ate ° — ring and flue sheet 

ri 
401 BP sate ciet esd tease ne Radial drill 
402 Sspindle . 5.064... seeeees Tube sheet drill 
403 ic _ by 12 in. by 8 ft. Straightening rolls 
RE he A So ry ee eee Radial 
405 ciated seis em aules Etec ac sine Rack for gee fronts 

Truck Department 

238 PU) MMR arr ahaa ocaisiare ahve. Gus Heavy car wheel lathe 
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Photograph taken in the heavy machine bay at night 

Drawing 
reference 
239 ETT OT EAE Soring mill 
240 SO A ioe asie share draminlvte Hydraulic wheel press 
241 2,000 Ib., 20-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
242 oe a |S : a Journal turning lathe 
243 RF Oe: i 2 BE. wikoaweeae Bolt lathe 
244 WE MEG, cscs beawnle sew ae Tire boring mill 
245 OW UML. od ois nas diouinivaicarern Shaping machine 
246 6 We io uareak asnsanmees Radial drill 
247 SEE: cciaanctisa hamak oem Radial drill 
BU = ———i—i*é#‘ hier SR Gs ao ih ans nw Nt So in Td vw Tire setting trestles 
er ————s aise ape ss si en at eka Wales es sb Electric tire heating furnace 
rr re seas mate. a Tes Pneumatic wheel jacks 
251 2,000 Ib., 26-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 
254 2,000 Ib., 21-ft. radius ... Column jib crane 

Pipe Shop 

BO = iC Re aia esta fase ocetene aoe Benches 
340 BG RS akc nian Sets enens Power hack saw 
341 Is RID coh sso telgsal svn acs oie toe oee Pipe threading machine 
342 F AERS: oo wo ninwinwignie-ecea ars Pipe threading machine 
343 G Se a wes ces socio Pipe threading machine 
AS core 2 st Puer aan Asuras dee CFR Hydraulic pipe bending ma- 

chine 
BSS, “o\) -  SideeecuneneGs baGoaeebea ae Forge fires 

transverse bay across the west end, which is assigned to 
the forge shop. 

Starting at the south side of the building, the first bay, 
55 ft. 10 in. center to center of the columns, is designated 
as the miscellaneous bay. It contains the following sub- 
departments: The spring shop, brake and spring gear de- 
partment, tube and flue shop, air-brake and feedwater- 
equipment repair shop, electrical repair shop, jacket and 
tin shop, pipe shop, woodworking shop and the light 
plate shop. This bay also contains the riveting tower. 

The second bay is 85 ft. wide and contains a 31-pit 
erecting shop. A space 216 ft. long at the east end com- 
prises the main boiler shop. The third bay, 70 ft. wide, 
is the heavy machinery bay, with the exception of 264 
ft. at the east end, which contains the tender tank and 
frame shop. The fourth bay, 54 ft. 6 in. wide is de- 
voted principally to the light machinery, with the excep- 
tion of 264 ft. at the east end, which is assigned to tender 
and engine-truck repairs. 

The entire superstructure stands on concrete piles, as 
the building site is only a few feet above the normal level 
of the St. Lawrence River. On the outside walls, the 
concrete is carried up 5 ft. above the floor level to the 
first row of windows, and from that point up, the walls 
are of red brick with reinforced concrete bands above 
each row of steel window sash. All roof drainage is car- 
ried down inside the building to storm sewers. 

Natural Lighting 

The distribution of natural light has been well taken 
care of and uniform diffusion is assisted by coating the 
entire interior of the solid walls, and roof, together with 
all steel superstructure and office structures, with alu- 
minum paint down to within 5 ft. of the floor level. The 
remaining 5 ft. is finished in black. The erecting bay, 
which is higher than the remainder of the shop, is pro- 
vided with clerestory windows only. All remaining bays 
have skylights. Distribution of glass is as follows: 

i i A OR sos na sinh es sbda dane d bee anwwes 45,000 sq. ft. 
i EE, NOR og bin 65h 04560 dNA EADS EO ROR E RO 22,200 sq. ft. 
Ne EE Rn ne ns dw hs bones as eee eae 6 ase 51,810 sq. ft. 
Percentage of side wall glass to side wall area............ 39.5 
Percentage of total glass area to floor area...........+..6. 43.0 

Artificial Lighting 

Overhead lighting is used throughout the shop. Holo- 
phane reflectors are suspended on flexible brackets from 

The tender shop—The 40-ton crane is shown in the background—Water jacks are shown on each column at the left for 
filling tender tanks and testing 
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the roof trusses, allowing the reflectors to hang level 
with the lower chord of the truss. Each fixture is hung 
on a hook on the end of the bracket and is coupled to a 
wiring circuit by a plug connection, to facilitate re- 
moval for repairs. All fixtures are easily reached from 
the top of the electric cranes for cleaning, bulb renewal, 
or repairs. Lamps are controlled in groups of six from 
control cabinets conveniently located on building col- 
umns. In the erecting bay, on account of the height, two 
750-watt bulbs are used per building panel of 24 ft. At 
the boiler shop end of this bay, three 750-watt bulbs are 
required as the building panels in this section are 36 ft. 
wide. The remainder of the shop is equipped with 500- 
watt bulbs, the heavy machine bay and forge shop having 
three per building panel, while the balance of the shop 
has two. 

In addition, all the heavy machine tools and a large 
proportion of the smaller machines are wired either for 
bracket lighting fixtures or extension cords as may be 
required. Each locomotive pit has five Oliver plug re- 
ceptacles, three at the back end and two at the front end, 

controlled from lighting cabinets on building columns. 
For night lighting purposes, a few of the regular service 
lamps are connected up by a third wire system and may 
be controlled either directly from the power house or 
from cabinets in the main shop. A light is also provided 
outside over each doorway, a pair of flood lights being 
placed over the doorways at the outgoing and incoming 
tracks. 

Electric-Welding Circuits 

The boiler and tank shops are wired for electric-weld- 
ing equipment through a sub-floor conduit to plug sta- 
tions located at convenient points on building columns. 
Current for this circuit is supplied by a Wilson generator 
set which is permanently located at the center of distribu- 
tion. Also, at the west end of the erecting and machine 
bays, another welding machine is located which supplies 
current to four stationary panels in a small welding de- 
partment handling miscellaneous parts. In the erecting 
bay all even-numbered building columns at the rear of 
the locomotive pits are wired for, and connected to, 
Oliver 3-pole, 600-volt safety switches for operating 

Section of the chief engineer’s office showing the apparatus 
used for analyzing boiler feed water 

portable electric welders and electric rivet heaters, there 
being 15 stations installed. 

Overhead Travelling Cranes 

Electric overhead crane service has been well pro- 
vided for without being overdone; that is, without plac- 
ing too many cranes on one runway. Stationary jib 
cranes have been installed at all points where deemed 
necessary, to take care of a large number of minor lifts, 
thus leaving the electric cranes more freedom to per- 
form their proper functions without unnecessary delays. 
Eleven electric travelling bridge cranes and three wall- 
bracket type travelling cranes are in operation, dis- 
tributed throughout the plant as follows: Erecting shop, 

= Seal PS } £ t 
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Auxiliary equipment bay which is located in front of the erecting shop showing the air brake repair department; jacket 
and tin shop; superheater and feedwater-heater repair shop and the flue shop 
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one 200-ton crane and one 40-ton crane on the upper 
runway. The latter crane is for use principally in the 
boiler shop. There are also two 15-ton messenger 
cranes on the lower runway. The heavy machine bay has 
two 15-ton cranes; the tank shop, one 40-ton crane; the 
truck shop, one 15-ton crane; the miscellaneous bay, one 
15-ton crane; the forge shop, one 10-ton crane; the 
riveting tower, one 25-ton crane, and the light ma- 
chinery bay, three one-ton wall-bracket travelling cranes 
controlled from the floor and serving work benches, etc., 
in the rod, motion, axle, box and millwright depart- 
ments. 

All of these cranes have the latest features and equip- 
ment, and with the exception of the wall-bracket cranes 
have central lubricating systems. Load lowering is ac- 

The forge shop showing some of the oil-gas forge furnaces— 
Two Whiting 3-ton electric operated self-sup- 

porting cranes are shown in the background 

complished by regenerative braking. All are operated 
with d.c. current except the 25-ton crane in the riveting 
tower, which is a.c. 

The design of the 200-ton locomotive lifting crane is 
rather unique, in that it is supplied with a third or 10-ton 
auxiliary hoisting trolley which operates on the main 
bridge between the two main trolleys. This arrangement 
has proved to be an improvment over the usual system 
of adding auxiliary hoists on the main trolleys, where 

they are out of action during the lifting, wheeling or un- 
wheeling of locomotives. 

The third trolley has a longitudinal travel equal to the 
distance between the main trolleys. A cross travel of 
15 ft. 2 in. allows the use of the 10-ton auxiliary hook 
for the removal or replacement of main and side rods 
on either side of the locomotive or for other purposes 
while the locomotive is suspended on the main hooks. 
This crane has four-point suspension and is also ar- 
ranged to lift locomotives high enough to pass over the 
15-ton cranes on the lower runway. 

Piping 

Special attention has been given to the installation of 
the various pipe services with the object of reducing to a 
minimum leakage losses and maintenance costs. All pip- 
ing with the exception of the drinking-water lines have 
been welded in. All valves or other fittings above 2 in. 
are flanged, with the mating flanges welded to the pipe. 
In addition, all short bends, elbows, tees, reducers, Y’s, 
or other odd shapes were cut from the straight pipe with 
the torch and welded in. Manifolds for air-hose con- 
nections were made in the same way. 
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The various services originating at the power house 
are brought into the shop through a tunnel which extends 
across the width of the building. From the supply mains 
in this tunnel branches or risers are brought up at either 
the outside walls or at the various building columns. 
From these risers, the service lines are distributed over- 

head along the face of the columns on standardized 
brackets and clips. 

Drops are carried from the service lines down at the 
building columns or walls where necessary for com- 
pressed air connections, fire hydrants, water and steam 
to engine pits and cleaning vats, water to drinking foun- 
tains and urinals, oxy-acetylene services, etc. All live 
steam and return lines are insulated. The drinking- 
water service pipes have anti-sweat and temperature 
coverings. In addition the entire piping installation has 
been painted in a color scheme which has been adopted 
as standard for the Canadian National System. The 
completed piping installations presents an appearance 
which for neatness and accessibility would be difficult to 
improve. Following is a list of the standard colors 
adopted : 

Standard Colors for Painting Pipes 

Piet LIne CoLor 
a Ne ek nae big eee Bright red 
DRM Doki Chas ch ak bhbaicabeea esac eSibee wee Pea green 
ac as ys ohh re hugh oa one wo a Bi Aaa Bright yellow 
i og co od a alana cacessbs aon Sa nisg hub ies np ise Light brown 
IES bis in skis Cad oa eben coleo se aenabueen'ss Dark drab 
ND ite <b 6.9; 900080 S Meuutaonsnwse ees eeeauee Dark lead 
NN 3 sis cb awk owes waa ACRES OED White 
i as Chak asd gaa ake Oa Ee aE Re Light blue 
I obs oan g ad scans ne ses chiuwus eee Dark blue 
sg sS ok basa Sansa eeu wee seen tte Green 
iA Sooo CG wi dike saS0 ae Seen 55a Black 
SEU. ns, wats a tb Gib dus bur ped awed aaa aus Dark red 
neg i ee ee ee ae a Orange vermilion 
Pe a ik Asae as dwes soca aes ne esas ee Aluminum 

Floors and Machine Foundations 

Generally speaking, the floors are wood blocks laid on 
a reinforced-concrete sub-floor. The exceptions are the 

Section of the light machine bay, the brass and bolt depart- 
ments—The tool room is located beneath the fore- 

men’s offices shown in the background 

forge shop, which is cinders with concrete trucking roads, 
the spring shop, which is concrete, and the tank shop, 
which is also concrete laid with drainage slopes to carry 
away spillage water, etc. There is also a small area of 
cinder floor around the flange furnace and press in the 
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boiler shop to take care of hot plates. An area of con- 
crete is used in the tube and flue shop around the tube 
cleaning machines where water would be detrimental to 
the wood blocks. 

All machine tools rest on concrete, the foundations 
being of a widely varying nature to suit the type and 
weight of machine. Foundations for the larger machines 
requiring anchor bolts, pits, etc., were located from the 
machine tool layout, formed up and poured in advance 
of the sub-floor slab. Separate foundations for all the 
lighter types of machines were dispensed with, the sub- 
floor slab being thickened where required to support ma- 
chines by bringing the concrete up to normal floor 
level. This arrangement also provided sufficient thick- 
ness for concrete foundations to take care of light anchor 
bolts where such were necessary. 

The Heating System—Miscellaneous Services 

Heating the entire building is accomplished by a sys- 
tem comprising a total of 81 unit heaters of the high- 
ceiling type. Each unit is operated by a 2-hp. motor 
and is supplied with exhaust steam at 5-lb. pressure. 
Under normal operations about 50 per cent of the unit 
heaters are thermostatically controlled, the remainder 
having manual control and only sufficient of the latter 
are cut in to maintain a shop temperature of 65 deg. F. 

All heaters are hung in the roof trusses, with heated 

The erecting shop looking toward the boiler shop—The 200- 
ton crane with the 10-ton auxiliary hook is shown 

in the top foreground 

air discharging slightly above the lowest chord of the 
truss. In the erecting bay, the warm air discharge is 
therefore more than 56 ft. above floor level while in the 
remainder of the building it is more than 35 ft. above 
the floor level. No difficulty was experienced during the 
past winter in maintaining a uniform temperature during 
all conditions of weather. 

As may be observed from the machine-tool layout, 
trucking aisles or traffic lanes have been laid out which 
provide access to and permit convenient trucking service 
to all parts of the shop. All movement of material not 
taken care of by overhead electric cranes, is made by 
power trucks using trailers where necessary. These 
ot aisles are outlined on the floor by white painted 
ines. 
Washroom and toilet facilities for the men are in- 
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cluded in a combination structure with the foremen’s 
offices in the forge shop, boiler shop and tender shop. 
The erecting- and machine-shop facilities are housed in 
a two-story structure about midway of the light machin- 
ery bay. Washrooms are equipped with Bradley wash 
fountains and metal lockers. The foremen’s offices have 
separate facilities. Drinking fountains are located at 
convenient intervals throughout the shop area. This also 
applies to urinals. 

Petty stores in the boiler and tender shops occupy the 
ground floor under the foremen’s offices and washrooms. 
The machine and erecting shops are served from a com- 
bined tool store and petty store which are centrally 
located in the heavy machine bay. The tool store is 
equipped with the necessary grinding tools for sharpen- 
ing reamers, taps, twist drills, small milling cutters, and 
lathe, planer, and shaper tools, etc. 

Outside the building and entirely surrounding it at a 
distance of 17 ft. from the wall is a 20-ft. concrete road- 
way having curbs and gutters. This roadway connects 
at all outside doorways and also links up with the main 
stores and city streets. Eventually, when all projected 
shop units are complete, it will not be necessary to leave 
the pavement in order to deliver material to and from 
any of the buildings or stock storage spaces in the entire 
plant. 

At the east end of the shop, convenient to the shop 
service tracks, will be located the dead locomotive and 
tender storage yard. This yard will include a ladder 
track with short spurs for the convenient handling of 
tenders. Other facilities included in this yard will be a 
100-ft. turntable and a 50-ft. by 270-ft. fiiring-up and in- 
spection shed, which has two tracks with pits and an over- 
head electric travelling crane, also, a locomotive weigh- 
ing scale will be added to the equipment in this building. 

Present Production and Forces 

Although the new shop has been in operation only a 
comparatively few months it has been producing an 
average of 36 class repairs per month at a cost of $1.00 
per unit. The unit system of measurement of produc- 
tion and costs, which the Canadian National has evolved, 
is effective at all the larger repair shops, and is based on 
the possible productivity of equipment and forces per 
100 man-hours worked. Approximately 1,173 men, 
clerks and supervisors are employed in locomotive re- 
pair work at the Point St. Charles shops. Of this 
force, 112 are employed in the blacksmith shop, 258 in 
the erecting shop, 301 in the machine shop, 181 in the 
boiler shop and 93 in the tender shop. 

The foundry, which is operated in connection with this 
shop, turns out all kinds of grey-iron castings as large 
as locomotive cylinders. 

The Point St. Charles shop handles part of the locomo- 
tive class repair work for the Central Region of the 
Canadian National System. All repairs are scheduled 
under the direction and supervision of the general super- 
intendent of motive power and car equipment of the 
region and his staff. All new power is built under the 
direction of the chief of motive power and his staff. 
New standards are also developed and approved by the 
office of the chief of motive power. Shop methods and 
systems are prepared by the general supervisor of shop 
methods. 

The shop superintendent reports to the superintendent 
of motive power and car equipment of the Central Re- 
gion. He meets once a week with the general foremen 
and the seven shop foremen who arrange the scheduling 
of locomotives through the shop. This staff meeting 

(Concluded on page 130) 
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Abstract of a paper presented 

before the January meeting 

of the Pueblo Car Men’s 

Association 

By C.T. Ripley 

Chief Mechanical Engineer, Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe, Chicago 

HEN the question of passenger-car draft-gear 
design was studied a few years ago, little or 
no published test data were found. Conse- 

quently, systematic study both in the laboratory and on 
the road was started. The manufacturers also lacked 
basic data and none of the gears then on the market fully 
met requirements. The manufacturers co-operated in 
every way in the experiments and, since that time, a 
number of them have developed gears to meet the re- 
requirements. In considering these requirements, it is 
necessary to review the developments and operating 
conditions that had to be met. 

The draft gear as applied to all equipment is used to 
protect lading and equipment against damaging shocks 
and only in recent years has the influence on train han- 
dling and train riding become generally recognized. In 
times past the track, or the trucks have usually been 
blamed for any disturbance in the car, so that even men 
who were well versed in draft gears were free to state 
that the draft gear could not be blamed for bad riding, 
but these same men were unable to explain how a change 
of draft gears only corrected a bad riding condition. 
Thus it is that another factor must be considered as 
contributing to the discomfort of passengers; namely, 
the rapid jerking or surging of the train, caused by the 
locomotive and transmitted by draft gears not properly 
designed for the service. 

In this connection, we must first consider tWe recip- 
rocating engines of the locomotives where only a part of 
the reciprocating weight is counterbalanced. As a re- 
sult, these reciprocating weights are cushioned by steam 
compressed in the cylinders and the locomotive frame 
gets the reaction. This results in two components, one 
forward and one backward, for each wheel revolution, 
and produces distinct jerks that depend on speed and 
also on the moving mass. The bad effect, as on the rid- 
ing of trains back of Mountain-type locomotives, due to 
reciprocation impulse, is most critical at 27 m.p.h., and 
practically disappears below 18 and above 35 m.p.h. 

In this country the early draft-gear development con- 
sisted of spring arrangements, either single or in parallel 
or in tandem, depending on the weight and construction 
of the cars and locomotive. As the size of equipment 
and trains increased, draft gears of higher capacity were 
developed in the form of friction gears. The friction 
gear has a high absorption which shows an area between 
the compression and release curves with the result that, 
after a pull of 60,000 Ib. at the drawbar, the gear may 
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Draft Gears for Passenger Cars 

not release until the load has dropped to 4,000 or 5,000 
lb. With this kind of gear, the pull might fluctuate be- 
tween 60,000 Ib. and 20,000 Ib., with an average of 40,- 
000 Ib., and the gear show little or no action, but be- 
have like a solid block. 

Draft Gears Should Dissipate Locomotive Surging 

As a result, the power impulses of the locomotive 
are transmitted by this gear to the car back of it, and an 
unpleasant surging may result. With a properly-design- 
ed spring and friction combination gear, the spring will 
compress and release one inch or so for each driver rev- 
olution under the same conditions, and the surging is 
dissipated in the gear instead of in the car mass, where 
it annoys passengers. 

The Class G tandem spring meets some of the require- 
ments, but does not have the overload margin necessary 
for heavy equipment. As the friction gears came to re- 
place the spring gears, it was only natural that they 
should retain % in. to 3% in. of preliminary spring 
travel, closing at 20,000 lb. or 25,000 Ib. and then going 
into friction. This was fairly satisfactory for a time 
while the spring was new and stiff and the friction ele- 
ment soft, but constant use produced permanent set in 
the spring and stiffened the friction action, with the re- 
sult that the smooth, easy changeover in the compression 
curve became angular or sharp. The gear action then 
changed and had the equivalent of free slack and very 
high resistance, and locomotive surging was transmitted 
to the first car and, in many cases, to the second car and 

beyond. 
The need for greater gear capacity resulted in using a 

pair of springs combined in a gear housing with 34 in. 
of spring travel and 134 in. of friction travel in one 
certain type of gear. Within certain train limits this 
arrangement was quite satisfactory, but with one or two 
cars added, there were considerable periods of jerking 
as the elastic travel range was not enough to take care 
of the normal train range. The spring travel was then 
increased to 1% in. and the friction travel decreased 
to 1% in. This was a decided improvement but, in an 
effort to get 60,000-Ib. spring resistance, the initial pres- 
sure was raised to about 18,000 lb. This was all right 
for the heavier trains, but for light trains there was 
little or no spring movement, especially in drifting when 
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the engine brakes were released with train brakes on, 

resulting in considerable roughness of surging. 
The analysis of the various relations resulted in draft- 

ing the general specifications which follow; that is, a 
gear with tandem-spring characteristics for 134 to 2 in. 
of travel and either friction or high spring capacity for 
the last 34 in to 1 in. of travel: 

Size—The draft gear shall fit the standard A. R. A. pocket 9% in. by 
12% in. by 24% in. when used with the necessary standard tollower plates 
wherever the gear design requires these plates. 

Travel—The draft-gear travel shall be not less than 2% in. nor more 
than 2% in. as prescribed by A. R. A. for freight draft gears. 

Capacity—The slow load capacity at 1% in. shall be from 60,000 Ib. to 
70,000 Ib., the loading curve being a straight line, or a long radius curve. 
From 1% in. travel to closure, the slope of the line shall change so that 
the capacity shall be at least 150,000 lb. at gear closure. The change of 
direction of lines shall be a smooth curve. 

initial Compression—The initial compression shall be not less than 3,000 
Ib. nor more than 5,000 Ib. 

Sturdiness—The construction shall permit a number of oversolid blows 
under the drop hammer with 600,000 Ib. sill-pressure without appreciable 
housing, shorting or distortion. 

Characteristics—The draft gears shall have coil-spring action from initial 
to 1% in. and show little or no hysteresis loss between compression and 
release curves under slow loading. The travel from 1% in. to closure may 

. have friction characteristics with accompanying absorption, as indicated by 
the separation of compression and release curves, but shall show no creeping 
under repeated slow loading and partial release. The action throughout the 
entire travel shall be uniform as to travel and sill pressure, and the gear 
shall be so constructed that the last drop just under closure shall produce 
not more than 350,00 Ib. sill-pressure when measured with an Endsley 
dynamometer, or a chronograph, or similar dynamic pressure indicator. 

Construction—The gears shall be essentially self-contained, so that each 
gear can be applied and removed as a unit exclusive of not more than two 
standard separate follower plates and the gear characteristics shall not 
change appreciably in service. 

Several manufacturers developed passenger-type 
draft gears, complying in general with these specifica- 
tions. These gears resulted in further improvements in 
train riding, but perfection in riding at all times is even 
yet not obtained. With 13 to 14 cars on the trains, in- 
stead of 10 to 11, the drawbar pull is increased enough 
sometimes to be beyond the spring travel into the fric- 
tion travel and cause some jerking on a few of the 
heavier grades. The handling of a baggage or mail car 
between locomotive and head passenger-carrying car 
gives the necessary cushioning so that good riding re- 
sults in the next car and beyond. 

The older design of friction gears consisted of a mal- 
leable iron barrel and case-hardened shoes. In recent 
years, this has been changed to cast steel heat-treated 
housings and either cast or drop-forged shoes, also heat- 
treated, to give increased wear. The general tendency is 
to use high capacity draft gears for the back end of the 
locomotive tenders, which includes a limited travel and 
also inflexibility for passenger as well as for freight 
service. Some experiments with locomotives equipped 
with passenger style draft gears have shown a good in- 
fluence on the riding of the train, as it gives added flex- 
ibility and there is a greater absorption of power im- 
pulses, and smoother riding of the train results. 

Tests Made With Dynamometer Car 

The method of determining the riding qualities of 
equipment may be of interest. Some of the data were 
obtained by using a dynamometer car for a complete op- 
erating record. This produced a special case that is not 
representative of everyday operation. This was supple- 
mented by placing recording instruments in the baggage 
end of the buffet car for several trips, and getting a 
record of the draft-gear movement relative to the loco- 
motive tender; also the speed and the drawbar stretch 
and a record of the riding each minute, or each five min- 
utes. This gave a lot of basic data as to the relation of 
gear action and car riding, but was limited in its appli- 
cation. 

Further investigations were made by using a heavy 
pendulum connected with a clock-driven paper so a rec- 
ord was obtained of the vibration or car movements. 
Such a pendulum would record only in the direction of 
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its swing and, as disturbances occur in any one of the 
three dimensions or components of these, it is not ade- 
quate. Bad riding may be due to the backward or 
forward motion as caused by locomotive power im- 
pulses, and brake applications, the up and down move- 
ment due to wheels, springs, equalizer, track, etc., and 
the sidewise motion due to conditions such as the flanges 
hugging the rail and also due to track irregularities, and 
various speed factors, depending on operating condi- — 
tions. 

In the absence of a satisfactory riding recording de- 
vice, we have made such observations as will give com- 
parative data affecting the passengers in the cars, as to 
whether they seem comfortable or restless, and in order 
to have a comparative record the observer uses a note- 
book and draws a series of short vertical or diagonal 
lines that may be independent or connected as follows: 
//////// or NNNNNN. For smooth riding, these 
lines are quite uniform, but for rough riding, they be- 
come comparatively rough or irregular, but naturally it 
requires experience on the part of the observer to trace 
the probable cause. A car can be checked fairly well in 
two or three minutes, which permits a record of all the 
cars under practically the same operating conditions. 

Rough Riding Often Psychological 

Rough riding with passengers is often psychological, 
in that they will associate noise with roughness, so that 
a noisy coupler, vestibule curtain, a loose window, ra- 
diator pipe or light fixture, will disturb passengers and 
cause them to complain of rough riding, while actually 
the cars are running as smoothly as any others in the 
train where there is no complaint. Likewise the dining 
cars and buffet cars are subject to complaint, because 
the handling of a cup of coffee or a spoon of soup, or 
the writing of a letter, are operations that require more 
favorable conditions than a nap on a soft seat or 
cushion in a Pullman car. On long transcontinental 
rides, the passengers frequently have little else to do ex- 
cept to observe service and have time to comment on it. 

The draft gear is a factor in smooth starting and stop- 
ping of trains. When the train cushions on springs be- 
tween cars, the stop is smoother than when the action 
is against a high-capacity friction draft gear. In start- 
ing with spring gears that can be compressed 1% in. to 
1¥4 in. by the locomotive taking slack, the gear compres- 
sion actually helps make easy starts, while with high- 
capacity friction gears that will move only slightly un- 
der the same conditions and have little or no recoil or 
storage capacity, there will be rougher starts and jerk- 
ing of the train. 

The maintenance of the draft gear is a serious prob- 
lem, as even close inspection may not reveal the service- 
ability of the gear. A portable test machine has recent- 
ly been developed, air operated, that weighs about 1% 
tons, rolls on the standard track and, when fastened to 
the car, makes a record on a sheet of paper showing the 
draft gear action. Such a machine is an aid in the in- 
spection and maintenance of draft gears, and it is ex- 
pected that a draft-gear test of both ends of a car can 
be made by two men in 15 or 20 minutes. 

From this it will be seen that the passenger draft- 
gear requirements are quite different from the freight- 
car requirements, the passenger gear being primarily for 
comfort with sufficient strength to stay operative under 
moderately heavy shocks, while the freight gears are for 
protection against shock with little or no consideration 
for slight vibration, as there are no passengers to com- 
plain of surging. 

(Concluded on page 130) 
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Passenger 4-6-4 type locomotive built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Milwaukee 

C. M. St. P. & P. Purchases 4-6-4 

Type Locomotives 
Fourteen procured for heavy passenger service— 

Tractive force of 45,820 lb. 

livered the latter part of February to the Chi- 
cago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific by the Bald- 

win Locomotive Works for use in through-passenger 
service on such trains as the “Olympian,” the “Bat,” and 
the “Columbian,” operating over the Chieago and Mil- 
waukee and the LaCrosse and River divisions. The new 
locomotives, designated as class F-6, have a rated maxi- 
mum tractive force of 45,820 lb., and were designed pri- 
marily to make possible the handling of heavier passen- 
ger trains than was possible heretofore with Pacific 
(4-6-2) type locomotives. 
A number of refinements have been incorporated into 

the design of these locomotives, such as the application 
of roller bearings to the trailing and tender trucks, and 
the application of Alemite lubrication to practically all 
bearing points, except the main- and side-rod crank-pin 
connections. 

The boilers operate at a working pressure of 225 Ib. 
and supply superheated steam to 26-in, by 28-in. cylin- 
ders. The driving wheels are 79 in. in diameter. The 
total weight of the engine is 375,850 Ib. of which 189,- 
720 Ib. is carried on the drivers. The factor of adhesion 
is 4.14. Other important dimensions, weights and pro- 
portions are shown in one of the tables. 

One of the new locomotives is to be used for experi- 
ments in burning semi-lignite but no report is available 
at the present time as to the exact nature of these tests. 
There is no differenece, however, in the design or detail 

construction of this locomotive from the 13 others ex- 
cept in the style of smokebox netting. All of the loco- 
motives are equipped with round-hole grates and are 
fitted with Viloco exhaust pipes and nozzles. The front 
end arrangement is a modified “master mechanics” de- 
sign. 

yor 4-6-4 type locomotives were de- 
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The revolving weights on the main driving wheels are 
cross-balanced, and 50 per cent of the reciprocating 
weights are cross-balanced. Alemite lubrication has 
been applied to the valve gear complete, including the 
reverse shaft bearing; the driving box wedge and gib 
faces, and the hub liner faces. Christman hub plates 
are applied at all six driving boxes. In addition, Ale- 
mite lubrication is applied to the radial buffer, the en- 
gine and tender drawbar pins, the furnace bearers, the 
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Assembly of roller bearing units for the trailing truck 

bell trunnions, the spring rigging, brake hangers, brake 
bell-crank, the throttle-lever trunnion, the compensating- 
lever trunnion and pins, the power reverse gear and re- 
verse-lever rod, the main wrist pin and the trailing-truck 
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radius bar. The engine truck center pins, box wheel- Pe sueiee ant Homies beeen ence eee ees 192° -3% in 
hub face and box pedestal; and the trailing truck pedes- __Grate area ...............00cccccueesessesoee 80 sq. it 

al f : : : See Heating surfaces: ; 
tal face have Alemite lubrication. This form of force- ee Lng combustion chamber.............. 307 sq. ft. 
f 1 1 ’ _tr . IN ere ee cae lcicia gave ee '@)a,0 sb de hes 14 sq. ft. feed lubrication has also been applied to the tender-truck Teceee segibens > > 
pedestal faces and the tender-truck center pins. Firebox, total .......... sq. ft. 

aes : Tubes and flues sq. ft. The trailing truck, which has a Commonwealth cast- _‘Total evaporative sq. ft. 
Superheating ..... Res esbs ones can see cake e ne. 1,815 sq. ft. 
A ay mpnoendive ond a ae 6,020 sq. 

- a ° ‘ . ‘axi oe ae ee 2 . Table Showing the Principal Weights, Dimensions hewn = <o.0a0 & 
and Proportions of the Milwaukee 4-6-4 wee on — + total welniet engine, per ct. ae 

i eight on drivers = tractive force............ . 
Type Locomotives Total weight engine ~ comb. heat. surface.... 62.4 

Mpls atl 5262 F cl cecn tea ere cee eR aE Te Chicago, Milwaukee, Boiler proportions : i 
St. Paul & Pacific Tractive force + comb. heat. surface.......... 7.63 

ANN elie AT on eee ee et ie eA ee kh Baldwin Locomotive Tractive force X diam. drivers + comb. heat. 
orks MEE Gk bbe enkss se 44doaR ea sb oe Rawea ae 602.5 

TE Gt SOM gos eon cdaea cb acausawnw ence 4-6-4 Firebox heat. surface per cent of evap. heat. 
RE ee eee ye eee Passenger REE Pe ee reer re rrr 9.77 
Cylinders, diameter and stroke ... --. 26 in. by 28 in. Superheat. surface per cent of comb. heat. surface 30.15 
1 ES OOS SU ae Re ee Baker Firebox heat. surface + grate area............. 5.14 
VAIOER, “RISO AOR, BIDE ni 0s kk cee canaes snes 14 in. = 

Weights in working order: 7 7 ; . e f 
pS site adh et ee ae 189,720 Ib. steel frame, is equipped with two roller bearing units o 

Ree American Steel Foundries design. The units applied to 
I I \ 
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Cast steel four-wheel trailing truck frame 

Tota! IN oo od nie eRe Ry de ae Caen 375,850 Ib. 
Mes isco casa in reese Bladen aweeacc eta aa 289,150 Ib. 

Wheel bases: 
POE ET nee aan 14 ft. 
ORR I oso disp aaiainee tidwels ROS chum baa 6 40 ft. 9 in. 
POOL BUMIMO GNA. BOMBER ions bondage eken 81 ft. 7% in. 

Wheels, diameter outside tires: 
oR RE SE ESN Se RE en ALL ey, a . Om 
ME PRUNE 6s cao elenGee io iain saosin akiaum xine 36 in. 
SM ANE 5 5.55 oe pista c clonic oa ea aed cka aS - 43 in. 

Journals, diameter and length: ’ 
SUR, “SNE Bras, ee aw caches hae here we bp roe 12 in. by 14 in. 
NINE. IO 0S yee a at, «Secon plan Sauk ei otek 11% in. by 14 in. 
NE WUNMERS acs braces alPoats alee wae ieee wails 6 7% in. by 14 in. 
Bi Re. eee ee aa aleieare aes ere ane Roller bearing 

Boiler : ‘ 
ME alts edatan Suh teh Sadr sob gee tk se aicea- oe - Conical 
NN: OUR 5 oo iecle teh cine aw Se eee RE Lee os 225 Ib 
NN INN Si eid Sie nse te dle steal wc cannck eee ea ae Soft ccal 
Egmneter,. GTSb eG, MOROS <.0.6.0:04.525 5 sien clgenie in. 
Firebox, length and ‘width. ....... 0:06. s sb.0s0-s0-00 - 120% in. by 96 in, 
Tubes, number and diameter .................% 58—2% in. 
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these locomotives, the assembly of which is shown in 
one of the drawings, consist essentially of a hollow axle 
supported on Timken roller bearings, which rotates 
around a stationary axle. Cast-iron blocks have been 
substituted for the customary brass, babbit lined, jour- 
nal bearing, which permits the stationary axle to turn 
in case of failure of the roller bearing. Lubrication of 
the roller bearing is obtained by means of an Alemite 
fitting in the end of the stationary axle and a grease 
hole which leads to the inside of the roller bearing, as 
shown. The design of the cast-steel trailing truck to 
which these roller-bearing units have been applied is 
also shown in one of the drawings. 
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A list of the special equipment applied to these loco- 
motives is shown in one of the tables. All the locomo- 
tives are equipped with type E superheaters, Coffin feed- 
water heaters, Standard modified type B stokers, three 

List of Special Parts, Appliances and Equipment Applied 
on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific 

4-6-4 Type Locomotives 

IN 5 0... otehrardie reid sera aie nee ayaa te Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & 
Pacific 

EE See ee ee Baldwin Locomotive Works 
Se en Sener eee Passenger 
Pr eee 4 
Firebox and Boiler: 
I TNNRMINIE 6556-5. o'0s0:5 wince ieee ee Barco 
Blower nozzle T-Z Railway Equipment 
Blow-off cocks Bird-Archer 
Boiler and firebox steel ......... Bethlehem 
er ere American Sheet & Tin Plate 
Feedwater heater and pump...... Coffin 

ire brick arch American Arch 
Firedoor T-Z Railway Equipment 
I TOI occ acvcccccseess O’ Connor 
Flexible staybolts .............. Alco 
Flexible staybolt material ....... (7) Ewald and (7) Lockhart 
RII a iscid- i 'o.0.c.006:0.0 cmsoecdie Swanson 
I akrateaisrarar6-eera a: 0\er00: Hancock 
Injector checks, one side ........ Hancock 
Injector checks, one side ........ Prime 
NI Sg id. diese soe :0.656cein die « 8 Johns-Manville 
PEN GRIER, 65 eke cence cceees Consolidated , 
PMMOMEDON HINGES 6 occ ccceccsccse kadee 
Smokebox netting .............. Draftac 
Smoke prevention nozzle ........ T-Z Railway Equipment 
SUMMON, DOLOW 5c cccccccccccee Ryerson 
SNINEIEN, DIM Siero dc ccciccaceneee Lockhart 
OR ee eer Ashton 
Steam pipe casing ............. co 
et a RE ASA nae erg eee Standard, modified type B 
OGIO? SUGAR WOME 2... ccccccosee Ashton 
S Te Betta ola -e.c wiestle'a.eik Type E 
IS ee rere Nicholson Thermic 
Syphon staybolt material ........ wa 
INE 515 4.55 3:40: 010.0 <:0:0:66.0:0 Otis 
I Doras alg Sie h\a/0%u'S uate ia seia American 
Tubes and flues Globe Seamless, National, and Pitts- 

burgh Steel 
T-Z Railway Equipment Washout plugs 

Water column eee eeeeceseessees rime 

POO ee rere Libby 
Water glass guard ........ Sargent 
RSE ea ee Hancock 

Cylinders and Running Gear: 
DERN Cassa ss 5 0esceee eed ae Commonwealth 

Crank pins 
Connecting rods 
Cross head shoes 
Cyl. and valve bushing 
eS errr err 
Cylinder lubricator ............. 
Cyl. and valve packing .... 
Driving axles 

UE ee Ae ee Standard Steel 
Carbon steel 
Hunt-Spiller 
Hunt-Spiller 
Hancock 
Nathan 
Hunt-Spiller 
Standard Steel 

Driving box lubricator .......... Franklin 
MN UII ie. owaics dee cones Railway Steel Spring 
Encine truck fr-me ............ Commonwealth 
Engine truck wheels — Steel 
eee ae Carn 
ES RO ee Standard Steel 
TROVOTSE MORE oocc ccc ccc ccceccs 
EN ditto Scie Ag Sara eraaera-g asia 
Spring material, engine, waline 

and tender trucks, driving : 

Salwey Steel and Union. 

Chrome-vanadium 
Trailing truck frame ........... Commonwealth 
Trailing truck roller bearing units American Steel Foundries (Timken) 
RIE neko wate. yak oie sie, tckc ere Baker 

Cab and Miscellaneous: 
BAe TMI AMON a5 o.5.0 5's 00 ss.c0.0's A. M. Byers 
Brakes 
Brake, foundation 

Westinghouse 6-ET 
American WM-3 

DO rere eee Whelan 
ee ere eee Prime 
OST Seer aan e Prime 
Cocks and valves .............. Hancock 
ONCE, GOING oo bcc ccccsicccns Buckeye 
I occa Sane ote cia 00 iner 
Flange lubricator .............. Hoofer 
oe ne re Commonwealth 
a et ee Pyle-National 
Headlight wiring ............... Kerite 
ere Alemite 
NS PRS rere Franklin 
OE 6 Fn ae Franklin 
FO ree T-Z Railway Equipment 
Speed recorder ........ (2) Hasler (R. W. Cramer & Co.) 
Steam heat regulator Leslie 

Tender : 
Engine and tender connections... Barco 
oO aaa, Buckeye 
I 565. nsec drs ,0'00'o 8 Commonwealth 
Ro eee Commonwealth 
Tender truck roller bearing units. Timken 
Tender truck side bearings....... Stucki 

Thermic syphons, Alco power reverse gear, train control 
and one-piece Commonwealth cast-steel cylinders and 
bed. 

The tender is of welded construction and is carried 
on two six-wheel trucks equipped with Timken roller 
bearings. It has a water capacity of 15,000 gal. and a 
fuel capacity of 20 tons. 
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Point St. Charles Shops 

| of the Canadian National 

(Continued from page 124) 

is followed by a meeting of the gang leaders with their 
respective foremen, who make further detail plans per- 
taining to the shop schedule. Competitive costs and ef- 
ficiency records between departments are kept up-to-date, 
which tends to keep the shop foremen and gang leaders 
on the alert for efficient departmental production. 

As is well known among railroad men, the Canadian 
National handles its equipment maintenance work on a 
cooperative plan with the shop unions by which agree- 
ment piece work is abolished and each man is allowed 
one week’s vacation with pay. It is reported that this 
system is working satisfactorily from both the standpoint 
of production and morale. The company maintains an 
athletic association which supports various sports, and 
teams competing with representatives of local clubs. 

Detail descriptions of the equipment, arrangement and 
methods used in the various departments of the Point 
St. Charles shop will appear in future issues of the 
Railway Mechanical Engineer. 

Draft Gears for Passenger Cars 
(Continued from page 126) 

Some entirely new principles of passenger car draft 
gears are now being experimented with in this country. 
One of these is a European-type in which the draft con- 
nections run the full length of the car between the sills. 
With this design, it is possible to get sufficient capacity 
without any friction elements, that is, it is all spring 
action. Another type is the English rubber gear in 
— the elasticity of rubber gives the cushioning ef- 
ect. 

In locomotives the tendency has been high-capacity 
heavy-duty draft gears because the loss of the draw- 
bar at the back of the locomotive means a locomotive 
failure, on either passenger and freight locomotives. 
However, the draft gears that meet the passenger speci- 
fication should also be satisfactory for the locomotive 
tender, and the power loss due to the flexibility is prob- 
ably less than the loss due to jerking of a very stiff gear. 

There are railroads in America with grade, train and 
speed conditions such that they may, perhaps, not need 
to be so careful of the choice and maintainance of their 
passenger draft gears, but on the Western roads with 
their wide range of operating conditions, the use of 
proper passenger draft gears and their proper main- 
tenance becomes a vital problem in the satisfactory 
handling of passenger trains, particularly those in which 
passenger-carrying cars are near the head end. The 
manufacturers have done most commendable work in 
improving their designs to meet these conditions. 

“A savinG of $145,000 a day accrues to the railroads of the 
country through the present practice of using chemically treated 
timber for cross ties and other purposes,” said C. C. Cook, 
maintenance engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, at a conference 
of the public utility group of The National Association of Pur- 
chasing Agents, held at the Department of Commerce in Wash- 
ington on January 23. Mr. Cook addressed this meeting as a 
member of the National Committee on Wood Utilization of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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C. & E. I. 2-10-2 locomotive equipped with Hulson Tuyere-type grates for burning 1%4-in. screenings on test run 

Screenings Successfully Burned 

in C. & E. I. Road Test. 
Gave high firebox temperatures—Were 97.3 per cent as efhcient 

as mine run on gross ton-mile basis, but other 

factors favor screenings 

some carefully supervised road tests of steam 
locomotives which demonstrated that, with me- 

chanical stoker equipment and Hulson Tuyere type 
grates, it is entirely feasible to burn 1%4-in. screenings at 
slightly reduced efficiency as compared with mine-run 
coal. The tests showed that, considering coal as pur- 
chased by weight, 114-in. screenings are 97.3 per cent as 
efficient, on a gross ton-mile basis, as run-of-mine coal 
from the same mine in Franklin county, Southern Illinois. 
On an evaporation basis the screenings are 92.6 per cent 
as efficient. 
One of the tables shows the comparative values of both 

grades of coal burned, from an evaporation standpoint 
and on a gross ton-mile basis, separated as between 
northbound and southbound trips, and for the combined 

, | \ HE Chicago & Eastern Illinois recently conducted trips. From the standpoint of pounds of coal per 1,000 
gross ton-miles, screenings seem to be more efficient 
than mine-run on southbound trips, but less efficient on 
northbound trips for some unexplained reason. On 
account of the tonnage available, the locomotive handled 
a total of 95,535 more gross ton-miles, or 4.12 per cent, 
with screenings than with mine-run coal, which may 
have had some bearing on the unit fuel-consumption 
figures. The differences in efficiency on the evaporation 
and on the gross ton-mile basis were largely due to in- 
creased steam consumption in operating the stoker with 
mine-run coal. While the tests indicate that screenings 
are not quite as economical as mine run from an eff- 
ciency standpoint, there are other factors which must 
not be overlooked, including the reduced wear on stoker 
machinery, less labor for handling screenings at coal 

800! 

150 160 {70 180 190 200 210 220 240 200 270 280 290 300 230 280 
Miles from Chicago 

Condensed profile of the C. & E. I. line on which the fuel test runs were made 
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chutes and lighter fuel beds which reduce the time and 
labor required at cinder pits. 

Other conclusions drawn were that C. & E. I. 2-10-2 
type locomotives 2000 to 2006, one of which was used 
in the tests, are satisfactory for fast-freight service; 
that no change in draft arrangement is required to burn 
screenings, as compared with mine run; that practically 
complete combustion, freedom from smoke, minimum 
stack and ash-pan loss are assured; that higher firebox 
temperatures, up to 2,500 deg. F., with screenings will 
subject the firebox sheets to harder service; that the 
proper valve setting for these locomotives in fast-freight 
service is 3/16-in. lead and %-in. exhaust clearance; 

Analysis of Coal Used in the Test Runs 

Screenings Mine run 
PE esate acai ciaussmrerahasieoieicjamiatew.slaare 3.12 per cent 6.36 per cent 
MEM lo onigat ai heweceies asinen es 11.56 per cent* 6.26 per cent 
MII sina sainelcen eam 6 Vic Ore sh se 21.08 per cent 37.32 per cent 
ME ONODOD 6 oicisniccciewccscsceess 64.24 per cent 48.89 per cent 

SNE ilar acacrcho: <iie1e 0.to/eiouswra'shececave eka 1.77 per cent 1.17 per cent 
PT MROO TB dic saaccinwienseescnne ee 11,646** 11,940** 

* Sulphur is included in ash percentage. 
** B. t. u. values based on coal as received. 

that a power reverse gear providing accurate and fine 
adjustment of the cut-off, permitting operation with a 
wide-open throttle, is essential; that the locomotive will 
travel 4.94 miles per 1,000 gal. of water, based on the 
average of northbound trips, or 4.37 miles per 1,000 
gals. of water, based on the maximum amount used on 

Table Showing Maximum Temperatures (Deg. F.) Reached 
at Various Points in the Locomotive 

5 Screenings Mine run 
WirehOm, Weber the SfCh oo.cci sce ceecccvece 2500*" 24 
Between arch and door sheet ................ 2020 1950 
In combustion chamber .............cccccee0. 1990 1900 
Smoke box—Back of defl. plate ............... 600 600 - 
Smoke box—Front end ...........cccccceeses 510 510 

* At this temperature the pyrometer couple burned off. 

any trip. Subsequent tests showed that screenings from 
other parts of Illinois and Indiana can be burned in lo- 
comotive service with successful results. 

Method of Making Tests 

The tests were conducted in regular road freight 
service, southbound and northbound, on the C. & E. I. 

comotive. A representative of the Hulson Grate Com: 
pany, Keokuk, Ia., and a lubrication expert from the 
Sinclair Oil Company accompanied all of these test runs 
for purposes of observation. 

All measurements of coal and water consumption 
were made with the greatest practicable accuracy; as 
were also steam pressure, back pressure, draft readings 
and firebox and smokebox temperatures, the latter being 
secured by means of a pyrometer furnished by the 
Superheater Company. A total of 10 one-way trips 
were made burning screenings and six one-way trips 
burning mine-run coal. Because the test locomotive 
was just out of the shop and was not fully broken in, a 
number of adjustments were required before giving 
satisfactory performance. Therefore, the first two 
round trips, burning screenings, have been eliminated 
from consideration, leaving six one-way trips witl. each 
grade of coal. 

The 2-10-2 type locomotive, No. 2006, with which the 

Average Unit Coal and Water Consumption (Coal as Fired) 

Lb. water Lb. water 
(as measured) (equiv. evap.) Lb. coal 
per lb. of coal per lb. of coal per m.g.t.m. 

Screenings 
SOUMIDORAE 2... occ 4.98 6.12 153 
PIGVEMDOUNE ovccc ck ccees 5.36 6.58 93 
DS errr 5.19 6.37 113 

Mine Run 
ee 5.52 6.79 164 
IGEIRDOMNE .... .cceccces 5.76 7.07 87 
ee ee 5.65 6.94 110 

tests were made, develops 71,900 Ib. tractive force with 
a steam pressure of 185 lb., but in this test the steam 
pressure was raised to 195 Ib. The locomotive weighs 
290,800 Ib. on the drivers, has 30-in. by 32-in. cylinders, 
132-in. by 96-in. firebox and is equipped with a Baker 
valve gear, power reverse gear and Duplex stoker. 
This locomotive received the following changes at the 
shopping referred to: The valve setting was changed 
from 3/16-in. lead and line-in-line exhaust clearance to 
1g-in. lead and 1/16-in. exhaust clearance. The lead 
was subsequently again increased to 3/16 in. The bar- 
rel-type netting and spark arrestor were removed from 
the smokebox and the Master Mechanics’ front end ap- 
plied with the extension stack. 

By means of a 12-in. Ellison draft gage located in 

\ i 
\\Smokebox 
¥ Front 
i\ Ul 

@ \ 
\ 
\ _->® — | 1 

7 Smokebox 
/ Back 

Sealed Arch, 

Diagram showing points on the locomotive at which 
the draft readings were taken 

between Villa Grove, Ill., and West Frankfort. Mixed 
trains up to 3,860 gross tons were handled northbound 
and a lighter movement southbound. While making the 
tests, a caboose was operated next to the locomotive for 
the convenience of observers and the C. & E. I. officers 
in direct charge of the test. The latter included J. F. 
Lord, assistant to the general manager; E. M. Cooney, 
motive power inspector, and S. A. Schickedanz, me- 
chanical engineer, who personally took all readings and 
supervised all changes and adjustments made on the lo- 
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the cab, the following draft readings were taken: 
Smokebox, front; smokebox, back; firebox, over arch; 
firebox, at door; firebox, under arch; ash pan. The 
draft or vacuum from the smokebox and ash pan was 
piped to the cab, and connections were made with the 
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draft gage by means of a flexible hose. Draft readings 
in the firebox were obtained by projecting a 8-ft. section 
of the pipe, connected to the draft gage by a flexible 
hose, into the firebox through the fire door. Draft and 
temperature readings were taken only on the first two 
trips with screenings and the first two trips with mine 
run. 

The firebox and smokebox temperatures 

tain a counterbalance of 50 per cent of the reciprocat- 
ing parts, this being greatly improved by the new rods. 
The brick arch was sealed at the throat sheet in the fire- 
box. 

Data and Readings 

The amount of coal burned was determined by cutting 
were the tender off the locomotive at the end of each trip at 

C. & E. I. Road Fuel Test* of Locomotive 2006 Equipped with Hulson Tuyere Type Grates, on 159 
Mile Test Runs, Northbound and Southbound, Between Villa Grove, I1l., and West Frankfort 

Water (as Coal (as Equiv. 
measured) fired) evaporation ¢ 

~ a [Ty a ~~ : . = 
s. a a ~ ° . & .: HH © 

; ° 3 S ° £8 3 dé $3 8% E— = o a eh 5 BS 
° ie os ° o oo co O-n S &-° “y = o vs Hy ° 
Z 3S ES . = SU 2 oF VE wS EH & ~ $e ge "= 8 3 oo ue 
rr) 2 Z en Fa aA 3 & oe 3 ge Ea a are 5 é ye ew ae 2 ° of 
hi = & 26 o.4 c rT) & 4 sy so o sa . 3 = ° ° os, 

e A Z sc «6 68 Ou = «8 of $865 °43 «© 4d 46 €8. § & AE 
SOUTHBOUND (TRAIN NO. 155) 

5 11-22 Sc’gs. 209,370 43,464 321,293 Good 4 full 6-0 0-45 53 28 4.82 37 135 82.1 53,549 190 257,483 5.92 
7 11-24 Mine R. 192,038 33,960 237,186 Good , vone 5-30 0-7 48 30 5.65 37 143 70.2 43,125 188 236,149 6.95 
9 11-26 Mine R. 184,413 33,200 232,464 Good—4 in. 30 lb. 5-15 0-7 30 40 5.55 3 143 71.8 44,279 190 226,791 6.83 

11 12-2 Mine R. 232,982 43,320 204,460 Good—10 in. Little 5-50 1-0 22 10 5.38 36 212 84.4 35,252 190 286,777 6.62 
13° 12-4 Sc’gs. 189,130 37,032 166,898 Good—5S in. Little 5-15 0-10 40 6 & 36 5.11 37 222 80.1 31,790 190 232,589 6.28 
15 12-6 Se’gs. 203,700 40,364 302,218 Good Little 5-55 0-15 + 40 5.05 41 134 77.4 51,050 190 249,675 6.19 

NORTHBOUND (TRAIN NO. 152) 
6 11-23 Sc’gs. 280,570 55,556 525,613 Gooa Y% full 10-30 2-30 93 30 5.05 37 106 =60.1 50,058 190 345,047 6.21 
8 11-25 Mine R. 255,059 44,536 530,012 Gocd—12in. %full 8-30 1-35 85 34 5.73 40 84 59.5 62,353 188 312,855 7.03 

10 11-27 Mine R, 252,889 44,484 569,626 Fair Little 7-45 1-10 90 45 5.68 42 78 65.2 73,500 190 309,713 6.96 
i2 i233 Mine R. 303,301 51,884 515,731 Good—12in. Little 9-30 3-20 92 2&20 5.85 36 101 62 54,287 190 373,333 7.20 
14 12-5 Sc’gs. 261,497 48,168 526,024 Good—7 in. Y%full 8-45 1-45 88 38 5.43 40 93 62.5 60,117 190 320,778 6.66 

16 12-7 £c’gs. 255,496 45,100 542,968 Good Little 8-25 1-5 89 32 5.67 40 83 60.9 64,562 190 313,417 6.95 

*Tests Nos. 1 _to 4, inclusive, eliminated because the locomotive was not thoroughly broken in and final adjustments had not been made. 
** 1%4-in. screenings, or run-of-mine taken from the same mine in Franklin county, Southern Illinois. 
+ Fire condition at final terminal. 
t Equivalent evaporation from and at 212 deg. F. (coal as fired). 

Grates were shaken at intermediate terminals. 

measured by means of thermo-couples located in the 
smokebox and firebox. These were connected through 
a four-way switch to a pyrometer located in a cabinet in 
the gangway of the tender. From this pyrometer, the 
following temperature readings were obtained: Firebox, 
under arch; firebox, at door; combustion chamber; 
smokebox, back; smoke box, front. 

An Elesco superheater pyrometer, located in the cab 
and connected to the left steam pipe above the valve 
chamber, gave the superheat temperature. An Ashcroft 
back-pressure gage, located in the cab, gave readings of 

| 

Villa Grove and West Frankfort and weighing before 
and after loading with coal. Enroute on each trip, coal 
was added at Salem from a weighed car. This car was 
reweighed after the coal had been applied to the tender, 
thus getting the weight of the coal added. 

The amount of water evaporated was obtained by a 
measuring stick calibrated to show pounds of water in 
the tender for any depth of water. Measurements were 
taken at the beginning and end of each test and at inter- 
mediate points en route where water was taken. De- 
ductions were made for water wasted in starting injec- 

ar + \Smokebox } . in 
\ Front | Combustion 7, ‘sy 
\e le @" Chamber rs Door Sheet 

a 
\ | \ ae a id 

--— |} rick >, 
7 Smokebox Sealed Arch, 

/ Back ¢ 

Points at which firebox and smokebox temperature 
readings were taken 

the steam pressure of steam entering the cylinder and 
the pressure of exhaust steam in the exhaust passages 
of the cylinder. Necessary data on tonnage were ob- 
tained to calculate gross ton-miles hauled on each trip. 
New main rods and new front intermediate side rods 
with floating bushings were applied, replacing old rods 
with solid bushings which had a tendency to run warm 
and were relatively heavier. Hulson Tuyere type grates 
were applied instead of original finger type. The coun- 
terbalance was carefully checked and adjusted to ob- 
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tors and water wasted by squirt hose in wetting down 
the deck of the locomotive and coal. The time safety 
valves popped was also obtained for deducting the steam 
wasted, in obtaining the fuel used on a g. t. m. basis. 
This figure was negligible and, therefore, not used. 

Test Results 

Practically no difference was noticed in the steaming 
qualities of the locomotive, using the screenings and 
the mine-run coal. The mechanical stoker and Hulson 
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Degrees Fahrenheit 

Average comparative firebox and smokebox temperatures 
of Locomotive 2006 

Tuyere type grates contributed to the good perform- 
ance with screenings. The screenings burned in the 
Same manner on this locomotive as on Mikado locomo- 
tives in previous tests. A considerable portion of the 
screenings seemed to burn in suspension, with a fuel 
bed about 4 in. or 5 in. deep, consisting of the larger 
pieces of coal from the screenings. With mine-run coal, 
less fuel seemed to burn in suspension; a somewhat 
thicker fuel bed was maintained, and the fuel bed gave 

Draft in Inches of Water—Typical Readings Taken at 
Selected Points on Four Test Runs 

Firebox 
Smokebox ———~+— 

Over 
ae ee 

- At Under Ash- Speed Gross 
Front Back arch door arch pan m.p.h. ‘ tons 

Screenings 
Test No. 1 
ees ee 0. 46.6 43 i aS ae ) Te 1,806 
Kinmundy ....... —o. O70 29 19 22 28 2 1,745 
PROMO 05 occ ose 6.9 3.9 2.7 9 x a 45 1,388 
eaten ree ¥ 64-32 “2.5 - 1.3°° .25~ 6 1,096 
ee , 5.5 3.4 1.5 1.3 1 Test No. . 6 35 1,507 

na.-Bonnie ...... 9.5 62 3.7 1.3 eae 40 3, 
Bott. Kell H...... 10.0 6.2 4.7 oa 2 ae 25 3246 
3Op Ben H....... 10.0 7.0 3.5 1.1 Sie 12 3,246 
Loogootee cg 6.3 4.1 2.6 2.6 9 al 30 pw be 
Fair Ground ..... 8.7 6.3 3.5 : Be 1.3 | 20 3.146 
a 9.3 6.4 4.2 es  B. Py 35 3,500 

Average 4... a. 6:8 $2 1.6 ie sam. fae 3,274 
_ Avg. for screenings 8.69 5.80 3.58 1.58 1.26 .155 30.5 2,264 

Mine Run 
Test No. 7 
NL 25 0.3,5-c0.s'o% 24> 47.035 a 3.3 40 1,430 
Kinmundy ....... 8.0 (os eS 1.8 eae | 30 1,430 
eee 8.0 5.5 3.4 1.7 1.6 a 40 F713 
Whittington ...... 11.60 °° Se Sar 1.8 ae 35 1,538 

Average ....... aS. .o2) 40 ig? tee. a2” 1,560 
Test No. 8 

Ina.-Bonnie ...... 6.2 3.7 3.0 ‘Zz 14 a 35 3,366 
Bott. Kell H..... 9.0 6.4 4.1 ey 2 <3 20 3,36 
20, Ree H........ 7.0 5.0 fh ae © ee Se | 12 3,366 
Loogoctee ....... 9.8 6.7 3.6 iw 4 1.3 oa 35 3,400 
Fair Ground ..... 10.5 68 37 2.0 ee | eee 3,400 
eee 6 ¢3S -4s. 22. 1... 3 40 3,400 

Average ....... S727. 58 2:76: 12 £45 4 3s 3,383 
Avg. for mine run. 8.65 5.96 3.90 1.72 1.49 .135 33.2 2,641 

the appearance of having more air openings, because 
of the larger pieces of coal. The air resistance through 
the lighter fuel bed with screenings was the same as 
with the heavier fuel bed of mine run coal. 
No check was made of cinder loss but, from general 

observation, no increase of cinders thrown from stack 
was noted with screenings as compared with mine-run 
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coal. It was noted that with a strong wind more coal 
was blown from the tender when using screenings than 
when using mine-run coal. 

Best results were secured with the stack extended to 
13% in. from the table plate and top of the exhaust 
nozzle; diameter of extension stack, 19% in. flared to 
25 in. diameter at bottom; the diameter of nozzle 7 in. 

Temperatures in Degrees Fahrenheit—Typical Readings 
Taken at Selected Points on Four Test Runs 

Firebox 
eo a r ~ Smokebox 

Under Door Comb. Super- Speed Gross 
arch sheet chamb. Back Front heat. m.p.h. tons 

Screenings 
Test No. 1 
OO Te 2,200 1,900 1,600 ... 500 632 33 1,800 
Kinmundy 2,190 1,620 1,600 ... 500 640 25 1,745 
Kenneth ...... . 1,825 1,620 530 ea 650 45 1,388 
Whittington .... 1,940 1,720 560 ‘Se 640 40 1,096 
Average ..... 2,195 1,821 1,635 545 500 640 35 1,507 

Test No. 2 
Ina. Bonnie ... .... 1,920 1,620 560 650 40 3,353 
Bott. Kell. H.. . 2,020 1,900 600 650 25 3,246 
Top Kell. H... 1,900 1,810 570 650 12 3,246 
Loogootee ee 1,750 1,650 560 640 30 3,125 
Fair Ground... 1,960 1,750 580 650 20 3,146 
Qa 1,840 1,710 600 660 35 3,500 
AVeTABG 260. 1,899 1,740 578 650 27 3,274 

Average for 
screenings .... 2,1957 1,867.51,698 570 500 646 30.5 2,264 

Mine Run 
Test No, 7 
MD. koa coilecece 2,230 1,830 1,720 510 630 40 1,430 
Kinmundy 2.200 1,920 1,780 500 640 30 1,430 
Kenneth ..... 2,200 1,760 1,650 600 640 40 1 ge: 
Whittington 2,330 1,660 1,800 590 640 35 1,538 
Average ..... 2,280 1,795 1,737 550 637 36 1,560 

Test No. 8 
Ina. Bonnie... 2,350 1,760 1,760 540 622 35 3,366 
Bott. Kell H... 2,440 2,060 1,950 560 eee 20 3,366 
Top Kell 2,400 1,900 1,840 600 640 12 3,366 
Loogootee . 2,260 1,680 1,400 600 630 35 3,400 
Fair Ground... 2,250 1,750 1,660 580 630 45 3,400 
Cadwell ...... 2,280 1,640 1,630 580 650 40 3,400 
Average ..... 2,330 1,741 1,771 566 634 31 3,383 

Average for 
rages ee 2,296 1,796 1,719 591.6 550 636 33.2 2,641 

* Note :—Temperature reached 2,500 deg. F. and melted tube and couple. 

+ Note:—This average temperature is low, as tube was burned out, 

which did not occur in test with mine run. 
Feedwater temperature—In tender, 37 deg. F, . 

At boiler check, inspirator wide open, 170 deg. F. 
At boiler check, inspirator cut down to breaking 

point, 260 deg. F. 

with four l-in. spuds; draft plate 18% in. from the 

bottom of the smokebox. 
The draft readings taken did not show any appre- 

ciable difference between screenings and mine-run coal. 

There was a slight increase in draft under the arch di- 

9 

Inches of Water 

> 

Comparative average of all draft readings taken on 
Locomotive 2006 
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rectly over the fire, indicating possibly a slight increase 
in resistance of air through the fuel bed with mine-run 
coal. A considerably higher draft reading was noted 
in the smokebox on the Santa Fe locomotive than on 
Mikado locomotives in previous tests. This was partial- 
ly due to the exhaust nozzle being somewhat small. 

breaking up the fuel bed. The operation and func- 
tioning of the grates, when dumping fires at the cinder 
pit, was satisfactory. The small air openings in the 
grates permitted carrying thin and light fuel beds with 
an equal and fine distribution of air to all parts of the 
grate without holes forming in the fuel bed. It is not 

Left Side of the C. & E. I. heavy freight locomotive used on test runs 

The nozzle diameter was increased to 7% in. diameter 
with spuds after the test was completed and the locomo- 
tive steamed satisfactorily. A portion of this higher 
draft was required on account of the greater length of 
aes giving higher resistance to gases passing through 
them. 

The low draft readings obtained in the ash pan in- 
dicated that the ash pan had ample air openings. 

It was somewhat more difficult to build fire with 
screenings than with mine run, and greater care was re- 

2 

19 

18 

10 
0 

Boiler, valve-chamber and back-pressure readings taken at 
various times during the test—Similar readings on a 

Mikado locomotive are shown for purposes 
of comparison 

quired to get the fire in good condition at the beginning 
of the trip. Aside from this, it was not more difficult 
to maintain steam pressure with screenings than with 
mine-run coal. 

The Tuyere type rocking grates with small air open- 
ings, totaling 38 per cent, in vertical planes only, re- 
duced the loss of fuel through the grates to a minimum. 
The grates operated easily, removing the necessary 
amount of ash when rocked en route without excessively 
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probable that the screenings could have been burned 
successfully in this locomotive on the original finger 
grates, which also necessitate a smaller nozzle with 
corresponding loss in power of the locomotive, due to 
additional back pressure. 

From data taken, it will be noted that the average 
speed on all trips was 30.5 and 33.2 m.p.h. After the 
above test runs were completed, a trial run was made 
from Villa Grove to Mitchell yard on fast freight, and 
a speed of 58 m.p.h. was obtained. 
A trial trip was also made from Mitchell Yard to 

Villa Grove and from Villa Grove to Yard Center. On 
the trip from Mitchell Yard to Villa Grove on train No. 
60, the locomotive did not attain any high speed, but 
from Villa Grove to Yard Center the locomotive at- 
tained a speed of 60 m.p.h. and made the trip in con- 
siderably less time than running time between these 
two points. 

At no time during the tests did the locomotive develop 
any hot bearings and at all times the new rods with the 
floating bushings ran cool. ‘The locomotive rode 
smoothly at all speeds; no excessive vibration was noted 
at high speeds, indicating good counterbalance condi- 
tions. 

Derivation of Fuel Efficiency Percentages 

Based on coal as purchased by weight.—On a g.t.m. 
basis, the screenings are 110 divided by 113, or 97.3 
per cent as efficient as mine run. On an equivalent 
evaporation basis, screenings are 6.37 divided by 6.94, 
or 91.8 per cent as efficient as mine run. However, 
since a portion of the steam produced is used in the 
stoker and more steam is required by the stoker to 
feed mine run coal than screenings, the overall effi- 
ciency of the two kinds of fuel to produce useful loco- 
motive work should be based on total steam produced, 
minus steam used by the stoker. Based on 1.9 per cent 
of the total steam evaporated, as used by the stoker with 
screenings, and 2.675 per cent with mine run, the num- 
ber of pounds of useful steam per pound of screenings 
equals 98.1 per cent times 6.37, equals 6.25 Ib.; the 
number of pounds of useful steam per pound of mine- 
run equals 97.325 per cent times 6.94, or 6.75 Ib. 

(Concluded on page 144) 
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Converting 

Steel jvto Locomotive F orgings* 
Points to be observed in the mechanical working of the 

steel and its heat treatment 

By Lawford H. Fry 

Metallurgical Engineer, Standard Steel Works 

motive forgings there are usually two steps. The 
ingot is rolled or forged to a bloom or billet, and 

this billet reheated and forged to shape. 

[: the transformation from the ingot to large locoo- 

If tonnage 
production is important, the ingot is rolled to the billet 
form and time and fuel saved by transferring the ingot, 
while still hot, directly from the mold to a soaking pit or 
furnace and holding it at a high temperature until it goes 
to the rolls. This process involves the danger that the 
ingot may not be given time to solidify completely before 

Fig. 1—Portion of sulphur print from a central longitudinal 
section of a 12-in. square bloom forged under 

a hydraulic press from an ingot 

being rolled. If this happens and the ingot is put 
through the rolls while the center portion is still semi- 
liquid, the resulting billet will lack homogeneity and will 
not be adapted for the production of forgings of the 
best quality. 

By allowing the ingot to cool to atmospheric tempera- 
ture and then reheating for reduction to billet form, the 
danger of an uncongealed core is avoided and quality 
is safeguarded, though at the expense of a slight increase 
in cost of manufacture. 

' To safeguard the quality of forgings, attention must 
be given during the forging process to methods of heat- 
ing and the temperatures at which the steel is worked. 
Heating must be gradual, uniform and thorough, par- 
ticularly in the case of the ingot. At too high a tem- 
perature the steel will be injured, a so-called burnt struc- 
ture resulting. 

In order to reduce the grain size and facilitate the 
grain refinement in the heat treating process it is desire- 

* From a paper presented before the convention of the American Society 
for Steel Treating held at Cleveland, Ohio, September 9 to 13, 1929. 
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able for the final forging work to be done at a tempera- 
ture not too far above the critical range but too great a 
forging reduction at a low temperature may cause in- 
ternal tearing of the steel. The proper forging tempera- 
ture will depend on the type of steel used, whether plain 
carbon or alloy, and on the forging to be made. To 
choose a satisfactory temperature for each type of steel 
used requires experience and constant vigilance. Here, 
as in other subdivisions of the subject, detailed instruc- 
tions as to practice lie outside the scope of the present 
paper. All that can be attempted is to set up sign posts 
to show where care and experience are required. 

In older specifications it is not unusual to find it re- 
quired that the forgings shall be made from billets with 
a cross section not over one quarter that of the ingot 
and that a reduction of at least forty per cent in cross 
section shall be made from billet to forging. With this 
requirement the ingot must have at least 6.5 times the 
cross section of the forging to be produced. This is 
unnecessary and may be undesirable. The committee 
on steel of the A. S. T. M. have made recently an ex- 

Fig. 2—Photograph of a half section of a locomotive crank 
pin showing the pattern remaining from the 

original ingot structure 

tended experimental study of the effect of reduction be- 
tween ingot and forging. 

They concluded that in the low ratios of reduction a 
slight increase in physical properties could be obtained 
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by increasing the amount of reduction, but that this in- 
crease in physical properties was practically negligible 
when the ratio of reduction was carried beyond a value 
of about three to one. The experiments also indicated 
that it was immaterial whether the reductions were made 
between ingot and billet or between billet and forging. 

Modern specifications are drawn to provide a reduc- 
tion of at least three to one from ingot to forging. This 
has the advantage that in the large driving axles and 
connecting rods required by modern locomotives the 
forging manufacturer is not forced to use abnormally 

Fig. 3—Photomicrographs of light and dark constituents of 
etching pattern shown in Fig. 2—The upper view is taken 
on the light-colored band or Dendrite marked X in Fig. 2— 
The dark circles are two prick-punch marks made before 
polishing for the microscope so as to locate the band when 
polished—The lower view is taken from the dark-etching 
body structure adjacent to the light-colored band—There is 
evidently no difference in microstructure—Magnified one 

‘hundred times 

large ingots in which the secondary segregation may be 
excessive. 

Structure of Forgings 

As an example of the structure developed in a forging 
made from a moderate sized ingot the sulphur print 
shown in Fig. 1 is offered. 
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Another illustration of the persistence of the freezing 
pattern is given in Fig. 2 which shows a deeply-etched 
cross section of a 10-in. locomotive crank forged from 
a billet similar to that of Fig. 1. This pin has been 
quenched and tempered. In considering these patterns 
brought out by etching or sulphur printing forgings, it is 
important to understand that etching and sulphur print- 
ing both exaggerate greatly small differences in com- 

Fig. 4—Photograph of etched longitudinal sections of broken 
tension specimens from the same forging.—The physical 
properties of these specimens are as follows:—Specimen D-3, 
T.S. 88,500; Y.P. 43,500; elongation 25 per cent;—red. area 
40.5 per cent—Specimen E-10, T.S. 88,000; Y.P. 47,500; 

elongation 26 per cent; red. area 45 per cent 

position in steel and that the patterns obtained in forg- 
ings represent the outline of structures which have dis- 
appeared. They are only vestigal remains, ghosts, or as 
Dr. Hatfield calls them, “pseudomorphs’”’ of the original 
crystal growths. Fig. 3 shows at A the microstructure 
of the light colored part of the etching pattern and at B 
the structure of the adjacent dark background. There 
is obviously no essential difference in the structure and 
evidently the carbon content is the same. Any original 
differences in carbon produced by the minor segregation 
have equalized during the processes of forging and heat 
treatment. The boundary between the lightly-etched 
and the darkly-etched parts is not to be found with the 
microscope and it is evident that the patterns revealed 
by etching or by sulphur printing do not necessarily cor- 
respond to real structural differences but are spectral 
remains of the original crystal growths. Further evi- 
dence in this direction is offered by Fig. 4, which shows 
the results of sectioning axially and etching two broken 
tension test specimens. It appears that there is no rela- 
tion between the light lines of the etching pattern and 
the type of fracture. 

Types of Steel 

Attention so far has been directed mainly to plain 
carbon steel forgings. For the sake of completeness 
other types of steel used for locomotive forgings must 
be considered and the question of heat treatment must 
be dealt with. 

The great majority of locomotive forgings being put 
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into use in this country today are made from one or five 
types of steels: namely, 

1—Plain carbon steed normalized and tempered. 
2—Plain carbon steel quenched and tempered. 
3—Carbon-vanadium steel normalized and tem- 

pered. . 
4—Chromium-vanadium steel quenched and tem- 

pered. 
5—Chromium-nickel steel quenched and tempered. 

The two last named quenched and tempered alloy 
steels are not very widely used. They are used mainly 
under special conditions where high stresses are to be 
carried or a high factor of safety provided. The 
tendency at present is to get away from quenched and 
tempered forgings for locomotive service The steels 
being most widely used are those which will give good 
physical properties when normalized and tempered. 
“Normalizing” denotes heating to above the critical 
range and allowing to cool in the air. It is in effect an 
air quench. It has, though to a lesser degree, the effect 
of a liquid quench in improving the physical properties 
of the steel, but does not subject the materials to such 
severe internal stresses. To obtain the best results nor- 
malizing should be followed by tempering at a tempera- 
ture below the critical range. 

Based on this treatment modern specifications for 
carbon steel forgings are being drawn to require tensile 
properties from 15 to 25 per cent better than were speci- 
fied ten years ago. Average values for such forgings 
10 to 12 in. in diameter from 0.45 to 0.50 per cent 
carbon steel with 0.50 to 0.75 per cent manganese are 
approximately : 

RMON RICOEUR o.oo. cck s'se sees 88,000 Ib. per sq. in. 
ield point ....................54 per cent of tensile strength 

Elongation in 2 in............. 25 per cent 
Reduction of area.............. 42 per cent 

As these are average values for a number of forgings, 
the minimum specified values should be about five per 
cent lower. 

Normalized and tempered carbon-vanadium steel 
-< geg with carbon 0.35 to 0.45 per cent, manganese 
0.75 to 0.90 per cent and vanadium about 0.18 per cent 
give average values for the tensile properties approxi- 
mately as follows: 

Wemele Strength .......0000000. 98,000 Ib. per sq. in. 
Yield point ..... ala aieiooe 5 save kaa 60 per cent of tensile strength 
Eemeeo® in 2 it... ....cie occ 24 per cent 
Reduction of area.............. 45 per cent 

This steel owes its strength and high yield ratio to the 
manganese content, while the vanadium insures satis- 
factory grain refinement and consequent ductility. When 
clean and well made and when properly handled in 
forging this steel gives excellent results in locomotive 
forgings. The addition of vanadium to a well-made steel 
will have a beneficial effect on the properties of the 
steel, but the use of vanadium does not relieve the steel 
manufacturer of the necessity for using care in the proc- 
esses of making the steel. Vanadium and other alloys, 
while improving good steels, cannot remove the funda- 
mental defects of poorly-made steel. In fact since alloy 
steels are destined to be more highly stressed in the heat 
treating processes and in service, they require the maxi- 
mum of care in manufacture to produce good results. 

Another normalized and tempered steel that has been 
coming into prominence recently is a low-carbon two- 
per-cent nickel with moderately high manganese. This 
steel has been introduced to secure high ductility. 
Average values for the tensile properties promise to be 
approximately : 

Tensile strength .............. $5,000 Ib. per sq. in. 
Sield point ..........5- .seeeee 65 per cent of tensile strength 
Elongation in 2 in.............. 30 per cent 
Reduction of area.............. 62 per cent 
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Experience so far indicates a successful future for this 
steel. 

Heat Treatment 

All of the steels under consideration require some 
form of heat treatment after having been forged to 
shape. This is necessary to break up the coarse grain 
produced by forging and to form the grain structure 
proper to the composition and the physical properties 
desired. 

Heat treatment therefore consists in heating to se- 
lected temperatures and cooling under predetermined 
conditions. Satisfactory heat treatment requires that, 

‘@ 
Ratio, vol. to surface 3 to 1.0 2.25 to 1.0 1.60 to 1.0 1.00 to 1.00 
Ten. strength ...... 96,500 97,000 97,500 97,000 
pe ee 55,000 56,000 59,000 60,000 
DOONEY An Gxcis co s-35:2 50k 21.0 23 25.5 25.0 
NS a eee 34.0 36.0 42.0 40.5 

DEMERS “5 hia dant Gti os be Si c Mn P S 
0.54 0.58 0.034 0.040 0.29 

Fig. 5—Photomicrographs showing effect of boring on 
physical properties and microstructure of normal- 

ized steel forging—Magnified 100 times 

for quenching or normalizing, the forgings shall be uni- 
formly heated to correctly chosen and accurately, meas- 
ured temperatures, that they shall be held at such tem- 
peratures an adequate time to permit the desired metal- 
lurgical reaction to take place, and shall then be cooled 
uniformly in the air for normalizing, or in oil or water 
for quenching. It should be noted that the physical 
properties obtained by such treatment depend on the 
speed with which the forgings cool through the critical 
range. This speed of cooling will be determined by the 
size of the piece and by the nature of the medium in 
which it is cooled. Forgings of the same size will cool 
slowly in air, more rapidly in oil and most rapidly in 
water. Consequently when physical properties are com- 
pared, those of the oil-quenched will be better than, 
and those of the water-quenched forgings still better 
than the properties of the air-cooled forgings. With 
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forgings of different sizes this will not necessarily be 
true. A very small piece normalized may cool quicker 
and therefore give better properties than a large piece 
quenched in oil. Size as well as cooling medium must 
be considered in specifying the properties to be obtained. 
Size also has an effect on the internal stresses set up in 
cooling. These stresses depend on the temperature 
gradient; that is, in the difference in temperature be- 
tween the inside and the outside. This is determined 
by the rate at which the outside is cooled and the thick- 
ness of the section through which the heat must flow. 
With large sections and rapid cooling the stresses may 
be so great as to cause rupture. By boring round 
forgings the section can be very conveniently reduced 
so as to reduce quenching stresses and to improve physi- 
cal properties. Boring has the further advantage of re- 
ducing the weight with only a slight reduction in 
strength. In the case of crank pins or axles to be 
normalized or quenched, a hole having a diameter ap- 
proximately one-half of the outside diameter is usually 
good practice. This will reduce the weight by 25 
per cent and the strength of the section only 6.25 per 
cent. 

The reduced section permits rapid and uniform pene- 
tration of heat, and the increased amount of surface in 
proportion to the volume of metal makes for accelerated 
cooling. The influence of boring in improving the effect 
of heat treatment is illustrated in Fig. 5. Two locomo- 
tive driving axles 12 in. in diameter forged from the 
same heat were selected for this experiment and each 
was cut in half, producing four forgings each 12 in. in 
diameter and about 3 ft. long. One was left solid, 
the others bored respectively with holes 3, 5% and 8 in. 
in diameter, making the volume of the four forgings 
3.00, 2.25, 1.60 and 1.00 cu. in. per sq. in. of surface. 
The four pieces were then heated together to a tempera- 
ture of 1,500 deg. F., held six hours at this tempera- 
ture and allowed to cool in the air. The tensile proper- 
ties and the photomicrographs obtained are‘shown. As 
the diameter of the bore is increased there is a general 
improvement in the microstructure and in physical prop- 
erties, though this is less marked between the 5%4-in. 
and the 8-in. bores than in the other steps. A 5%-in. 
bore in a 12-in. axle, besides facilitating heat treatment, 
reduces the weight about 20 per cent and the strength 
only about 4.4 per cent. It can be seen that there is 
considerable advantage in boring large forgings even for 
normalizing. For quenched forgings the advantage is 
still greater because the reduced section reduced the in- 
ternal stresses which may easily become excessive with 
large solid forgings. 

Tensile Properties 

Four tensile properties are measured usually in ac- 
ceptance tests for steel forgings; the ultimate tensile 
strength, the yield point, the elongation in two inches, 
and the reduction of area. For any given type of steel 
and for a given heat treatment these four properties 
must bear a definite relation to each other. Consider 
first a plain carbon steel normalized and tempered 
and take the tensile strength as the basic property. If 
a number of forgings from various melts of steel, 
treated in different lots, are tested, it will be found that 
in spite of all reasonable care to obtain uniformity the 
values for the tensile strength will vary through a range 
equal to about nine or ten per cent of the mean value. 
Thus, if a minimum tensile strength of 85,000 Ib. per 
sq. in. is specified, the average value will be about 89,- 
000 Ib. per sq. in. with a range between 85,000 and 93,- 
000 Ib. per sq. in. The variation will be due in part to 
variations in composition of the various melts, and in 
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part to variations in heat treatment. Such variations 
in tensile strength occur not only between different 
forgings, but also between different parts of the same 
forging. Ina recent study of the properties of forgings 
32 tensile tests were taken from a forging 10% in. in 
diameter and about 50 in. long. After normalizing and 
tempering, test specimens were taken from the standard 
position, that is one-half way between the center and 
the outside. Twenty-five of the thirty-two tests gave 
tensile strength between 87,500 and 88,700 Ib. per sq. in., 
indicating a high degree of uniformity in the forging. 
The highest and lowest values found for the tensile 
strength were 86,300 and 91,500 Ib. per sq. in., respec- 
tively. The yield point stands in close relationship to 
the tensile strength, but before discussing values it is 
necessary to decide on how they are to be measured. 
For the present purpose yield point is taken to be the 
load per square inch at which, with a uniform test ma- 
chine speed, there is a definite drop of the beam of the 
machine. The value found for the yield point for any 
forging will depend on the speed at which the test ma- 
chine is run. 

With a test machine speed of one-eighth inch per 
minute the yield point values varied from 50.3 to 40 
per cent of the tensile strength in tests from a single 
forging. If a number of forgings are compared the 
range will be somewhat wider, say from 50 to 55 per 
cent of the tensile strength. 

Elongation and Reduction in Area 

The elongation and reduction of area also depend on 
the tensile strength but by an inverse ratio. The aver- 
age values for a number of tests are well represented 
by the equation, tensile strength times elongation equals 
2,230,000, while the minimum values are not very dif- 
ferent from the curve. It is evidently proper in draw- 
ing specifications to take into account this natural 
tendency for the elongation to increase as the tensile 
strength goes down. For example if a specification is 
to be drawn for normalized and tempered carbon steel 
with a minimum tensile strength of 85,000 Ib. per sq.in., 
it is to be expected, as shown above, that actual tensile 
strength values will range from 85,000 up to about 93,- 
000 Ib. per sq. in. Then a decision should be made as 

Fig. 6—Photograph of section of locomotive driving journal, 
showing thermal cracks produced as a result 

of poor lubrication 

to the minimum elongation which will be accepted with 
the maximum tensile strength. For example, for forg- 
ings not over nine inches in diameter it would be proper 
to specify that with a tensile strength of 93,000 bb. per 
sq. in. the elongation in two inches should not be 
less than 23.0 per cent. Then for lower values of the 
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tensile strength proportionately higher values of the 
elongation should be required. 

This relation between elongation and tensile strength 
can be obtained by specifying that the quality factor, or 
tensile strength multiplied by elongation, shall not be 
less than 2,130,000. The use of this quality factor to 
provide a sliding scale for the elongation required is 
preferable to specifying merely a flat figure for the 
minimum elongation to be acceptable for all tensile 
strengths. If, for example, a flat minimum elongation of 

23.0 per cent were specified, all forgings with an elonga- 
tion of 23.0 per cent would be acceptable, whether the 
value of the tensile strength was 93,000 or only 85,000 
Ib. per sq. in. For the former the quality factor, tensile 
strength multiplied by elongation, has the value 2,130,- 
000, while for the latter its value drops to 1,960,000. 
There is no advantage to the manufacturer in allowing 
forgings of this grade to have lower quality factor 
values at the lower tensile strengths, and it is therefore 
desirable to give the user the protection afforded by 
specifying that the elongation shall be determined from 
a sliding scale with a constant quality factor. In the 
case under consideration this would be done by specify- 
ing that the elongation in per cent shall not be less than 
2,130,000 divided by the value of the tensile strength 
and that where the tensile strength is more than 93,000 
Ib. per sq. in. the elongation shall not be less than 23.0 
per cent. 

The reduction of area stands also in inverse ratio to 
the tensile strength, and all that has been said regarding 
the elongation applies equally to the reduction of area. 
For the size and type of forgings considered above a 
proper minimum value for the quality factor, tensile 
en multiplied by reduction of area would be 3,400,- 

For quenched and tempered carbon steel forgings the 
relations between the physical properties are generally 
the same as those just examined for the normalized and . 
tempered carbon steels; however, the numerical values 
are different. One difference in measurement must be 
noted. Instead of taking the yield point by the drop of 
the beam it is usual for quenched and tempered forgings 
to use an extensometer and to note the load at which 
there is a sudden acceleration of the extensometer 
needle. In the specifications this is called the “elastic 
limit.” In fact it has a value above that of the true 
proportional limit but below that of the yield point by 
drop of beam. This method was introduced about 15 

years ago, apparently in the belief that it would give a 
more exact value than the determination of the yield 
point by drop of beam. Recent study of the question 
indicates that this belief is not well founded. Par- 
ticularly with normalized and tempered material the 
values found for the yield point by the drop of the 
beam, when compared with values given by the ex- 
tensometer, are found to be less erratic for a given lot 
of material, and in addition have the advantage of being 
more simply and definitely observed and are less de- 
pendent on the personal equation or the experience of 
the observer. 

For the alloy steels the conditions as to yield point 
are the same as for the plain carbon steels, but the 
inverse ratio between tensile strength and the ductility 
factors, elongation and reduction of area is not so well 
marked. This applies both to the normalized and the 
quenched steels and therefore in all of the alloy-steel 
specifications it is usual to specify flat figures for elon- 
gation and reduction of area instead of using a sliding 
scale. 

Conclusion 

In choosing any of the special steels in an attempt to 
correct a definite type of trouble, as for example axle 
failures occurring in the journal, all phases of the prob- 
lem must be considered. If the failed axles show 
thermal cracks, such as are illustrated in Fig. 6, it is 
evident that the lubrication has been faulty and it will 
be good engineering to correct this service condition by 
mechanical methods, rather than to attempt to find some 
special steel which will operate successfully under un- 
necessarily difficult conditions. 

At the same time it must be recognized that locomv- 
tive forgings are not designed to be wrapped in cotton 
wool. Rough service and occasional abuse must be en- 
countered. It is to meet such conditions that the special 
normalized and tempered steels are being developed. 
At the present time there is some difference of opinion 
as to whether it is better to use a steel with high tensile 
strength or with high ductility. As has been pointed 
out, both types of steel are being tried. Time will bring 
further information. The problems of producing and 
handling forgings so as to give constantly better and 
more reliable results in locomotive service concern both 
metallurgical and mechanical engineers, and it is only 
by the fullest cooperation between producers and users 
that progress can be made. 

* * * * 

Monorail runway used for handling fabricated car sides direct from the shop and which are loaded on trucks for move- 
ment to the erecting track—Steel car shops of the C. B. & Q., Galesburg, Ill. 
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Aluminum Alloys Serve Railroads -° 

Increasing use of this material indicates its economic ad- 

vantages and ready workability 

By A. H. Woollen 

Engineer, Sales Department, Aluminum Company of America, New Kensington, Pa. 

equipment by means of the application of the 
strong alloys of aluminum was in Illinois Central 

suburban service, the first cars being constructed in 
1923. The operation of these cars being satisfactory, 
215 additional cars were constructed in 1925, consisting 
of motor cars and trailers with aluminum used for roof 
sheets, interior finish, doors, conduit, junction boxes, 
headlights and other small applications. The reduction 
in weight averages 9,000 Ib. per car. 

About this time the Pennsylvania went even further 
and constructed eight suburban cars for the electric 
suburban service outside of Philadelphia with all-alumi- 
num superstructures; that is, posts, carlines, outside 
and inside sheets, bulkheads, doors, and, in fact, every- 
thing above the underframe, with the exception of a 
belt rail which could not be manufactured in aluminum 
at the time. 

There followed shortly thereafter the construction of 

t HE first attempt to reduce the weight of railway cents to 45 cents a pound, or, on a square-foot basis, 9 
to 15 cents, as compared with 3 to 6 cents for steel. 
Therefore, it is necessary to justify this increased cost 
which amounts to from $800 in a small city-type car 
to $4,000 or $5,000 in a large railroad car. It has been 
our experience that this extra cost can be reduced to a 
unit figure of 20 cents additional cost for each pound 
of weight saved. 

Aluminum Car Construction Offers No 

Serious Difficulties 

The construction of aluminum cars in car builders’ 
plants does not offer any difficulties that cannot be over- 
come in a modern shop. Punching, shearing, machin- 
ing, riveting are all performed with the usual tools avail- 
able for steel. Bending cold must be watched and the 
particular qualities of the various grades and tempers 
of aluminum alloys known, but as soon as the shopmen 
accumulate experience, this problem offers no objection. 

Suburban passenger coach having all-aluminum sheets above the underframe 

120 Chicago & North Western suburban cars having 
all aluminum sheets above the underframe. Both the 
Illinois Central and the Chicago & North Western have 
since put in service additional cars and have extended 
the use of aluminum somewhat over the original appli- 
cations. One of the larger roads, after a thorough 
study of the cars in service, is now planning an even 
greater application than has yet been attempted, in which 
aluminum underframes and truck frames will be used. 
Many other roads have adopted aluminum for sheets 
and shapes in gas-electric car design on account of the 
desirability of weight reduction due to power-plant limi- 
tations. 

At the present time, aluminum alloys cost from 28 

* Abstract of a paper presented at the January meeting of the Western 
Railway Club, Chicago. 
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Hot bending or forming is the only special feature of 
aluminum alloys to require particular attention by shop 
forces, as the technique varies considerably from that of 
steel. Temperature control is essential, and heating 
facilities must be provided, differing from those in com- 
mon use for steel. The strong alloys of aluminum will 
begin to anneal at 450 to 500 deg. F., and if heated be- 
yond that point must be reheat-treated to regain their 
original strength. Heat-treatment requires a furnace 
which can be“held at from 930 to 960 deg. F., from 
which the material is quenched to room temperature. 
However, the necessary information is available to 
every shop, both from printed matter and by personal 
instruction, so that in a short time the shopmen can 
manipulate the aluminum alloys in an efficient and eco- 
nomical manner. 
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The welding of aluminum can be accomplished by the 
usual oxy-acetylene torch, and development work is in 
progress with electric-welding apparatus which promises 
some excellent results. 

Cost of Maintenance Probably Reduced 

The maintenance of the aluminum car should not be 
any higher than that of the car constructed of materials 
now standard, and there is considerable indication that 
we may expect a lower maintenance cost for there will 
be no tendency for the paint to peel off due to corrosion 
such as is common in a steel car. If the original paint 
job is properly done, it would appear that a periodical 
freshening of the varnish coat should keep the car in 
good shape and practically avoid a complete burn-off, 
thus saving $75 to $100 per car per year from this 
source alone. The replacement of aluminum parts dam- 
aged in accidents will cost more than steel, but the dam- 
aged parts can be sold for scrap at from 40 to 60 per 
cent of their first cost. 

Cars built of aluminum show no corrosion after two 
to five years of severe service which leads to the as- 
sumption that, as far as corrosion is concerned, the 
aluminum car will last practically indefinitely. 

The shop equipment necessary for the proper main- 
tenance of aluminum cars will not differ from that now 
used, with possibly two exceptions—a heating furnace 
and a portable pyrometer. An electric furnace costing 
$4,000 or $5,000 is preferred, but this would not be 
necessary until a large amount of regular repair work 
became necessary, as the ordinary blacksmith forge 
could take care of most of the jobs of straightening or 
bending structural shapes required for repair work. It 
would be necessary, however, to purchase, at an early 
date, a portable indicating pyrometer which would cost 
approximately $50. This instrument would permit the 

Fitting hot-pressed aluminum shapes in a Pennsylvania coach 

handling of aluminum with greater ease in ordinary 
equipment and prevent damage by overheating. 

Other Uses of Aluminum Alloys 

There are numerous other railroad applications of 
iluminum alloys. Probably the most important of these 
at the present time is the aluminum tank car. Between 
75 and 100 of these cars will be in service on American 
railroads within the next six months transporting gla- 
cial acetic acid, formaldehyde, turpentine and other 
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commodities which may be transported in aluminum 
cars without damage to car or commodity and thus 
save the additional cost of lining a steel car. In every 
instance the aluminum tank car is justified on the basis 
of first cost; and the savings which it makes for its user 
are available from the start. 

Another use for aluminum has been developed and 
is still in the experimental stage. I refer to the alumi- 
num connecting rods for steam and electric locomotives 
and aluminum valve gear parts for steam locomotives. 
We have had aluminum main and side rods on the AlI- 

Aluminum conduit, junction boxes, etc., installed underneath 
an Illinois Central multiple-unit car 

ton & Southern switching locomotives for several years 
and the reduction in weight of these reciprocating parts 
effects material savings in maintenance of both locomo- 
tives and permanent way structures. With such an im- 
portant part of the locomotive as the connecting rods 
we want to be sure that a design is developed which 
will take advantage of the physical properties of the 
strong aluminum alloys in such a way as to provide 
equal, if not greater, safety with the aluminum rods as 
with the present type of construction. We have demon- 
strated, to our own satisfaction at least, that the rods 
in switching locomotives are satisfactory, safe and eco- 
nomical, but before going on to the main line, we felt 
it essential to conduct laboratory tests on the largest 
type of freight locomotives which would travel at suf- 
ficient speed to introduce substantial factors of centrifu- 
gal force. We are now making a set of rods for a heavy 
Mikado type locomotive and intend to study its per- 
formance in a large railroad testing plant. This locomo- 
tive will be operated under normal and maximum serv- 
ice conditions and, by means of recording instruments 
applied directly on the rods, we will have an exact 
knowledge of the conditions existing in the vital parts of 
the rods. The locomotive will then be taken out on the 
road and a service test made. It is hoped that by the June 
convention of the American Railway Association, Me- 
chanical Division, our tests will be completed and we 
will be in a position to say to you gentlemen that alumi- 
num side rods, main rods and valve motion parts may 
be safely and economically applied to any standard 
steam locomotive. 

Aluminum Dining Car Furniture 

One of the most useful applications of aluminum 
products on the railroads has been the furniture, de- 
veloped originally for the Pennsylvania. Aluminum 
dining-car chairs have found wide use and are manu- 
factured in the Buffalo, N. Y., plant to suit the require- 
ments of the railroads. Alcraft aluminum furniture, 
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as it is called, is available in almost any finish and up- 
holstery to meet the desires of the railroads and car 
builders and shows immediate returns in low mainte- 
nance cost. 

Additional miscellaneous uses of aluminum and its 
alloys in the transportation field are: Transmission 
lines of aluminum cable, steel reinforced; Albron pow- 
der as a base for aluminum paint for signals, bridges, 
shops, roundhouses, etc.; architectural material, includ- 
ing corrugated sheet factory sash, casements, etc. En- 
ginehouse smoke jacks have shown that the corrosion 
from the stack gases will not proceed as rapidly when 
made of aluminum as of other materials. Aluminum 
conduit is finding increased use for protecting wiring 
on locomotives, cars, in shops and enginehouses, and 
for similar reasons. 

Discussion 

At the conclusion “of the paper, an Open discussion 
was invited and H. A. Brennaman, assistant ‘works man- 
ager of the Pennsylvania at,Altoona, Pa., coffiiented 
briefly on the fabrication of aluminum alloy parts used 
in constructing eight suburban cars.at the Altoona shops. 
Mr. Brennaman said that anticipated difficulties with 
the fabrication of these parts.did not develop and that, 
with the proper pyrometer-controlled furnace equipment 
and reasonable care, no more difficulty was experienced 
in handling aluminum alloy parts than mild steel parts. 
He said that existing die equipment could be used 
equally well for both materials and that tests of alumi- 
num alloy parts, pressed either hot or cold, showed no 
defects. Mr. Brennaman’s remarks were corroborated 
by J. P. L. Sheets, general car foreman at the Wilming- 
ton, Del., shops of the Pennsylvania. 

Aluminum Alloy Connecting Rods Give 
Satisfactory Performance 

T. H. Pindell, general manager of the Alton & South- 
ern, described the performance of aluminum alloy con- 
necting rods and valve-motion parts on a switching loco- 
motive which has been in service since 1926, giving en- 
tirely satisfactory performance with noticeably reduced 
maintenance cost. He also said that maintenance-of- 
way expense was reduced owing to the small amount of 
rail hammer with light rods and counterweights. J. W. 
Coulter, master mechanic of the Alton & Southern, esti- 
mated the weight reduction as a result of installing 
the aluminum alloy rods at a net saving of 42 per cent 
of the weight of equivalent steel parts and a saving in 
rod maintenance in the ratio of 3 to 5, as compared 
with equivalent steel rods. He explained this as being 
due to reduced weight of reciprocating parts, less un- 
balanced weight in the driving-wheel counterbalances, 
and consequently a smoother operating locomotive with 
less rod-bushing and main-bearing wear. In response 
to a question, Mr. Coulter said that no loosening of 
bushings in the aluminum alloy rods was noticeable 
more than in steel rods. 

Aluminum Roof Sheets on Passenger Cars Reduce 
Corrosion 

W. T. Kelly, representing the engineering department 
of the Illinois Central, outlined the performance of 260 
multiple-unit cars, constructed with aluminum roof 
sheets, interior trim, conduit, etc. He said that no 
trouble has been experienced with these cars and that 
the use of the aluminum roof sheets of the same gage 
as steel sheets was particularly helpful in overcoming 
corrosion difficulties, formerly encountered with steel 
sheets, which required renewal sometimes as often as 
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once in four years. In response to a question, Mr. 
Kelly said that in his experience the greater expansion 
of aluminum alloys as compared with steel, when the 
two materials are riveted together, is taken care of by 
a slight buckling of the aluminum. In no case, however, 
has this expansion been sufficient to shear rivets or give 
other serious difficulty. 

Increasing Field in Railroad Equipment for Special 
Alloy Steels 

Upon an invitation from the chairman, G. Van Dyke, 
manager of the special steel department of Joseph T. 
Ryerson & Son, Inc., said that an entirely new era of 
metal construction and application has been developed 
during the last few years, as indicated by the fact that 
a metal costing in the neighborhood of 40 cents a pound 
is being suggested as a substitute for other material 
which can be purchased for approximately 5 cents a 
pound. He said that corrosion-resisting alloys, heat- 
resisting alloys, alloys with high physical properties, 
acid-resisting alloys and many other metals have been 
developed, and it is gratifying to note that the makers 
of all these materials are approaching their sales prob- 
lems from the standpoint of real service and economy 
to their customers. Mr. Van Dyke mentioned the use-' 
of Allegheny metal in dining-car kitchens where its 
non-rusting and tarnish-resisting qualities, and low up- 
keep cost, make its application particularly advantage- 
ous. In connection with heat-treatment, he said that 
the treatment of. aluminum alloys within temperature 
limits of 930 and 960 deg. F., is an indication that the 
use of modern metals is bringing with it an accuracy and 
exactness of handling which has taken the place of 
former guesswork methods. On behalf of the makers 
of all new metals, Mr. Van Dyke appealed to the rail- 
road men, when forming an opinion regarding the work- 
ability of any material, to determine first whether they 
have developed the right technique for handling, and, 
if not, whether it may be entirely feasible to install the 
necessary methods and ago thus enabling the 
railroads to use the cere eir profit. 

Tests of decals! | 

on the C. & E. I. 

(Cositinued from. page 135) 

Therefore, overall efficiency of screenings on.the evap- 
oration basis, deducting steam used by the stoker, ‘is 6.25 
divided by 6. 75, or 92.6 per cent. 

Based on coal, if purchased on B.t.u. basis. ‘de a 
B.t.u. basis, one pound of screenings is equal to 11,646 
divided by 11,940, or .975 Ib. of mine run. On a 
g.t.m. basis, based on relative B.t.u. values, the screen- 
ings are 110 times 11,940 divided by 113 times 11,646 
or 99.8 per cent as efficient as mine run. On an evap- 
oration basis, if 11,646 B.t.u. in screenings will evap- 
orate 6.37 lb. of water, 11,940 B.t.u. of screenings 
will evaporate 11,940 times 6.37 divided by 11,646, or 
6.52 Ib. of water, which is the equivalent evapora- 
tion of screenings on a B.t.u. basis. Therefore, on a 
B.t.u. basis, screenings are 6.52 divided by 6.94, or 
93.9 per cent as efficient as mine run. However, taking 
into consideration steam used in the stoker and basing 
the efficiency on useful steam produced, screenings are 
98.1 times 6.52 divided by 97.325 times 6.94, or 94.7 
per cent as efficient as mine run. 
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EDITORIALS 
Why the Balcony? 

Or of the important features in the construction 
of the Canadian National locomotive shops at 

Point St. Charles is only briefly referred to in an ar- 
ticle describing these shops which appears on another 
page in this issue. All of the work is performed on 
the ground floor of the building. No repair or manu- 
facturing departments are located on balconies or sec- 
ond floors. It is needless to point out that the elimina- 
tion of balconies has simplified the problem of handling 
material between departments, especially to and from 
the erecting shop, and has also enabled the designers 
to construct a building in which the maximum of day- 
light is afforded for all departments. 

Considerable study was given by the designers and 
the railroad management during the planning and pre- 
liminary work on these shops to the problem of secur- 
ing this particular feature. The result was the design- 
ing of a shop building with 56-ft. head room in the 
erecting shop and 35-ft. clearance in the side bays with 
no balconies or flooring to obstruct the diffusion of light 
through the windows. All of the light machine depart- 
ments are located on the same floor as the erecting shop, 
and are easy of access to all points where stripping and 
assembly work is being carried on. 

Undoubtedly advocates of the balcony design of loco- 
motive back shop will want to know the difference be- 
tween handling material vertically or horizontally, and 
will also point out the fact that the Point St. Charles 
shop covers considerable floor area. Ground limits 
frequently bear an important influence on the design 
of a new shop. However, a gross floor area of 277,100 
sq. ft. compares favorably with a number of shops 
which have been recently built with balconies and de- 
signed to turn out approximately the same number of 
class repairs. 

Handling material to balconies which open directly 
to the erecting shop, does not require much time. But 
it does tend to tie up crane service. Handling material 
to balconies by truck and elevator does take more time 
than trucking across the floor to departments that are 
located on the same floor as the erecting shop. Any 
one who has been in the Point St. Charles shops will 
have to admit that the single-floor layout has the ad- 
vantage of affording better lighting conditions, and 
safer and more efficient handling of material, and has 
made it easier to maintain a clean shop. 

What About the Third Trick? 
ANY manufacturers of special equipment in- 
stalled on modern locomotives maintain well- 

organized service departments, the duties of which are 
to assist road foremen in developing correct methods 
of handling this equipment in connection with the oper- 
ation of the locomotive and to assist the engine-terminal 
forces in properly caring for and maintaining it. In 
the latter case they are frequently called upon by busy 
enginehouse foremen to teach them correctly to inter- 
pret symptoms which indicate that all is not well with a 
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device, particularly during the early months of experi- 
ence with it. They are also of great assistance in sug- 
gesting methods of dealing with unusual conditions af- 
fecting the successful operation of such special equip- 
ment which may arise at any time even after the termi- 
nal forces have become thoroughly accustomed to its 
routine handling. 

This service is a big factor in the success with which 
the operating results expected from special equipment 
are actually obtained. In rendering it the representa- 
tives of the service departments of the manufacturers 
do not content themselves with. calls upon superinten- 
dents of motive power and master mechanics, but visit 
the enginehouses and offer direct assistance in the form 
of suggestions and instruction to the men who must deal 
first hand with the operating and maintenance problems. 
This phase of their work is much appreciated not only 
by the men in the enginehouse, but by the department 
executives as well. _ 

In carrying out this part of their duties the service 
men devote most of their attention to the first- and 
second-trick supervisors. Unless some special condition 
develops leading to a visit during the third trick by ap- 
pointment, the third-trick supervisors seldom see a 
specialty service man. Would not systematic calls at 
the enginehouse during the third trick, even though less 
frequent than those made during daylight hours, be 
worth some sacrifice in the regularity of the hours of 
the service man? Certainly the third-trick supervisors 
would be greatly appreciative of such attention and 
would profit by the first-hand suggestions and informa- 
t'on thus made available. So also would the department 
exccutives. 

Stabilized Forces and Morale 

HE stabilization of mechanical department forces 
and keeping up the morale of the organization 

present two of the most important problems that face 
mechanical officers today. In this case the two problems 
are so intimately related that the solution of one is to 
a great extent dependent on the solution of the other. 
The spectre of the shut-down or the lay-off has been 
before railroad men as far back as most of them can 
remember and there is no accounting system that will 
enable a railroad company to determine the actual loss 
in production which the lowered morale of an organiza- 
tion is responsible for. 

It has long been the practice on most roads to hire 
men when business is increasing, then lay them off when 
a reduction of traffic on the road makes retrenchment 
necessary. The railroad company suffers a loss when 
men who have become experienced are lost to the service 
and it becomes necessary to hire and train new men. 

If it were possible to reduce the force without laying 
off men, a retrenchment policy could be carried out with 
practically no detrimental effect on the morale of the 
organization. A mechanical officer on a certain road 
made a study of labor turnover and found that under 
certain conditions it averaged between two and three 
per cent each month. By the simple expedient of not 
filling vacancies as they occurred the force, over an entire 
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division, was reduced by 300 men out of a total of 5,500 
in about two months’ time. 

There is so much sound logic in this method that it 
would seem worth while to study the possibility of fore- 
casting possible retrenchment programs far enough in 
advance to send out notices to supervisors to cease filling 
vacancies rather than to lower the morale of the entire 
organization by being brought face to face unexpectedly 
with the necessity ef shutting down the shop or laying 
off men. 

Handling Renovated Packing 
HE editorial on renovating journal packing which 
appeared in the February issue caused several 

readers to write us for further information as to how 
the figures given in the editorial were arrived at, and 
what methods were used in the handling of renovated 
packing by the railroads referred to. One of these roads 
gives particular attention to the following items per- 
taining to car journal lubrication: Repacking journal 
boxes ; lubrication cost per box packed; used packing 
returned to the renovating plant; amount of free oil 
used in freight and passenger service, and number of 
hot boxes in freight and passenger service. Increases 
or decreases, as the case may be, from the preceding 
month’s figure are analyzed and discussed at monthly 
car-department staff meetings. In addition, actual per- 
formance figures are compared with a quota figure 
which has been set up as a mark to shoot at. 

The number of repacked journal boxes is, of course, 

controlled to a considerable extent by the number of 
working days during the month and by the number of 
car men employed in such work. The cost of lubrica- 
tion is affected by the relative quantities of renovated 
and of new oil and waste which are used. The lubri- 
cation cost per box packed is obtained by adding the 
labor and material expenditures, with proper allowance 
for other expenses, and dividing the total by the number 
of journal boxes packed. 
An important item in ascertaining the efficient opera- 

tion of a renovating plant and the utilization of its prod- 
uct is the comparison of the amount of prepared packing 
shipped to various points along the line and the amount 
of packing returned from each of these points. The 
amount of packing returned should be as large as the 
amount of prepared packing shipped. In case more 
prepared packing is being shipped than the amount of 
used packing which is being returned, there is a possi- 
bility that some of the used packing is being used for 
purposes other than that for which it is intended, such 
as lighting fires, etc. New oil and waste must be used 
at the renovating plant in preparing packing if an in- 
sufficient supply of used packing is returned from out- 
lying points. This increases the cost of lubrication. 
A number of railroads are now following the practice 

of adding a pint of free car oil to the journal boxes of 
each car as it passes over the hump in the classification 
yard. In all probability some of this oil is added to 
boxes where it is not needed. Nevertheless, the prac- 
tice, from the standpoint of hot-box prevention, ap- 
pears to be justified, especially in main-tracker service. 

The editorial in the February issue was written to 
show what two railroads had accomplished toward satis- 
factory car journal lubrication by the use of renovated 
packing. The installation and operation of a renovating 
plant either by the railroad or by a contracting company 
involves a considerable outlay of money. It is, there- 
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fore, necessary to have some system of cost accounting 
in order to determine whether a profit is being realized 
on the transaction. The ultimate aim, after all, is to 
keep the number of hot boxes down to a minimum and 
thereby reduce the number of delays to freight and pas- 
senger trains. Naturally other items pertaining to the 
successful operation of a renovating plant than those 
given in the preceding paragraphs must be considered. 
However, a careful study of the preceding five items 
will show that the human element is the most important’ 
factor. Proper instruction, close supervision with 
special attention. to details and the furnishing of good 
lubricating materials has been demonstrated to be the 
only satisfactory solution of the hot-box problem. 

Railroad Color Experts 

AILROAD men, as a rule, are not color-blind, but 
the statement can hardly be questioned that few 

of them are color experts. The psychological effect of 
color is so striking that, unconsciously, we are under 
its spell much of the time. Because of it, we find 
some homes, and likewise some passenger cars, more 
cheerful and inviting than others. These are the homes 
and the cars which we like to visit best and in which 
we like to stay longest. 

True, the style and arrangement of furniture mean 
a lot, but color is the real secret of beautiful rooms. 
It is the first means of attracting the eye and it in- 
fluences everything else. A person without accurate 
knowledge of the proper combinations of colors and 
shades of color may make a harmonious selection for 
a decorative scheme, but if so, this happy result will 
be secured only by chance. 
When a railroad is in the market for a substantial 

number of passenger cars, with an expenditure possibly 
running into millions of dollars, is it not then a logical 
thing to call in a competent authority on the question of 
color schemes and be guided by expert opinion in the 
important matter of making a harmonious selection 
which will prove appealing to the traveling public? The 
interior decorator’s ability lies in the scientific and artis- 
tic selection of subtle, interesting colors. To him, any 
blue is not just “blue.” It is a “warm” blue or a “cold” 
blue and he knows when to blend the warm shade or 
the cool shade to achieve a certain effect. He under- 
stands the effect produced by different color combina- 
tions on the subconscious mind. 
Warm colors are usually considered to be those with 

a predominance of red. Cool colors are those in which 
blue predominates. For example, a red wall gives the 
impression of being warmer than a blue wall because 
red is the color of sunlight and fire. The reverse is 
true in the case of cool colors, the colors of shadows 
and of evening. Any ‘color, however, may be “cool” or 
“warm.” Entirely aside from the impression which 
a color creates, it cannot be questioned that, under some 
conditions, colors actually influence the thermometer. 
A railroad should, therefore, take into consideration 

the territory through which it is running during the 
major portion of the year, and the climate. Trains 
operated in the northern part of the country are sub- 
ject during most of the year to cool or cold weather. 
Therefore, the colors should be warm and cheerful. 
A “cold” blue or a “cold” gray should never be used 
under these circumstances. A train operating from 
Chicago to Los Angeles, for example, via the southern 
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route, should be decorated in a color scheme that is 
cool because, during the greater part of the year, the 
major portion of the run is in a warm climate. When 
neither extreme is desirable, there are shades of color 
and combinations to be had which, to the artist’s mind, 
are satisfactory for an all year-round color scheme, 
suitable for passenger cars operating through both cold 
and warm climates. 
A man may be an expert in mechanics and a master 

in the design of locomotives or passenger cars, but un- 
less he is also expert in the art of colors, he can hardly 
be expected to select the color scheme for modern pas- 
senger equipment with satisfactory results, except by 
chance. 

Railroads leave the design of locomotives and 
machinery in experienced hands and it is just as logical 
that the choice of colors and their various combinations 
as used in passenger-car interior decoration should be 
left in the hands of those with equally highly special- 
ized experience. 

Too Much Maintenance 

URING the course of a conversation between 
three or four mechanical department men recently 

the opinion was expressed by one that on some roads 
the practice of shopping locomotives on a mileage basis 
for general repairs results in over-maintenance in many 
individual cases; in other words, many locomotives are 
arbitrarily shopped on a mileage basis when actually 
they are in condition to render satisfactory service on 
the road for several thousand more miles. 

During the past five or six years the trend in locomo- 
tive maintenance has been definitely in the direction of 
higher and higher standards of maintenance in order 
that power might be in condition to meet the exacting 
demands of modern high-speed, heavy-tonnage, long- 
run traffic. 

In view of this fact it would seem almost 
ridiculous to suggest that locomotives could be main- 
tained any too well. On the other hand it might be well 
worth while to look into this question of ‘“over-main- 
tenance” in order to find out whether or not the modern 
locomotive is not capable of rendering somewhat great- 
er service than has yet been demanded of it. 

On one road a certain heavy freight locomotive was 
found to be able to haul over 70 per cent more tonnage 
over a certain territory than the transportation depart- 
ment had ever before thought possible. It was another 
case of not knowing what could be done until it was 
tried out. Is it not possible that, with the higher stand- 
ard of maintenance that has been set up in recent years, 
a revision of the assigned mileage figures might not be 
made? 

The real value of any investigation along the lines 
suggested above might be the development of informa- 
tion to the effect that in many cases the assigned mileage 
on certain classes of locomotives could be materially in- 
creased were it not for the fact that minor mechanical 
defects or the failure of parts caused the shopping of 
the locomotive prematurely when its general mechanical 
condition was such that it might otherwise run several 
thousand more miles in road service. 

The modern sales idea of setting up quotas as a mark 
to aim at has developed two things: First, that it is 
sometimes easier to accomplish things than was prev- 
iously thought possible, and, second, that it is often a 
very small obstacle that stands in the way of greater 
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accomplishment. The assigned mileage of locomotives 
between shoppings for general repairs is in reality but a 
mark to shoot at. Probably in many cases the mileage 
figures have been determined by setting them arbitrarily 
at a figure that is not too difficult to meet. In looking 
at the mileage assignments on some roads it will be seen 
that the mileage between tube renewals is about twice 
that of the mileage of tires or between general overhaul- 
ings of machinery. It would hardly be reasonable to ex- 
pect a set of tires to run as long as a set of tubes but is 
it unreasonable to expect that, except for tires, a loco- 
motive might be kept in such running condition that the 
mileage between shoppings for machinery overhauling 
could be increased to a point where it approached flue 
mileage? 

This question, “Are locomotives being over-main- 
tained ?”, is a challenge to the modern mechanical depart- 
ment policy of setting up high maintenance standards. 
The standards are justified but are the railroads getting 
all the service that they have a right to expect? 

NEW BOOKS 
PopuLaR RESEARCH NARRATIVES, VOLUME III. Collected by the 

Enginéering Foundation, 29 West Thirty-Ninth street, New 
York. 174 pages, 5 in. by 7% in. Published by Waverly 
Press, Inc., Baltimore, Md. 

Fifty brief stories of research, invention or discovery, 
directly from the “men who did it,” are contained in 
this third volume of Popular Research Narratives, 
which present to the reader in authentic form concrete 
examples of the methods, vicissitudes and triumphs of 
scientific research. These narratives are collected from 
researchers and inventors and are put into the layman’s 
language very briefly, in order that the reader may 
know a little more about the ways in which scientists 
and engineers are serving their fellow men. A few of 
the subjects listed in the table of narratives are as fol- 
lows: Distances of the Stars; Contour Mapping from 
the Air; Pictures by Phone; Brass—An Old Alloy Re- 
discovered ; Ductile Arc Welds; Grinding—A Precision 
Method for Quantity Production; The Aircraft Radio 
Beacon; Ventilating Vehicular Tunnels, and Aluminum 
Plating—A New Means for Protecting iron. 

Recorp AND INDEX. Published by the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, 29 West Thirty-Ninth street, New 
York. 432 pages, 6 in. by 9 in. Black board binding. 

As a historical record of the activities of the Ameri- 
can Society of Mechanical Engineers during the year 
1928, Record and Index, combines all of the reference 
material likely to be of permanent worth and, as an 
index, is a means of locating the technical information 
contained in all of the society’s publications. The index 
combines in'a more complete form than heretofore at- 
tempted, the separate indexes of Transactions and Me- 
chanical Engineering, as well as references to the re- 
ports and other technical publications of the society 
which have appeared during the year. The scope of the 
Transactions index has been broadened with the inten- 
tion of making available material which is frequently a 
part of papers or discussions, but not so closely related 
to the subject of the paper indexed as to be located by 
the usual references to that paper. This Record and In- 
dex, which is the second published by the Society, also 
contains information about the organization and opera- 
tion of the society. 
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THE READER'S PAGE 
Two Corrections and a 

Comment on Grates 
GALVESTON, TEXAS. 

To Tue Epitor: 
Here are some more complaints and comments which 

I hope will, at least, indicate that one of your readers 
peruses the Railway Mechanical Engineer from cover 
to cover. 

First, the locomotive, depicted at the bottom of page 
64 in the February number does not represent the 
“Rocket.” It appears to be a model of the Stockton 
and Darlington Railway engine “Locomotion,” No. 1 
which was in use for some years before the “Rocket” 
was thought of. 

On page 112 of the same issue, it is intimated that the 
Canadian Pacific locomotives of the 5900 series, ap- 
parently with a tractive force of 78,000 lb., are at 
present the most powerful in the British Empire. I 
would remind you that, on page 733 of your 1924 vol- 
ume, you described the Canadian National locomotives 
of Class T-2, which have a maximum tractive force of 
80,200 lb. without booster. 

Turning back to pages 81 and 87 of the February 
number, the following quotation may be of interest. It 
is translated from Prof. Lomonossoff’s book on “Loko- 
motivversuche in Russland,” copyrighted in Germany in 
1926. The paragraph has to do with the burning of 
anthracite coal in some of the 2-10-0 type locomotives 
built in America for Russia during the war. 

“Grates, partly movable and partly fixed, with conical 
openings having an effective area of seven per cent, 
were designed by the experimental bureau in 1916 for 
the 2-10-0 type locomotives of series E, on the basis of 
Prof. Kirsch’s laboratory experiments (of 1912). With 
this arrangement, the most violent combustion and the 
hignest temperature were not found on the grate, but 
considerably above it, and, in addition, the velocity of 
air in the conical holes was so great that these could 
not be stopped up by clinker. These grates worked 
with complete satisfaction on the 2-10-0 type locomo- 
tives, with sufficiently contracted exhaust-nozzles.” 

The round hole grate may be eminently suitable for 
burning coal which breaks up readily into small parti- 
cles, but its value for burning other kinds of coal is 
problematical. 

Wao. T. HoeEcKer 

Comment on Coach Seats 
Curcaco, It. 

To THE EpiTor: 

I was much struck with the arguments presented in 
your editorial, entitled “Coach Seating Facilities,” in the 
February Railway Mechanical Engineer. There is no 
doubt that, in the past, too much emphasis has been 
placed on crowding as many seats as possible into a 
coach. It appears that the designer had this feature 
principally in mind and, by reading descriptions of pas- 
senger coaches built some years ago, you will find that 
the seating capacity is much emphasized. For this 
reason, a number of railroads have passenger cars in 
service with undesirable arrangements of seats in relation 
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to windows; some seats being so placed that the pas- 
senger faces, at all times, a panel, obstructing his view. 
The natural consequence of such an arrangement has 
been that cars so designed have become very unpopular, 
and when passengers have any choice, it will be found 
that these seats are not occupied unless the cars are so 
crowded that passengers must occupy them or stand up. 

I also agree with you fully that more thought and 
effort should be given to the design of seats for coaches. 
The standard reversible seats and reclining seats used in 
coaches and chair cars are far from representative of the 
comfort and convenience which passengers rightfully de- 
mand today. The bucket type of seat, which several 
railroads have adopted, represents a great step in the 
right direction, but I believe that still more could be done 
along this line, and, particularly, by allowing more space 
between seats. Particularly on long-run passenger trains, 
at least 90 per cent of the time, the equipment has seating 
capacity several times that of the number of passengers 
hauled. 

The reaction of the loss in passengers hauled and pas- 
senger revenues on the minds of some men who are re- 
sponsible for this service seems to be one of despair. 
They have developed a feeling that the downward trend 
in the passenger revenues cannot be stopped and that it 
is a waste of money to provide equipment along modern 
lines and with that comfort and convenience which the 
general public has become accustomed to in personaily- 
owned motor cars or motor busses. This attitude is 
wrong. Both in passenger-car and dining-car service, 
much can be done which would help to attract the public, 
which, to some extent, has now been driven away from 
railroads due to their attitude of indifference and their 
conservatism in adopting facilities which would make the 
passenger-car equipment more attractive and -com- 
fortable. 

MECHANICAL ENGINEER. 

Main-Tracker I nspection 

To THE EpITor: 

The article, “Inspecting the Main-Tracker for Long 
Runs,” which appeared in the January issue of the 
Railway Mechanical Engineer, seems to have been read 
with considerable interest, especially by those readers 
who have taken violent exceptions to some portions 
of it. Needless to say, all improved methods or rad- 
ical changes in railroad work meet with more or less 
opposition and the changes set forth in this article 
have so altered the old method of car inspection that 
adverse criticism was to be expected but should be 
heartily welcomed. ‘ 

In the February issue of the Railway Mechanical 
Engineer, mention is made in an editorial of exceptions 
being taken to two air-brake inspectors and two air- 
brake repair men being able to handle sixteen 100-car 
trains. They certainly do not, but they do handle the 
trains despatched during their tour of duty (eight 
hours) and by referring to the article itself, particularly 
to paragraph two, page five of the January issue of the 
Railway Mechanical Engineer, a resumé of the force 
necessary to handle sixteen 100-car trains over a period 
of 24hours is shown. This merely designates the force 
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required to handle trains over an eight-hour shift and 
must be tripled to handle the 16 trains in question. 
Can any good reason be advanced by the operating 

department officers for bunching trains either into or 
out of a terminal? Do train despatchers call freight 
trains from yards just ahead of scheduled passenger 
trains? Then why should several freight trains be 
called at or about the same time? On many railroads 
freight-train schedules are being just as closely observed 
as passenger train schedules and, in order to prevent de- 
lays on the line due to passenger train interference, set 
schedules have been made up whicn facilitate the work 
of inspection as well as diminish the operating delays. 

One critic takes exception to the elimination of inter- 
mediate inspection for the reason that “in this day of 
high speed a chance is being taken.” What intermedi- 
ate inspection do passenger trains receive? They travel 
over thousands of miles and make three and five min- 
ute station stops with only casual observation being 
made by car inspectors to determine that nothing is 
dragging. If this can be done in high-speed passenger 
service, what is to prevent its successful functioning in 
freight service? 

Still another writer asks why the inspection is not 
made on the outbound movement instead of when 
trains arrive in the yards. For the reason that hot 
boxes, over-heated wheels, etc., can be more readily de- 
tected and to eliminate switching bad-order cars out of 
made-up trains, which can be done at no additional ex- 
pense when inbound trains are handled. 

Another question which was raised was in connection 
with the inspection of air brakes, which, as set forth 
in the article, is being handled on the outbound move- 
ment. Trains arriving in yards with cars on which air- 
brake trouble has been experienced usually have the 
cars carded or some report is made by the train crews. 
These cars should be shopped out of the trains by the 
car inspectors, as well as cars having the air brakes 
over-due for cleaning. Therefore, there is small possi- 
bility that two air-brake repair men cannot correct air 
leaks and otherwise prepare the train for despatching 
in the time allowed. 

THe AUTHOR. 

Millenium in the Car Department 
CLEVELAND, O. 

To THE EpitTor: 

I have read with considerable interest the article in 
the January issue of Railway Mechanical Engineer en- 
titled “Inspecting the Main Tracker for Long Runs” 
and I am wondering whether the article is based on 
theory or on fact? If it is based on fact, the millenium 
has apparently arrived on that author’s railroad. How 
fine it would be if we could tell the transportation de- 
partment to arrange to operate trains on 11!4-hour 
intervals, or whatever interval would be necessary to 
give us time to handle the required number of trains 
each day. I can imagine how quickly some mechanical 
people would be consigned to the scrap pile if such a 
request were made of the timecard makers. 
My experience in inspecting cars in train yards and 

terminals indicates that at a given point on most roads 
some one trick gets most of the trains and another trick 
is usually light. Unless trains are spaced evenly 
throughout the day the same force will be unable to 
maintain the inspection of trains on each trick and no 
given set-up of inspection forces can be assigned. I 
doubt that any force that is not elastic (by elastic I 
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mean susceptible to augmentation s¢through adding men 
from auxiliary forces can successfully man a train 
yard for inspection of trains and maintain any definite 
schedule so far as the time per train is concerned. 

The author of the article in question does not make 
any allowance of force or time for the inspection of 
trains after they have been switched or classified. For 
a train that is to travel a long distance without further 
inspection, and which gets its only inspection on an in- 
bound movement, he is taking a long chance on running 
a train without inspection after make-up. In this day 
of high speed and hump switching nearly as many 
defects develop in making up a train as are developed in 
a 500-mile road movement. It would seem more logical 
that the inspection should be made after the train is 
made up, and not before, if he cannot spare the time 
for a preliminary inbound inspection as well as a good 
outbound inspection. 

With the great rivalry that exists between com- 
peting roads for traffic it is absolutely necessary that 
the terminal time of trains be cut down. This 
terminal time of course includes time for inspection 
and repairs as well as the switching of trains and I 
cannot help but feel that the writer of the article is 
trying to “kid” somebody when he talks about using 
1% hours for car inspectors and light-repairmen to 
go over the train on its inbound movement; then time 
out for switching and a further 45 minutes for air- 
brake inspection and repairs, and oiling and packing 
of boxes. This will amount to almost four hours 
terminal time, and very few large roads will allow 
this much terminal time. § 

If the inspection is to be made on the inbound move- 
ment, it seems that only a cursory examination should 
be given the trains at that time and then only for de- 
fects which would cause a car to be shopped. An 
inspection of this nature could be made while the cars 
were being “bled.” 

The real inspection and light-repair work should 
be made after the train is switched and a sufficient 
force of inspectors and repair men should be assigned 
so that the inspection and repairs could be completed 
by the time the oilers, air-brake men and other work- 
men had completed their duties; that is, in the 30 to 
45 min. By handling trains in this manner an hour 
and a half would be cut off the terminal time of the 
train. 

It would be interesting to have comments from other 
car-department men indicating their reactions to this 
aiticle, particularly from men on roads where traffic 
is heavy and high-speed terminal movements of freight 
trains are made every day. I may be wrong in my 
contentions regarding the inspection of main trackers 
and would welcome the privilege of profiting by the 
opinions of some other car men on this article. 

R. R. Howarrtu. 

Sixteen Trains in 24 Hours? 
lstanp Ponp, Vt. 

To THE EpitTor: 

The question of the feasibility of two air-brake in- 
spectors properly handling sixteen 100-car trains in 24 
hours, referred to in an editorial in the February issue 
of the Railway Mechanical Engineer, sets me to think- 
ing about the many angles of the problem and about the 
diverse conditions under which mechanical and air brake 
inspectors must work. 

It is absurd to suppose that in the climate generally 
associated with oranges, grape-fruits and Death Valley 
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the same hardships prevail as are found in northern 
Vermont. Threé feet of snow is not exceptional under 
normal winter conditions here. Yesterday the tempera- 
ture stood at 32 below zero at 3:00 am. Imagine, if 
you can, the lot of a car inspector working with a 
northwester blowing, blinding snow driven by a 30-mile 
wind, and often crawling knee-deep in snow down the 
length of a 100-car train; trucks, air hose and, in many 
cases, the cars a mass of ice and frozen snow. 

Another matter. Did the editor mean the men should 
thoroughly inspect and repair according to A. R. A. 
rules and the railroad company’s regulations, or did he 
mean the men should run a Marathon down the side of 
the train and give the engineman the highball? 

If the inspector conscientiously performs his duties, 
they are legion. A hundred cars are assembled on a 
track ; they have come from numerous sources, such as 

flour mills, coal plants, oil refineries, lumber yards, pulp 
mills, phosphate works, or any one of a hundred other 
industrial plants. About 30 per cent of these on our 
division will be average empties. Now the inspector’s 
fun starts. He must inspect the interiors of all empties 
and card them for commodities, a job requiring time, 
care and keen observation. Protruding nails and bolts, 
leaky roofs, unsanitary conditions, and a dozen other 
things must be noted and the cars classified and carded 
accordingly. Have you ever tried to open the side doors 
on some of these cars under winter conditions? It takes 
muscle, occasionally backed up by a good steel bar. Add 
to this an insecure footing, and—well, give it a trial. 
In the meantime valuable time is slipping by. 
Now for the outside inspection. Top, ends, sides and 

underneath must be carefully inspected. It’s a great 
life poking under a string of cars and occasionally grab- 
bing a handful of snow to rub the 30 below out of your 
nose. The advantage is that in stooping to inspect, one 
is nearer the snow. It is beyond comprehension where 
all the box and column-bolt nuts go to, assuming they 
are put on properly in the first place. We have not yet 
reached the millenium, referred to at the interchange 
meeting some years ago, when all cars are equipped with 
cast truck sides. Operating-lever clevises and pins. 
broken knuckles and knuckle pins, lock blocks, or what 
have you, often have to be replaced. Brake travel must 
be maintained to standard, broken brake-beam hangers 
replaced, air hose changed or gaskets applied as neces- 
sary, brake shoes put on and keys applied where required. 
and all hose finally coupled up after cutting out the oc- 
casional cripple for the rip tracks. When completed the 
train must be stretched and the defects thus disclosed 
corrected. 

Now about material. I have frequently called a cai 
inspector a walking hardware store. Even then he can- 
not carry many of the articles necessary for repairs on 
one of these 100-car trains you refer to. Equipment 
boxes conveniently located containing journal packing, 
brasses, jack, and all other emergency material are pro- 
vided. This, however, means walking some distance to 
obtain the material and returning with it to the car and 
presently returning the tools and salvaged material to 
the equipment box. This takes more minutes of the 
valuable time. 

Then what about heater cars? The temperature must 
be noted and heaters given attention, or changed where 
necessary. Did you ever climb down one of these heater 
compartments to inspect heaters? Sometimes the going 
isn’t so good, particularly if one weighs around 225 Ib. 

It takes time to record all the data and make out the 
cards. More time is necessary to get in touch with the 
yard master’s office and notify regarding cripples to 
be cut out owing to wheels with chipped rims, slid 
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flat, broken flange, shelled-out treads, or broken sills, 
draft timbers, or arch bars, or any other cause, any and 
all of which it has taken time to locate. Again you 
cannot always get your train stretched for the leak 
tests just when you are ready. The unforeseen is always 
just around the corner. 
My opinion is that the inspectors and air brake men 

would be “busy guys”! Summer conditions here are, 
of course, less strenuous for the men, but even then if 
defects are recorded, repairs made, cars carded for com- 
modities, cripples cut out, heater cars properly examined, 
etc., I, speaking personally, would be well satisfied with 
results if the standard set by you could be maintained. 

PRACTICAL. 

What the Exhaust Energy Does 
New York, N. Y. 

To THE EpITor: 

Your editorial on Grates, Combustion and Draft in 
the February issue of this paper, and F. P. Roesch’s in- 
teresting article should certainly receive widespread at- 
tention and form the basis for valuable discussion. 

The results obtained by restricted air openings in loco- 
motive grates are clearly explained in the last column of 
Mr. Roesch’s paper. Reduction of ashpan losses calls 
for smaller individual openings; this, in turn, means a 
smaller free passage for the air as governed by mechani- 
cal requirements. In the special cases mentioned, the 
total air opening was indeed cut down to 12 to 15 per 
cent of the grate area. Objections to this practice lose 
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Vacu 

40 50 _ 00 70 
Per Cent Excess Air 

Fig. 1 

at once in weight when we consider that the free pas- 
sages through the fuel bed hardly ever exceed 30 per 
cent, and this with a complicated flow as compared with 
the straight flow through the grates. But still this re- 
striction brought the resistance to the air flow resulting 
from the grate up to the resistance offered by a good fuel 
bed, and had the apparently very beneficial effect of be- 
coming a controlling factor for equal air distribution over 
the whole surface. 

It is here that I see the root of the problem: The re- 
stricted grate effectively controls the distribution of the 
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air, but not the total amount of air admitted for combus- 
tion. 

The editorial suggested the predominance of other re- 
sistances encountered by the gas flow on its way through 
the boiler, and a careful analysis thoroughly justifies this 
view. 

The diagrams throw some light on the question of 
how far the amount of combustion air can be controlled 
by grate resistance. Fig. 1 shows the amount of gas de- 
veloped in a large locomotive boiler with about 80 sq. ft. 
of grate, generating 50,000 lb. of steam per hour (com- 
bustion rate about 80 lb. of coal of 13,500 B.t.u. heat 
value). It is plotted against the excess air admitted for 
complete combustion. Further, the vacuum in ashpan, 
firebox and smokebox is given. Naturally, a stronger 
draft is required for more excess air. The combined 
resistance of the grate and firebed shown may be called 
normal, but will sometimes be found even less. Air open- 
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Fig. 2 

ings total 50 per cent in this case: Fig. 2 deals with 
energies. For a given amount of excess air, a certain 
volume of gas has to be discharged from the smokebox 
against the higher atmospheric pressure. Part of this 
pressure difference is due to the resistance of grate and 
firebed, and A represents the amount of work in horse- 
power which would be performed in discharging the 
gases if no other resistance than that of grate and fire- 
bed existed. The other obstacles to the air and gas 
flow, offered by ashpan, tubes, arches and smokebox 
arrangement, call for the additional performance B. 

Now the combustion gases, mixed with steam, must 
be discharged from the stack at high velocity. In this 
case, with a 21-in. stack, the work required is shown by 
C. This is the dominant factor. 

The total work, A-+B+C, has to be performed by the 
exhaust steam. Escaping from a nozzle of 40 sq. in., 
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the exhaust contains 440 h.p.; the amount D is lost, 

mainly from the shock occurring at the mixing of the 
steam and gas flow at different velocities, and the amount 
E is required to discharge the volume of steam against 
atmospheric pressure. Finally, F horsepower is left to 
accomplish the total work, A+B-+-C, and at point P the 
balance between required and offered energies is reached, 
representing 50 per cent of excess air for the fire, which 
is a desirable average. 

Let us now install a highly restricting grate with two 
inches of additional resistance at this moderate combus- 
tion rate, or more than twice as much as in Mr. Roesch’s 
example. Other conditions remain unchanged, only 

somewhat more energy is required to discharge the ex- 
haust steam owing to the higher smokebox vacuum. The 
new balance will be reached at P; with 44.5 per cent of 
excess air, and the total air supply has been reduced less 
than four per cent by this highly restricting grate. 

This makes the case clear; the amount of combustion 

air cannot be controlled to advantage by grate resistance. 
But, as tests have shown, air distribution can be con- 
trolled by establishing a constant basic resistance all over 
the surface and reducing the haphazard effect of the 
fuel bed. To this end, some existing forms of grates 
other than the round-hole grate will probably be more 
desirable from a combustion standpoint, especially with 
very thin fires, but here the properties of grate material 
and coal enter. 

Fig. 2 also serves to answer the second point in the 
editorial on back pressure. With the beneficial effect of 
a restricted grate for maintaining a thin firebed firmly 
established, the expense involved in back pressure seems 
fairly moderate ; at any rate, there are a number of other 
points where we can attack the problem of back pres- 
sure, enabling us to afford some sacrifice for improving 
conditions in the firebox. It is natural, however, that no 
more restriction should be allowed than consistent with 
sufficient draft equalization. Excessive air supply is a 
rather rare malady with our locomotives, but reduction 
in front-end draft should be the remedy in such a case. 

In connection with the Bureau of Mines test referred 
to by Mr. Roesch, the question might be asked, “Offering 
only a fraction of the total resistance to the air flow, 
why, then, has the height of the fuel bed such a consider- 
able effect upon combustion?” The qualitative answer is 
simple and can be easily demonstrated with a stationary 
chain grate and forced draft. In a higher fuel bed, more 
coal is burned per unit of time even with the air supply 
kept constant, resulting in less excess air and, eventually, 
bad combustion. Once clinkers are formed, the resist- 
ance may rise to any amount. The quantitative answer, 
however, offers good opportunities for extended investi- 
gation. 

Dr. A. Grest-GIESLINGEN. 

* * x 

From collection of W. A. Lucas 

Atlantic & Great Western built by Danforth Cooke 
& Company in 1862 
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With the 

Car Foremen and Inspectors 
A Useful Rivet Rack 

RIVET rack that is easily transferable and very 
useful for storing rivets in close proximity to ex- 

tensive riveting operations in car and tender shops is 
shown in the following drawing. It is made entirely of 
steel plate, is 3 ft. wide, 3 ft. 11% in. long, 4% in. high 
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The details of the rivet rack 

and contains 12 bins. A unique feature of the rack is 
the attached slides which facilitate filling the various 
bins. The rivets thrown onto the slides partially fill 
the bottom of the bins but a majority of them remain in 
that section above the slide, falling towards the bottom 
as the rivets are removed for use. 
drawing, the 3-in. section of steel plate forming the 
back of the bins, extends 12% in. above the rack and 
has two 3-in. diameter holes burned out 24 in. apart 
to facilitate its being moved from place to place by over- 
head or portable cranes. 

Special Bucket for 

Handling Hot Rivets 

N some operations of riveting it is advantageous for 
the heater to throw hot rivets to the men on the job 

rather than to carry them to awkward locations and 
place them into position himself. For the benefit of the 
man catching the rivets, one railroad has designed a 
bucket which is not only light in construction, is built 
to withstand the hard service of riveting operations and 
is very durable. The bucket, shown in the drawing, ‘is 
made of No. 24 U. S. Standard gage O. H. steel beaded 
at the upper rim with No. 10 B. W. G. wire and has a 
bottom made of No. 16 U. S. Standard gage O. H. 
steel which is secured by 12 1-lb. rivets. The handle 
is made of the same material as the bucket and is at- 
tached to it by means of two 1-lb. rivets. All the seams 
of the bucket are welded. The bucket is 814 in. deep, 9 
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As shown in the. 
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in. in diameter at the top and bevels off to 4 in. diameter 
at the bottom. It makes a convenient device for this kind 
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A bucket specially designed for handling rivets 

of work and has increased the safety with which rivet 
throwing can be handled. 

A Toolbox for the Apprentice 

ECAUSE of the diversified work to which passen- 
ger-car apprentices were assigned and the diffi- 

culty they experienced in moving their tools from place 
to place, the toolbox, shown in the detailed drawing, was 
developed and issued as standard equipment to all such 
apprentices by a Southeastern railroad. It serves as an 

STills 

A toolbox for car apprentices 
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adequate means of keeping a large assortment of tools 
in a small but compact place and is so constructed that 
it is easily moved from one department to another. The 
box is 21 in. wide, 19 in. high, and 37% in. long and is 
equipped with a sliding tray 9 in. high and 634 in. wide 
that runs the entire length of the box. The top is at- 
tached by means of three butt hinges and is secured by 
a double-spring chest lock. To each end is bolted a 
handle, so designed that it is flush with the side of the 
box at all times when not in use. 

A Storage Bin and Knuckle Rack 

HE knuckle rack and material storage bin shown 
in the drawing has proved to be of such an aid to 

car-repair yard practice that one road has recently 
adopted it as standard equipment for its yards. The 
rack consists of a platform 9 ft. wide and 16 ft. 1 in. 
long on which is erected the housing for material- 
storage and the angular racks for knuckles. The struc- 
ture is 7 ft. 934 in. high, 6 ft. 8 in. wide and is so de- 
signed that the opposite sides of the housing are identi- 
cal in construction. 

The storage bins, 2 ft. 114 in. deep and 2 ft. 10 in. 
wide, are situated 4 ft. above the platform and are pro- 
tected by 14-in. eaves. The 4 by 4-in. vertical skeleton 
timbers are braced by 4-ft. 4%-in. sections of tubing 
that are belled or riveted on the ends to prevent their 
withdrawal from the posts. The roof is covered with 
three-ply paper roofing. The knuckle racks consist of 
2-in. by 5%-in. timbers set at an angle against the 
structure and running from a point 12 in. from the edge 
of the platform to the base of storage bins where they 
are secured by %-in. carriage bolts. The slanting 
timbers of the racks have a verdical height of 3 ft. 

7% in. and are placed 7 in. apart, thus forming a con- 
venient receptable for car knuckles. 

The structure has 10 storage bins and 30 racks and 
has been found to be an orderly and economical method 
of storing small car-repair material and knuckles. The 
satisfaction given by the racks has warranted its adop- 
tion as standard equipment for car-repair yards on the 
road which developed its use. 

Decisions of Arbitration Cases 

(The Arbitration Committee of the A. R. A. Mechan- 
ical Division is called upon to render decisions on a 
large number of questions and controversies which are 
submitted from time to time. As these matters are of 
interest not only to railroad officers but also to car 
mspectors and others, the Railway Mechanical Engi- 
neer will print abstracts of decisions as rendered). 

Billing on Authority of Defect Cards 

While Wabash car No. 76299 was in the possession 
of the Kansas City Southern it was damaged in colli- 
sion between cars being handled by engines of the Kan- 
sas City Southern and the Texas & New Orleans. The 
latter road admitted responsibility for the collision and 
issued its defect cards to the former road, covering all 
damage sustained by the car as set forth in the Joint 
Inspection Certificate. At the completion of repairs the 
Kansas City Southern billed the T. & N. O. which took 
exception to a charge for a complete K-2 triple valve 
because the defect card allowed for a K-2 check case 
and a K-2 cap, only. The repairing line contended that 
it was found necessary in making repairs to apply a 
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new triple valve because the one removed was beyond 
repair. It was the contention of the T. & N. O. that 
the Kansas City Southern should have renewed only 
the items covered by the defect card plus a charge per 
Item 29 of Rule 111 for C. O. T. & S. air brakes, and 
that if parts of the triple valve other than those speci- 
fied on the defect cards were broken, requiring the re- 
newal of the entire triple valve, the Kansas City South- 
ern should have secured additional protection for such 
damage from the correct authorities on the Texas & 
New Orleans. 
The following decision was rendered by the Arbi- 

tration Committee: “Charge for repairs to triple valve 
(which includes renewal of ‘check-valve case and cap), 
as well as the cleaning and oiling of the triple valve 
and brake cylinder, including testing and stenciling per 
Rule 60, should be $4.14 as per Item 29 of Rule 111. 

“If the triple valve body was damaged, it should 
have been specified on the defect card to justify charge 
for the renewal of the same.”—Case No. 1620—Kansas 
City Southern vs. Texas & New Orleans. 

A Case Covering Stenciling of Reweighed Cars 

The Michigan Central executed joint evidence cards 
during March, April and May, 1928, certifying to the 
fact that old weight stenciling had not been entirely 
painted out on its cars 64974, 94895, 99705, 91194 and 
63299 at the time of the last reweighing of the cars, 
as provided in Section 6 of A.R.A. Rule 30. The re- 
pair cards of the Chicago & Alton showed that it had 
last reweighed these cars from five to fifty-seven days 
prior to the owner’s inspection. Therefore, claims 
were presented to the Chicago & Alton for defect cards 
to cover the cost of restenciling the cars. The Chicago 
& Alton declined to furnish the defect cards on the 
ground that it was not responsible for wrong repairs. 
The owner stated that Section 6 of this rule provides 
that “the old weight stenciling marks should be entirely 
painted out with quick-drying paint”, which would seem 
to be a clear and definite requirement of the rules and 
one that must be complied with. The Chicago & Alton 
contended that it had been the practice of railroads in 
general, with a few exceptions, to paint out only the 
numerals to be changed in remarking light weight and 
load limits, where the old marking showed up bright 
and clear. 

In rendering its decision the Arbitration Committee 
stated: “Rule 30, as well as Circular No. DV-568, con- 
templates that when cars are reweighed, the old weight 
markings should be entirely obliterated and the car re- 
stenciled. Joint evidence per Rule 12 is proper.”— 
Case No. 1621—Michigan Central vs. Chicago & Alton. 

Removed Axle Below A.R.A. Standard 

On September 23, 1927, the Louisville & Nashville 
changed wheels and axle R. & L. 3 under Chicago & 
Alton car 22387 on account of a cut journal. Two sec- 
ond-hand wheels and one axle, 5-11/16 in. at the center, 
were removed and two second-hand wheels and one 
second-hand axle were replaced. Because the center 
dimension of the axle was less than the limits for an 
A. R. A. standard axle, the L. & N. rendered a bill to 
the C. & A. for the difference between the non-A. R. A. 
axle removed and the second A. R. A. axle applied. 
To this charge the C. & A. took exception, claiming 
that the axle removed was a scrap A. R. A. axle and 
not a non-A. R. A. axle. The owner, in support of its 
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contention that the removed axle was scrap, presented 
the original billing repair card of the New York Central 
which applied the axle in question on April 8, 1924, 
showing it to be a standard A. R. A. axle with a center 
diameter of 5-7/8 in. The owner further contended 
that, inasmuch as the axle was an A. R. A. standard 
axle when it was applied, it would be an A. R. A. 
standard axle when removed, even if the center di- 
ameter had decreased some in the three-year interim. 
The repairing line contended that the charge as rendered 
the car owner for a difference in the value of the axles 
removed and applied was proper and in accordance with 
the second paragraph of Section (b) of A. R. A. Rule 
86, on the ground that an axle, the dimension of which 
is 5-11/16 in. in the center, is a non-A. R. A. axle and 
not a scrap A. R. A. axle as contended by the C. & A. 

The following decision was rendered by the Arbitra- 
tion Committee: “Rule 86, Section (a), does not rec- 
ognize axle having 5% in. by 10 in. journals as non-A. 
R. A. standard. It is assumed that the axle in question 
originally conformed to the A. R. A. standard and, 
therefore, Section (b), second paragraph, Rule 86, does 
not apply. The contention of the Chicago & Alton is 
sustained.”—Case No. 1622-Chicago & Alton vs. Louis- 
ville & Nashville. 

Fair and Unfair Usage Items 
Repaired at Same Time 

St. Louis-San Francisco car 125751 was repaired by 
the Illinois Central May 19, 1927, charges amounting to 
$6,215.37. The following repairs were made and 
marked “No bill, derailed” : 

A—Car jacked. 
R.—1 new Bettendorf truck side—Account broken, ordered from owner. 
& L. 3~—1 secord-hand Ajax No. 2 A. R. A. brake beam—Broken. 
& L. 4—1 second-hand Ajax No. 2 A. R. A. brake beam—Broken. 
& L. 3—2 brake hangers R. R. & R., 16 lb.—Bent. 
4—1 new 10-in. U brake hanger—Broken. 

- & L. 3 & 4—4 brake shoes and keys R. & R.—Account broken. 
. & L. 3 & 4—4 new patent 9-in. dust guards—Account repairs. rin PD a> 
The following repairs were made and marked “Bill 

Owner.” 

A—Second-hand cast-steel truck bolster—Breken. 540 Ib., ordered from 
owner—Old defect. 

A—2 new % in. by 5 in. by 6 in. body side-bearing shims—Account clear- 
ance, 

A—6 new % in. by 3 in. side-bearing bolts—Account repairs. 

Exception was taken to the charges rendered in ac- 
cordance with Rule 41. The Illinois Central declined 
to cancel the charges. The owner contended that it is 
not in accordance with A. R. A. Rules to allow any 
company to attempt to divide responsibility in cases of 
cars damaged in violation of Rule 32, when the defects 
are so closely associated as they are in this case. The 
repairing line submitted to the committee copies of the 
accident and damage-to-equipment reports which cov- 
ered this accident. These reports showed that the car 
was derailed as the result of a truck bolster breaking in 
an old weld, allowing the bolster to drop down. A re- 
port of the traveling mechanical inspector of the re- 
pairing line, who inspected the bolster, reported that the 
weld referred to was improper in that it was made to 
a 100 per cent fracture, whereas Rule 23 allows only 
40 per cent. Furthermore, the weld was not stamped as 
required, to show shop, date, etc. The Illinois Central 
contended that the broken bolster was the cause rather 
than the result of the derailment and that in accordance 
with the principle involved in Interpretation 13, Rule 
98, and numerous Arbitration decisions, the charge was 
proper as rendered. 

The decision rendered by the Arbitration Committee 
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was as follows, ‘““The contention of the Illinois Central 
is sustained :”—Case No. 1623-St. Louis-San Francisco 

vs. Illinois Central. 

Cut Journals and Owner’s Defects on Wheels 

On August 8, 1928, the Charleston & Western Caro- 
lina applied one pair of new 33-in. cast-iron wheels, 
one second-hand 80,000-lb. capacity A. R. A. axle, B.3, 
and one 5-in. by 9-in. journal bearing, R.3, to Akron, 
Canton & Youngstown car 503. Charges for wheels, 
journal brace and labor were included in the bill. The 
billing repair card covering the work showed the cause 
of the removal was a worn flange on one wheel, that 
one wheel was O. K., and that there was one cut journal 
and a journal bearing worn out. The A. C. & Y. 
claimed that a car having a pair of wheels with owner’s 
defects and a cut journal is a case of divided respon- 
sibility between the delivering line and the car owner 
and that the charge for the journal bearing and labor 
should be eliminated, basing its opinion on Arbitration 
Decision No. 1042. The C. & W. C. contended that the 
car was shopped on account of owner’s defects and that 
the cut journal was not discovered until the wheels were 
removed from the car, as there was no evidence of the 
journal being overheated. Therefore, the repairing line 
contended, the repairs made were owner’s responsibility 
as it was impossible to detect or discover the condition 
of the journal except by removal of the wheel, journal 
boxes, braces and wedges or by a sharp pointed hook, 
the use of which latter method is prohibited by Rule 84. 

In making the decision the Arbitration Committee 
stated that, “The responsibility of handling line, per 
Rule 65, includes renewal of journal bearings, journal- 
box bolts and dust guards, as well as the labor of chang- 
ing the pair of wheels. Decision No. 1042 applies. The 
contention of the Akron, Canton & Youngstown is sus- 
tained.”—Case No. 1624—Akron, Canton & Youngs- 
town vs. Charleston & Western Carolina. 

A Side-Bearing Clearance Gage 

SIDE bearing clearance gage, by which the side 
bearings of the car and the truck can be adjusted 

and secured before the trucks are placed under the 
car, is shown in the drawing. Fig. 1 shows the details 
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Fig. 1—The details of the gage 

of the gage, which is made of seasoned poplar, rein- 
forced with steel strips on the surfaces exposed to the 
most wear. The details of piece No. 1 give general 
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dimensions of the main section of the gage with the 
location of the steel strips and the flat-head screw which 
secures them. Pieces Nos. 2, 3 and 4 show in detail 
the strip of seasoned poplar and the clamp that permits 
the adjustment of the gage in relation with the center 
castings of the car and trucks. Fig. 2 shows the appli- 
cation of the gage to the bottom and truck side bearings. 

Fig. 2—The application of the gage to the bottom and truck 
side bearings 

The gage is adjusted by clamping the horizontal piece 
No. 1 at any desired height on vertical piece No. 4 
which rests on the center plate casting. 

A Journal Roller with 

Timken Bearings 

HE drawing shows the application of Timken 
roller bearings to a car-axle journal roller. The 

roller-bearing assembly, including the cone separator, 
the Timken cups, cones and rollers, are lubricated by 
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A journal roller equipped with Timken roller bearings 

Alemite which is prevented from working out of the 
bearing chamber by the felt rings. This journal roller 
is in use on an eastern road where it has been adopted 
as standard equipment for all journal lathes in car and 
locomotive shops. 
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Meet Dave and Alec 

On the Firing Line 
By T. J. Lewts 

R. Demarest was right, of course. The A.R.A. 
Rules of Interchange are plain enough for any 

one to understand. Alec and Dave would both agree 
to that, but the trouble comes when either one under- 
takes to show the other how. the rule ought to be ap- 
plied to a particular case. 
Now Alec and Dave are both interchange inspectors. 

They work for different railroads and their interchange 
tracks lie alongside each other; they should ordinarily 
be said to work together, which they mostly do; then, 
again, they would be said to work “opposite” each 
other, which they sometimes do, seemingly, though 
either of them would explain that he was only try- 
ing to help the other to understand the rules properly. 
They sign joint evidence for each other readily, gen- 

erally with hardly a word of dissent and in most ways 
play the game of give and take smoothly enough until 
it comes to issuing defect cards. As is usual with inter- 
change inspectors, writing defect cards is the first item 
on each of their lists of things not to do until the last 
inch of ground has been fought over and the last shred 
of evidence has been displayed to the best advantage. 

Just a week or so ago there was a case concerning 
a bill for repairs which Alec had made to the door of a 
stock car belonging to Dave’s road. Dave felt that Alec 
had gotten the better of him that time, but he deter- 
mined to bide his time and when his chance did come— 
as he knew it would—wouldn’t he make old Alec 
sweat ! 

So, yesterday morning Alec and Dave met at the 
interchange as usual and both went to work. The 
second car Alec came to was empty and had a big 
hole in the door. He went to the corner of the car, 
squinted at the pool marks, glanced up at the number 
of the car, then began turning the leaves of his record 
book backward, carefully tracing down the lists of car 
numbers recorded there as he did so. Soon he found 
what he was looking for and stopped. Holding his finger 
against the number in the book he glanced again at the 
number of the car; then, slipping the book in his 
his pocket, he turned to a car on the next track, the 
ladder of which happened to be opposite the door of the 
car being inspected. Up the ladder he went until he 
‘reached a level with the hole in the door. After taking 
a good, long look at the edges of the hole, he called out. 

“Oh, Dave! Come over here a minute.” 
Dave knew from the sound of Alec’s voice that Alec 

thought he had found something, so he took his time 
coming around the end of the cut of cars on Alec’s 
track. Half a thought of the stock-car door flashed 
through his mind and he resolved not to help Alec get 
excited over whatever it was he had found. So Dave, 
assuming an air of nonchalance, slowly approached, 
filling his pipe as he came. 

“What’s the trouble, Alec?” he said. 
“What’s this you’re trying to gimme?” asked Alec, 

hanging to the grabirons and indicating the damaged 
car with a nod of his head. 
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“Well,” said Dave, “If I had just one guess, I’d say 
it’s a car. Looks like one to me.” 

“Tt does, does it?” asked Alec, a little nettled at Dave’s 
lack of interest. “Well, it looks like a part of a car to 
me and no guessing about it.” 

“Tt does, does it?’ quoth Dave, in such an unmoved 
tone as to exasperate Alec greatly. 

“Come up here where I am, Dave, and you can see 
what I mean” insisted Alec. Dave struck a match and 
quietly contemplated the car over his cupped hands as 
he lighted his pipe, and then—“I see what you’re talk- 
ing about, Alec—just a little hole in the floor—don’t 
amount to anything; car’s on its way home, empty, 
anyhow.” 

“Don’t amount to anything, huh!” exploded Alec, 
“Well, you just come up here and you can see for your- 
self that the hole was cut in that door, Dave.” 

“What!” said Dave, his quickened interest almost 
overcoming his intention to appear indifferent. Then 
recovering himself, he climbed upon the ladder with 
Alec and after looking critically at the damaged door 
said, “Well, I’ll be durned! That hole was cut part 
through with a pocket knife from inside, then busted 
out, wasn’t it?” 

“Yes” agreed Alec, “a ’bo got shut up in the car, no 
doubt, and that is the way he got out. Look, there is 
a shred of his clothes on that splinter.” 

“He had a blamed good knife” said Dave, “and don’t 
you know he cussed when he tore his pants!’ 

Alec climbed down to the ground and so did Dave. 
Dave remarked good naturedly, “Ain’t it strange, Alec, 
all the different ways a car can pick up little damages 
on a trip?” 

“Yes, it is,” assented Alec, “but that can’t be con- 
sidered such a little damage. It’s practically a new car 
and that big hole in the door puts it out of business as 
far as loading is concerned until it is repaired.” 

“Oh, well,” said Dave, in a tone calculated to belittle 
the matter, “just a matter of six door boards; besides, 
the car’s on its way home empty. Don’t amount to 
much.” He was anxious to stave it off if possible, but 
he felt that Alec was going to say something disagree- 
able just as soon as he could work himself up to it. It 
came sooner than he expected, for just then Alec half 
turned away, as if the case was closed, and said: 

“Well, Dave, you can card it right where it is or Ill 
set it back and you can repair it—either way you like.” 

This remark of Alec’s, together with a stray thought 
of the stock-car door which flashed through Dave’s 
mind at the same time riled him good and plenty, and 
he blazed out, “Uh! I can, can I? Well, I must say 
it’s mighty blamed nice of you to give me any choice 
at all in the matter, instead of telling me outright just 
what I’ve got to do. Of course, just as you say, I 
could do either one if I liked, but I don’t, and I ain’t. 
The very idea of running that car three miles to North 
Yard Shop just to get that little old hole patched is ri- 
diculous. I haven’t got the material here to repair it 
with and as for carding it, there just isn’t nothing doing 

‘ 
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AT ALL! Maybe that’s some satisfaction to you, and 
that’s all I’ve got to say about it.” 

This red-hot tirade of Dave’s, bursting out so sudden- 
ly, caused Alec to boil over. They were both stamping 
around on the ground somewhat like two cocks in a 
pit, manoeuvering for position. Alec had his record 
book clinched in his hand ’til the corners flared out and 
Dave bit his pipe stem so that it was in danger of snap- 
ping off. 

“You don’t need to say any more, not another word,” 
Alec snapped out between his teeth, “T’ll just set it right 
back and you can keep it ’til it rots for all I care. It’s 
a plain case of delivering-line responsibility and if you 
think it’s going to come on this man’s railroad like it is, 
then you’re due to have another thought coming, 
whether it ever comes or not.” 

“Delivering-line responsibility, huh?” roared Dave, 
“where do you get that? There ain’t any hint of a 
Rule 32 condition about it,—it ain’t been derailed, nor 
sideswiped, nor cornered, nor anything of the kind.” 

“No Rule 32 condition about it, is there ?”, Alec came 
back, “you just get out your rule book and turn to page 
70 and read the fifth paragraph and learn something—” 

“T don’t have to get out no rule book,” Dave cut in. 
“I know what you’re driving at. You mean where it 
says ‘removing or cutting out parts of cars to facilitate 
loading and unloading,’ but you know as well as I do 
that loading or unloading didn’t have anything to do 
with making that hole in that door.” 
“How come it didn’t?” asked Alec. “You know durn 

well that the car wasn’t empty when that hole was made 
in the door and, call it load or whatever you please, it 
came out of that hole—that rag on that splinter heips 
to prove it. Then, how else can you figure it out but 
that the hole was made in the door to facilitate unload- 
ing? Plain case of the fifth paragraph of Rule 32 and 
you can’t make anything else out of it.” 

While Alec was snapping this out, Dave nervously 
stamped around on the ground and broke half a dozen 
match stems in a vain endeavor to relight his pipe. The 
instant Alec paused he cut in with “Just wait a minute, 
Young Fellow! Just wait a minute! We just received 
this car from you léss than a week ago, loaded with 
stoves for Billingsley, forty miles up the road; went up 
there, was unloaded and sent back, supposed to be 
empty, but you want to consider that one lone hobo a 
load. Alright then, according to your own claim, the 
door was broken out by the load which makes it purely 
owners’ defects by the rules—” 

“Yes, but, dammit! Dave, that’s different—,” Alec 
cut in. 

“Different, nothing!” Dave roared. “If the whole 
end of the car had been broken out by the load it 
would still be owners’ defects, and you know it.” 
“Any one would know that,” said Alec, disgustedly. 

“They’d also know that there is all the difference in the 
world in the end of a car or the door either being 
broken out by the load shifting and in it being cut out. 
Why, Dave, just a few days ago didn’t I give you a de- 
fect card for four boards cut out of the end of a car to 
load and unload lumber through?” 

“Yes,” said Dave testily, “because it was such a plain 
case, you knew there was no use in arguing. I also 
remember just the other week when you rebuilt a door 
on one of our stock cars and billed us for it, and that 
stock car door was kicked jout by a blamed mule, and 
when I said you had no right to bill for it, you said, ‘Oh, 
yea, that’s owners’ defects, the door just wouldn’t stand 
the pressure,’ and now you think I’m going to card for 
that hole. Well, I’m not.” 

Dave felt that he had the case pretty well sewed up 
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and followed up with: “If you’re going to claim that 
this hole was cut to facilitate unloading, then you are 
bound to admit that the hole in the stock car door was 
made for the same purpose.” 

“Then,” said Alec, “I guess you want to claim that 
this hole was made in this door by the load shifting, do 
you? Why, the very idea is ridiculous! This car was 
cut for a purpose and the purpose was to unload. You 
can’t get away from that, no way. Plain case, fifth 
paragraph, Rule 32, page 70.” 

Alec just knew he had Dave floored for the count 
that time, but Dave was so mad he could scarcely 
speak and blurted out, “You go to the devil!” Then as 
soon as he could speak he came back again: “Both 
cases just exactly alike, both shut up in a car, hobo cut- 
ting to get out, mule kicking to get out. Hobo got out; 
mule would’a got out if you hadn’t stretched a truck 
chain across the door ’til the pusher could get the car 
to the pen and unload ’em. Cases identically the same. 
Why, that blame mule would’a probably left a piece of 
his hide on the splinter of the door just to prove to such 
fellers as you what he was kicking for.” 

Dave turned away as he fired this last broadside, and 
shot Alec a contemptuous glance over his shoulder as 
he left the scene. Alec snatched a set-back card from 
his pocket, tacked it on the car and almost cut it to 
shreds with his pencil as he filled it in. 

They did not meet again during the day, but this 
morning when Alec got to the interchange about the 
first thing he saw was the same car back on his track 
again. The hole in the door was boarded over and both 
doors closed and pieces of broken seal neatly twisted 
on the door locks. The second shift had accepted the 
car, and, turning to the record in the interchange book, 
Alec read, “Damage to door boarded over, R. side.” 

A grin crinkled Alec’s face, followed by a whimsical 
look. Then he stepped back, looked up at the door and 
at the seals and laughed outright. He felt as if he 
would like to kick the seat of Dave’s overalls out and 
give him a friendly slap on the back at the same time. 

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD stockholders are continuing to grow 
in number, A new high record of 191,079 registered owners 
of shares was reached on December 1, 1929. This was the 
third consecutive month in which the stock rose to record 
breaking levels for widespread public distribution, figures 
for. September and October having topped all preceding marks. 
A total of 3,032 new shareholders was added to the company’s 
books during November. The number of holders registered on 
December 1 showed an increase of 36,012 as compared with the 
same date a year ago. A large proportion of this heavy in- 
crease in Pennsylvania stockholders is accounted for by the 
addition during the last three months of many new employee 
holders as a result of the employers stock allotment auth- 
orized by the board of directors in July, 1928. The average 
number of shares held by stockholders on December 1 was 
59.9. A total of 11,444,324 shares, at par value of $50 each, 
was outstanding. 

Locomotive models built by Paul Cheske of Chicago 
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In the 

Back Shop and Enginehouse 
Nickel Plate Shop Devices 

EVERAL special shop devices, developed recently 
and now used at the Stony Island (Chicago) shops 

of the Nickel Plate, have been in service long enough 
to demonstrate their practicability and merit in saving 
time on well known locomotive repair operations. 

The valve-bushing puller is the result of an idea se- 
cured from an article in a recent issue of the Railway 
Mechanical Engineer, the puller in the present instance 
being much larger and quicker in action, but utilizing 
the hydraulic pump. The device for applying shoes, 
wedges and binders is the result of an idea secured at 
the 1929 convention of the International Railway Gen- 
eral Foremen’s Association at Chicago. The other de- 
vices are original with the foremen at this shop. 

Valve-Bushing Puller 

This is a hydraulic device that is used to pull in two 
piston-valve bushings at the same time, and consists es- 
sentially of a cylinder, a piston and rod and a hydraulic 
pump. The average time required for two men to 
pull in two 14-in. valve bushings is 25 min., including 
the time to set up the device with a traveling crane and 
the time to take it down. It takes about 15 min. for 
set-up, 5 min. to pull in two bushings and 5 min. to take 
the device down. This operation formerly required 
from two to four hours, using a screw and pneumati- 
cally-operated ratchet device. 

The puller consists of a piece of 12-in. extra heavy 

ea, 

Another view showing driving wheels with side rods applied, 
tab 
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hydraulic pipe, faced off on each end and provided with 
two forged-steel cylinder heads held together with 1%4- 
in. tie rods. The piston rod is 234-in. in diameter, made 
from 20-point soft carbon steel and has a }$-in. by 3-in. 
keyway at the outer end. The piston head is made in 
the usual manner with leather packing on the front and 
back to permit operation in either direction. The hy- 

Device used in applying shoes, wedges and binders 

draulic pump consists of an old 8%-in. single-cylinder 
air pump, with the air end removed and a special water 
cylinder, built out of a piece of 3-in. steel tubing, se- 
cured to the steam end of the pump by tie rods. Water 
enters the cylinder at the bottom and the pump is of the 
single-acting type with two ordinary check valves in the 

; 
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water pipe. A ¥%-in. pipe with Barco flexible joints car- 
ries the water under pressure to the puller cylinder. 
The return stroke is made quickly by air pressure from 
the shop air line. 

The hydraulic pump is mounted on a small four- 
wheel truck which carries an old 55-gal. oil barrel that 
serves as a water reservoir. This barrel contains enough 
water to last three or four weeks, because most of the 
water is returned to the barrel after the bushings are 
pulled in. 

The pump is connected to the shop air line and will 

A convenient stand for holding driving wheels while 
applying the tires 

develop about 800 Ib. per sq. in. water pressure or a 
total pull on the valve bushings of more than 40 tons. 

Device for Applying Shoes, Wedges and Binders 

Applying shoes, wedges and binders to the modern 
locomotive by hand is a heavy job and the simple device 
illustrated was developed to make the job easier and 
also to speed it up. Before the driving wheels are 
moved to the Whiting locomotive hoist for application 
to the locomotive, each pair of wheels is set on one of 
these trucks by means of a jib crane in the wheel de- 

Valve-bushing puller, hydraulic pump, water 
tank, etc. 

storage 
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Forging inserted in the drawbar pocket for lifting 
locomotives equipped with boosters 

partment. At the same time, the binders are set on 
special holders under the driving boxes, and the side 
rods are applied to all of the wheels. The small rollers 
on the truck are provided to facilitate turning the wheels 
while applying side rods. 

After the side rods are all applied, the trucks are 
connected together by means of links, and then all of 
the wheels are moved to the Whiting hoist over a trans- 
fer table. The locomotive is lowered on to the driving 

Hydraulically-operated valve-bushing puller developed at the 
Chicago shops of the Nickel Plate 

wheels in the usual manner and at the same time the 
shoes and wedges are set in place so that when the 
engine is completely lowered, the shoes, wedges and 
binders are all in place. 

It takes about 15 min. longer to lower the locomotive 
than usual when applying four pairs of driving wheels, 
using five men in the pit and two men outside. 

The trucks were built largely from scrap material 
that was on hand at the time. The wheels are 8 in. in 
diameter and the frame is built from I-in. by 5-in. bar 
iron electrically welded together. The rollers on which 
the driving wheels rest are 3 in. in diameter and are 
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2 made out of steel. It will be observed that the binder 
rests are adjustable and spring-supported to prevent 
breakage. By using different length of links, all classes 
of locomotives can be accommodated. 

Device for Lifting Locomotives 

On certain classes of locomotives, the trailer truck 
booster projects back so far that it is not possible to get 
the beams of the locomotive hoist under the back end 

Wheels and binders in place ready for wheeling 

of the locomotive and still permit the removal of the 
trailer truck at the same time that the driving wheels 
and engine truck are removed. 

This situation is taken care of by inserting a large 
steel forging in the a1awbar pocket and lifting the loco- 
motive by bringing the hoist beam under this forging, 
which is made so that the drawbar and safety bar pins 
can be used to prevent the forging coming out. 

This device has been used for several months and has 
proved to be an entirely safe and satisfactory method 
of removing the trailer truck from engines equipped 
with a booster. 

Driving-Wheel Stand 

One of the illustrations shows a simple device that 
is used for holding driving wheels while tires are re- 
moved or applied. The stand consists of a 30-in. cast- 
iron truck wheel imbedded in the concrete floor and a 
section of driving axle set vertically and equipped with 
welded V-plates to support the driving axle. The bot- 
tom of the driving-axle stand is turned down so that it 
is a slip fit in the truck wheel and is provided with a 
ball bearing using 1-in. balls. The ball race is turned 
on the top side of the truck wheel and on the bottom 
of a shoulder on the driving axle. This arrangement 
makes a flexible and substantial stand for holding driv- 
ing wheels while applying and removing tires. 

APPROXIMATELY 930,000,000 passengers a year are carried by 

the four British railway companies within the limits of Greater 

‘London alone, according to figures recently published by the 
Railway Newsletter (London). To accommodate this traffic, 

the Southern maintains 200 stations, the London & North East- 
ern 98, the London, Midland & Scottish 75 and the Great West- 
ern 22 within a 10-mile radius of Charing Cross. 
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Furnace for Annealing 

Alloy-Steel Rods 

O derive full benefit from the alloy in carbon- 
vanadium steel side rods it has been found neces- 

sary to cool them quickly after the first heat in the an- 
nealing furnace. A new car-bottomed type of furnace 
has been found ideal for this purpose and much bet- 
ter results have been obtained with it than with the old 
type of solid bottom furnace. Microphotographs indi- 
cate that the proper metal structure is secured with the 
new furnace, as does the performance on the road. 

The furnace is built at one end of the machine shop, 
about 6 in. from the building to eliminate the smoke 
nuisance. A 6-in. pipe entering the furnace at each 
corner of the building, furnishes air for the distribution 
of the oil, which enters these blowers through a small 
pipe. With the oil sprayed into the furnace from the 

Top: Car-bottom furnace used for annealing carbon-vana- 
dium steel rods—Bottom: The car drawn inside the shop 

upper corner, the heat does not impinge directly on the 
rods. If one side of the furnace appears to be too hot 
the feed may be regulated according. 

Rods to be annealed are loaded with the shop crane 
onto the furnace car, which is built up with fire brick, 
and is drawn into and out of the furnace through an 
opening in the wall of the shop by a return cable at- 
tached to the crane. The furnace is about 18 ft. long 
by 4 ft. wide and has a fire wall of brick which closes 
up the end of the furnace above the end wall of the 
car, which forms the bottom of the furnace when 
drawn in. After a set of rods has been drawn into the 
furnace, the temperature is brought up to 1,650 deg. F. 
and held at that temperature for one hour. The car 
is then drawn out and the rods allowed to cool below 
600 deg. F. The car is again drawn into the chamber 
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and two hours is required to bring the temperature up 
to 1,200 deg. F. The furnace is then sealed, and the 
rods are not removed until the next morning when they 
are picked up by the crane and carried to the rod 
bench. It is the practice to test and anneal side rods 
about every 70,000 miles. 

Frisco Eng inehouse Mono-rail 

FTER commenting on the thorough back-shop 
work and locomotive improvement program car- 

ried out on the St. Louis-San Francisco in 1929, H. L. 

Worman, superintendent of motive power, said in a 
recent issue of The Frisco Employees’ Magazine: “The 
result is that today our locomotive condition is better 
than it has been in several years. This has permitted 
operating locomotives over several divisions without the 
necessity of cutting out at each terminal for attention. 
On our freight and passenger trains, operating between 
Kansas City and Birmingham, we formerly required six 
locomotives, whereas today we use only one. This has 
permitted us to reduce the number of locomotives re- 
quired materially, building up the mileage on those that 
are in use. Asa result it has been possible to set aside 
the smaller power which is entirely inadequate to handle 
the long trains now being operated over the railroad. 
It was thoroughly demonstrated during the past year 

Mono-rail hoist connecting shop building and enginehouse 

with Locomotive 4113, which made five complete round 
trips between Kansas City, Mo., and Birmingham, Ala., 
a total of 7,350 miles, without knocking the fires, that 
it is far more economical to maintain power and equip- 
ment in 100-per cent condition than it is to pass up 
necessary repairs. We are today getting more mileage 
per day out of our locomotives than at any previous 
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time and this is due to the condition of our power. 
“One of the most outstanding facts in connection 

with our power condition is the treatment of water used 
in the locomotive boilers. The boiler condition is one of 
the prime factors in keeping engines on the road. * * * * 
To give you briefly what the treatment of water has 
done to keep our power in service, in 1918 we had 575 
leaking boiler failures; in 1923 we had 90, and in 1928, 
one, while in 1929 we did not have any failures charge- 
able to leaking boilers. Furthermore, we were required 

Lo-Hed 16,000-lb. electric hoist raising a pair of 
driving wheels 

after every 30,000 to 50,000 miles to stop our power for 
flues, while we are today, on passenger engines, getting 
200,000 miles. All other classes have likewise done 
proportionately as well.” 

Yale Enginehouse Devices 

The 24-stall enginehouse of the St. Louis-San Fran- 
cisco, constructed at the Yale (Tenn.) terminal approxi- 
mately two years ago, is equipped with a mono-rail hoist 
which proves most helpful in carrying on locomotive 
conditioning operations at the terminal. This hoist, 
known as the Lo-Hed Class B and H electric hoist, 
manufactured by the American Engineering Company, 
Philadelphia, is electrically operated and has a capacity 
of 16,000 lb. By means of a suitable mono-rail and 
trolley arrangement, this hoist operates from the black- 
smith shop and flue-rattling machine through the ma- 
chine shop to the enginehouse and thence, by means of 
suitable rail switches, to the individual enginehouse 
tracks. This hoist proves particularly effective in handl- 
ing such heavy material as driving wheels, large cast- 
ings, loaded flue racks, sets of superheated units, etc. 
Boiler front rings, smoke stacks, cabs, etc., are readily 
removed or applied with its aid. Driving wheels and 
engine truck or tender wheels are lifted from the drop 
pit and moved to the machine shop with a single han- 
dling. Entire sets of main and side rods can also be 
handled at one trip to the machine shop or the lye vat. 

Experience indicates that this mono-rail hoist requires 
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little maintenance and that, on the infrequent occasions 
when it has been out of commission, enginehouse opera- 
tions were greatly handicapped. The rail switches in 
the enginehouse are thrown by a cable extension to the 
floor. The hoist is also operated longitudinally and the 

View in enginehouse showing mono-rail connections 
to individual pits 

lifting hook is moved up and down by means of similar 
cable extensions. A safety device holds the load should 
the power be cut off from any cause. Rigid instructions 

Convenient dump truck used at Frisco enginehouse, 
Yale, Tenn. 

are also issued in the interest of safety to have the 
power shut off whenever any work is being done on the 
hoist; moreover, men are not permitted to walk or 
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work under the hoist when it is carrying a load. The 
ends of the mono-rail system are amply blocked to pre- 
vent the hoist running off, and experience shows that it 
cannot leave the rail at the switches even if the latter 
are not exactly in alinement with the rail over which it 
is desired to have the hoist pass. With reasonable care, 
however, the switches will always be alined correctly 
either with the main circle track or the individual pit 
tracks. 

Dump Truck Used at the Yale Terminal 

A convenient dump truck used at the Yale terminal is 
also shown in one of the illustrations. This truck, made 
of sheet metal mounted in a channel iron frame, is 
equipped with pressed steel wheels to operate on 
standard gage track. Suitable handles are provided for 
readily “pushing the truck where desired about the en- 
ginehouse. The truck is fitted with a sliding dump door 
on the bottom, moved by a handle applied to the squared 
end of the operating shaft on the right end of the car. 
This car proves a big help in cleaning up about the 
enginehouse and saving labor in handling ashes and 
similar material which may require being dumped in the 
cinder pit. 

Detecting Cracked Axles 

HE accompanying illustration shows a method 
which has recently been put into use on the Pitts- 

burgh & Lake Erie for the detection of cracked axles. 

The journal whitewashed for the detection of cracks 

The wheel-lathe operator whitewashes the journals of 
the driving axle after he has set up the wheels prepara- 
tory to restoring the tires to standard contour. After 
the whitewash has dried the operator inspects the jour- 
nals for cracks which will show in the whitewash due to 
the chattering of the machine caused by the extremely 
heavy cuts taken with this type of machine. No waste 
of time or labor is required by this practice, as the 
whitewashing and inspection can be accomplished while 
the machine is in operation and the operator is other- 
wise idle. This practice has recently resulted in the 
detection’ of several cracked axles which otherwise 
would have been placed back in service, probably result- 
ing in locomotive failures or wrecks. 
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Gaging Driving Axles 

for Eccentricity 

HE drawing shows a device which is mounted on 
the cross-bar of a wheel lathe to determine the ec- 

centricity of an axle. It consists of a clamping device 
for attachment to the lathe cross-bar and a rod which 
supports an indicating mechanism. This mechanism is 
composed of a sliding rod with a restricted movement 
of 5£-in. and an attached pointer, 8 in. in length from 
the pivot point to the scale, which can be read up to 
3 in. in graduations of % in. The clamp for attaching 

3 Pin Riveted 
to Pointer ~~ cn --~-- ef"--- Sa tied SME i --—---~---- 2'9g*--——-—----_____ > 

by the fluctuation of the pointer and the exact amount 
of eccentricity can be read from the attached gage. 

Reconditioning Stoker Conveyors 

HE reconditioning of worn stoker conveyor screws 
is a problem to which many railroads have given 

considerable attention and is one which has had several 
solutions. Under certain conditions of service a west- 
ern railroad has found it impracticable to remove lo- 
comotives from service for any great length of time for 
this purpose when the engine is otherwise in need of 
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The details and method of application of the eccentricity gage 

the device to the cross-bar of the lathe is a brass casting 
which can be slipped over the cross-bar at any desired 
point and securely clamped by means of two thumb 
screws. This casting is drilled and split in the manner 
shown to facilitate the adjustment of the rod which 
carries the indicating mechanism, the rod being set in 
position and clamped by means of a knurled-head screw. 
To the end of the supporting rod is screwed the indi- 
cating mechanism, the tubing in which the sliding rod 
is enclosed being threaded for this purpose. In the base 
of this tubing is placed a coil spring, 4 in. in diameter 
which supplies the tension for the sliding rod when it is 
in position against the axle journal. 

In operating the device it is only necessary to clamp 
the gage to the crossbar, adjust the rod for length and 
allow the sliding rod to come in contact with the axle 
journal. Any eccentricity of the journal will be shown 
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only light repairs or in the roundhouse for monthly or 
quarterly inspection. When it is found necessary to re- 
condition a conveyor screw, arrangements are made to 
have the engine arrive in the roundhouse with as little 
coal on the tender as possible so that the conveyor is 
accessible as far back as the third slide of the trough. 

The conveyor drive-shaft is disconnected and the 
crusher casting is removed so that the screw flights can 
be reached through the crusher zone. The gage, shown 
in Fig. 1 of the drawing, is applied to the conveyor 
shaft in the manner shown in Fig. 2 to ascertain the 
amount of wear. With this determined, the necessary 
size of steel is procured and welded onto the flights as 
shown in Fig. 3. Both round and square bars have 
been used with equally good results. 

The material of the selected size is cut into lengths of 
3 ft. to assure easy handling and is welded onto the 
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screw, starting as far under the crusher as_ possible. 
As the welding progresses the screw is turned and the 
bar is hammered down to the contour of the conveyor 
screw and is run back as far as desired. Work of this 
nature has been finished in four to six hours and has 

Arc Weld. 
a“ . * 

3 

Gage and its application in building up worn conveyor screws 

made the cutting of the tank from the engine for the 
removal of the conveyor screws unnecessary. 

A Remedy for Broken 

Equalizer Stands 

HE two-piece spring-equalizer stand shown in the 
drawing was designed to overcome an excessive 

amount of breakage of the solid forged type, the arm 
of which broke off near the base of the stand. An epi- 
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Details of the two-piece equalizer stand 

-demic of failures of this kind on the road where the 
_ stand herein described was designed caused consider- 
able trouble, especially to the machinists and. black- 
smiths located in the smaller shops where no adequate 
equipment was located for forging such stands in case 
none were otherwise available. Considerable experi- 
menting resulted in the two-piece stand being adopted 
and with its use the breakages have been reduced to one 
over a period of three years, the one being attributable 
to material flaws. 

The arm and the base of this two-piece stand are 
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forged out separately. The base is drilled and then 
slotted, either by burning with an acetylene torch or by 
chipping. The bottom of the arm is heated, upset and 
swelled to fit into the base of the stand, and welded for 
the purpose of holding the parts together until the stand 
is put into use. The effectiveness with which this stand 
has served its purpose is due to its flexibility, the strain 
at the intersection of the base and the arm being relieved 
to such an extent that breakage from this cause has 
been entirely eliminated. 

Turning Crown-Brass Plugs 

HOWN in the drawing is a tool especially adapted 
for use on Fox lathes and which is designed to fa- 

cilitate the machining of driving-box plugs by relieving 
the operator of the necessity of adjusting the taper at- 
tachment of his machine. The device, held by the turret 
head, is designed to accommodate bushings of various 
sizes, the inside diameter and taper of which are the 
same as the finished plugs. The bushings, held in place 
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A jig for turning crown-brass plugs 

Section "A-A" 

by a Y%-in. by 3%-in. dog-point set screw, steady the 
plugs as they are being turned by the roughing and 
finishing tools. The roughing tool, 2 in. long, % in. 
wide and 3%-in. thick, is held securely in the tool post 
by %-in. by %-in. and %4-in. by 1-in. set screws. The 
finishing tool, the length and taper of which are the 
same as the finished plug, is held in place by two 1-in. 
by 1%-in. collar-head and two \%-in. by 1-in. plain set 
screws. The depth of cut desired is regulated by the 
Y%-in. by 1-in. set screws which also prevent the tools 
from moving while the cut is being made. When the 
brass stick from which the plugs are to be made are 
chucked in the machine, the roughing tool cuts it to 
appropriate size and as it continues down the depth: of 
the bushing the long finishing tool finishes it to the 
correct:size and taper. | 
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NEW DEVICES 

The Locomotive 

W ater Conditioner 
N the illustrations is shown a device designated by 
the builders as the Locomotive Water Conditioner 

which is designed jointly to preheat feedwater ‘to 
the atmospheric boiling point and to settle out free mud 
and hardness impurities before the water is delivered 
to the boiler. The device, built by the Bird-Archer 
Company, Chicago, IIl., combines the principal features 
and necessary apparatus of the chemical feedwater 
plant and the feedwater heater, installing the former 
as well as the latter on the locomotive and placing 
them under the jurisdiction of those responsible for 
locomotive performance. 

The device has been in operation for approximately 
one year on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific. 
It has proved successful and the equipment involved 
is said to have cost less and to be less complicated 
that that required for either the treatment of water or 
for the preheating of feedwater, taken singly. It is 
anticipated that the equipment ultimately required for 
the combination of these two functions may be installed 
for appoximately $2,500 per locomotive. The device 
has been operated without extra labor costs other than 
ordinary maintenance and the cost of the chemicals 
required for the treatment of the water evaporated, 
the cost of the latter being five cents per 1,000 gal. 
Owing to the fact that the water is treated on the 
tender, there is no waste of chemicals through the diver- 
sion of treated water from wayside tanks. 

As seen from the diagrammatic sketch of the appa- 

ratus, the left water leg of the tank is partitioned oft 
from the rest of the tender so as to provide a hot-water 
storage tank and mixing chamber for the cold water 
supply and the exhaust steam. Water is taken from 
the main tank through a strainer and lifted by a con- 
trifugal pump mounted on the tender to the mixing 

The boiler feed pump and cold water pump arrangement 

chamber where it is sprayed through two perforated 
pipes. Exhaust steam from the cylinders and auxil- 
laries passes through an oil separator and is auto- 
matically fed back through combining tubes to the 
mixing chamber until the temperature in the heater 
compartment has reached the atmospheric boiling 
point, at which point a back pressure develops, pre- 
venting the access of additional steam. The heated 
water and surplus steam passes through the bottom 
plate of the mixing chamber, which is slotted, the 
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water filling the storage tank to a predetermined level 
that is controlled by a butterfly float valve in the cold 
water delivery line. The surplus steam is condensed 
after passing through a vent pipe into the main tank, as 
shown in the drawing. 

The water for the boiler feed pump is taken from a 
point considerably below the surface of the hot water 
in the storage compartment, thus allowing a reserve 
supply of hot water to be used at such times as the main 
engine may not be working, and preventing the use of 
cold water at all times. 
A boiler feed pump, located under the locomotive 

deck, is arranged, by automatic control, to operate only 
when the water has been heated to a predetermined 
temperature. 

The chemical treating apparatus is also located on the 

The Vulcan Pipe 
HE Vulcan Superior chain tongs for universal 
service on both pipe and pipe fittings have recently 

been introduced as an additional product of J. H. Wil- 
liams & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. The tongs are pro- 
vided with a vee-recess in the jaws to assure a quick 
and positive grip on fittings, thus incorporating in or- 
dinary pipe tongs a feature which makes is unnecessary 
to use two tools for pipe work, one for pipe and one for 

The tongs showing the vee recess for gripping pipe fittings 

left water leg of the tank, at the coal gate. It consists 
of a cylindrical container fitted with a cap and is con- 
nected to the cold water delivery pipe as shown in the 
drawing. This container is filled with briquettes of 
necessary chemical composition which are dissolved by 
the passage of the water through the container and car- 
ried into the mixing chamber. The cold water, under 
the control of the float valve and carrying the required 
chemical solution, is sprayed in contact with the steam 
in the manner described above. The chemical reaction 
takes place as the water is heated, resulting in many of 
the hard, scale-forming impurities being settled out in 
the storage tank before being delivered to the boiler. 
These hardness impurities, together with free mud, are 
deposited in the bottom of the storage tank and are 
discharged at engine terminals at the end of each run. 

and Fitting Tongs 
pipe fittings. These tongs are equipped with reversible 

The Vulcan Superior tongs equipped with a flat chain 

pipe and fitting jaws which are simply turned end for 
end when the teeth first in use are worn out. The 
chains, either the flat or cable type, lock easily and posi- 
tively. Each flat chain is proof-tested and certified, 
assuring safety to the operator. 

A Boring, Drillng and Milling Machine 
N the illustration is shown a Betts 7-in. horizontal 
boring, drilling and milling machine of the floor type 

which has recently been added to the line of the Con- 
solidated Machine Tool Corporation, Rochester, N. Y. 

This machine, built with spindle diameters of 5% in. 
up, has a variable-speed motor mounted on the saddle 
which is used solely for driving the spindle. A separate 
variable-speed motor provides milling feed and power 
rapid traverse for the saddle and column, and another 
motor is provided for moving the circular table toward 
and away from the column runway. This arrangement 
of separate motors’for the column and saddle and for 
the spindle provides a wide range of speeds and feeds 
without complicated gearing. 

This machine is furnished with a large floor plate of 
heavy box construction but, if required, a circular table 
may also be supplied. A steady rest, mounted on a 
separate carriage which can be bolted to the floor plate 
or can be used on the circular table runway, is moved 

by a rapid hand adjustment on the runway. The boring 
bar bearing has a vertical hand adjustment on the 
column. 
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The spindle of this machine is made from high-carbon 
hammered steel and is supported in a bronze-bushed 
cast-iron sleeve. The column is provided with a grad- 
uated scale for accurate adjustment, taper shoes for 

The Betts 7-in. horizontal boring, drilling and 
milling machine 
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taking up wear, and with standard Betts-narrow guide 
for the saddle. The motor for milling feed and power 
travel of the column and the saddle is located on a shelf 
at the base of the column. The saddle, which has a 

large bearing surface on the column, has a vertical 
travel of 10 in. and is provided with a platform, for the 
operator, which facilitates the operation of the various 
controls. 

The Farval one-shot centralized lubricating system is 
provided, insuring an ample supply of lubricant to every 
vital part of the machine. For boring and drilling this 
machine has eight feeds and is capable. of cutting 
threads of four different leads. For milling, a wide 
range of speeds is obtainable through the variable-speed 
motor and the supplementary mechanical changes which 
have been incorporated in the design. 

A Combination-Square 
Depth-Gage Attachment 
HE Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, 
Providence, R. I., announces the No. 468 depth 

gage attachment for a combination square or set as an 

A combination square set with the B. & S. No. 468 
depth-gage attachment 

addition to its line of tools. This attachment measures 
directly from the lower edge of the blade of the square 
and is easily read. It is a particularly useful tool for 
measuring the depth of wide recesses. 
An English measure attachment has a range of 0 in. 

to 4% in. with 6-in. blade, graduated in thirty-seconds 
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and sixty-fourths, or sixty-fourths and one hundredths. 
A blade with thirty-second and sixty-fourth gradua- 
tions is furnished unless otherwise specified. The at- 
tachment is also furnished with metric measure which 
has a range from 0 to 114 millimeters with a 15 centi- 
meter blade graduated in millimeters and half-milli- 
meters. A rod 5/64 in. in diameter is furnished for use 
in small holes. This depth gage attachment may be 
used on 9-in., 12-in., 18-in. and 24-in. Brown & Sharpe 
combination squares and sets. It cannot be used on 
combination squares and sets which are provided with 
heavy blades. 

Hercules Portable 

Sander and Grinder 
HE Buckeye Portable Tool Company, Dayton, 
Ohio, has developed a new pneumatic sander and 

grinder, the No. 362-4, for use with felt pads and abra- 
sive discs or with cup wheels. 

The new tool is equipped with the Hercules governor, 

The Hercules No. 362-4 pneumatic grinder 

which gives a higher speed under load, less air and more 
power. The air in this tool does not pass through the 
governor but is delivered directly to the rotor. 

The grinder is equipped with the Hercules safety 
throttle, the dead-air handle on this model now contain- 
ing an oil reservoir. This dead-air handle is tapered to 
hammer-handle shape and fits the operator's hand 
snugly. 

Both handles are placed close to the center of the 
tool for maximum grinding pressure without over-bal- 
ancing the tool. 
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N the illustration is shown a rotating and reclining 
day-coach seat which can be faced in any desired 

direction, thus permitting coach passengers to face the 
windows for full enjoyment of the scenery along a rail 
route. This coach seat is designated as the 155 PSS 
by the manufacturers, the Heywood-Wakefield Com- 
pany, 209 Washington street, Boston, Mass. The chair 
rotates on a small radius and is so designed that it can 
be placed with the armrest flush with the side wall. 

The Heywood-Wakefield rotating and reclining 
day-coach seat 

In addition to its rotating features the seat is equipped 
with individual backs which can be reclined separately 
to four restful positions by means of levers located at 

A Rotating and Reclining Day-Coach Seat 
the side of the chair. The same levers return the backs 

to their original position easily and quickly by means of 
a spring arrangement. _ 

The cushion construction is of the double-deck bucket 

The seat offers a number of party grouping arrangements 

type. The lower spring construction is of the design 
which, over a period of years, has proved to be substan- 
tial for railroad seat construction. The upper spring 
construction is of the Comfy type. Between the springs 
and the upholstery material, a high grade of genuine 
curled hair is used. The upper and lower spring sets 
are fastened permanently together, a bellows type of 
fastening being used. 

Moving a car with a«car mover to spot it over a pit is slow work, but spotting a car. with an electric truck is a simple 
matter and is quickly accomplished 
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FOOLPROOF mechanical tool for painting con- 
tinuous stripes in a vertical or a horizontal posi- 

tion has recently been added to the line of products 
manufactured by the Paasche Airbrush Company, 1909 
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Ill. This tool, designated 
as the Universal striper, is equipped with an adjustable 
line tip ranging from 1/32 in. to 3/32 in. in width, an 
adjustable pore sleeve which gives quick and ac- 
curate control-of colo 
table guide. 

r feed and a revolving and adjus- 
The color cups are detachable so that an 

The Paasche Universal striper 

extra pressure color cup may be attached for striping 
overhead or underneath when it is necessary to force 
fluid upward to the slotted tip or when heavy colors are 
used for obtaining a raised or embossed stripe, scroll 
or decoration. The pressure cup has a screw cover with 

The Paasche Universal Striper 
a plunger operated by a spring which continually feeds 
the color under pressure. aa é 

Lacquer, paint, enamel, striping fluids or any finish- 
if 

Graceful lines, stripes and curves are easily painted 
with the Universal striper 

ing material in one or more colors which appear as in- 
laid work will wear as long as the finished surface that 
it becomes a part of, due to the uniform and even flow 
of the color which is regulated by the striper to feed as 
fast or as slowly as the work requires. The painting of 
graceful lines, artistic stripes, curves and circles, work 
sometimes left undone for the lack of skilled stripers, 
can be done with the greatest of ease by the use of the 
Universal striper in the hands of anyone without strip- 
ing experience or skill. 

Lhe Rite-Speed Polisher and Buffer 
HE Hammond Machinery Builders, Kalamazoo, 

Mich., have placed on the market a polisher and 
buffer which they have designed as the Type C Rite- 
Speed electric polishing and buffing lathe. The machine 
is not equipped with auxiliary speed-control apparatus. 
The correct speeds for either polishing or buffing, which 
are usually 2,000 to 2,400 and 2,400 to 3,000 r.p.m., re- 
spectively, are secured by merely changing a pulley on 
the motor. Power is transmitted from the motor to the 
spindle by means of the multi-V belt drive, which is 
silent and non-slipping. 

A unique method of mounting the motor on the rear 
of the pedestal results in a minimum amount of floor 
space being occupied by the machine, without sacrificing 
clearance around the spindle. With this method of 
mounting the motor, belt-tension adjustment is made by 
a single adjusting nut without disturbing the motor 
mounting. The motor is totally enclosed, fitted with a 
motor air cleaner which discharges dirt and dust be- 
fore it enters the motor windings. 
An additional feature of this machine is the ease with 

which belts can be changed. By removing the four 
large cap screws on each side of the spindle, the entire 
spindle can*be removed from the pedestal without dis- 
turbing the bearing mounting or sub-assemble parts. 
The motor adjustment screw is then loosened, thereby 
taking the tension off of the motor pulley, and the belt 
slips off of the spindle. 
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The Hammond Rite-Speed polishing and buffing lathe 
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The combination switch and brake is a new feature 
on all Hammond Rite-Speed polishing machines. With 
this design, it is only necessary that the operator pull the 
lever forward to break the current connection and apply 
the brake. The brake is released and the motor started 
by reversing this operation. 

Timken tapered rollers or ball bearings, automatic 
motor starter, flat-top threads and spindle lock are all 
standard equipment on this machine, which can be sup- 
plied with any standard motor specifications in a com- 
plete range of sizes from 3 to 15 hp. capacity. 

The Simplex Ui tility Press 
N the illustration is shown the Simplex utility press 
which is a recent product of the Simplex Tool Com- 

pany of Woonsocket, R. I. This press, particularly de- 
signed for use in the tool room and machine shop, has 
a varied number of uses. It may be used for shearing 

The Simplex utility press 

soft punches in hardened dies and for trying out form- 
ing, blanking, piercing and bending dies, eliminating the 
necessity of tearing down a punch press which has been 
set up for other work. It is also found useful for mak- 
ing stops or supports that extend from dies where the 
piece is longer than the width of the die. It is also 
adaptable for pressing posts in dies or for pressing in 
pieces wherever a press fit is required and makes an 
easy job of pressing pulleys or gears on and off .of 
shafts. 

It provides an easy method for bending iron or steel 
up to % in. by 4 in. to a 90 deg. angle, doing it in con- 
siderably less time than it would take to heat a piece in 
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the forge. Brackets of all kinds, machine supports, 
braces, tie-pieces, etc., are easily fabricated. The press 
develops sufficient pressure to straighten a shaft 3 in. in 
diameter and, with the angle nose and V-blocks in place, 
it is ideal for straightening shafting or bars of all kinds, 
pipe, tubing, or pieces warped in hardening. 

A Variable Speed 

Transmission Unit 
HE Morton Manufacturing Company, Muskegon 
Heights, Mich., has recently placed on the market 

a variable speed transmission which has an unlimited 
number of speed changes and which is especially 
adapted to Morton high-duty draw-cut shapers. The 
unit is quiet and powerful and it is possible to get a 
three-to-one speed range. All the speed changes may 
be made while the machine is in motion and 
any changes desired are accomplished by means of a 
hand wheel within easy reach of the operator at all 
times. The cutting speed or cutting feet per minute 
is shown on a speed indicator within constant view of 
the operator and it is possible to make all speed 
changes while the machine is in motion. If it is de- 
sired, the operator of the machine can change the cut- 
ting speed by inches. A Reeves drive unit is used as 

The variable speed transmission unit attached to a 
draw-cut shaper 

a part of this transmission and although it is especially 
adapted to Morton draw-cut shapers it is so designed 
that it can be applied to other motor-driven machine 
tools. 

With 35,000,000 guests a year, the Pullman company is the 
most extensive hotel keeper in the world. From a modest and 
precarious beginning 60 or more years ago, under the super- 
vision of George M. Pullman, the Pullman company now 
handles more than 100,000 travelers a day. This is a yearly 
total equaling nearly one-third of the country’s total population, 
the company’s passengers traveling in a year a total of 13,600,- 
000,000 miles. 
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Among the 

Clubs and Associations 
CANADIAN RattwAy Cius. — “As a 

Judge Sees It” is the title of the paper 
to be presented by Hon. Judge Monet be- 
fore the meeting of the Canadian Rail- 
way Club on March 10 at 8 p.m. at the 
Windsor Hotel, Montreal. 

CAR FoREMEN’s ASSOCIATION OF CHI- 
caco.—The new A. R. A. rules will be 

cliscussed at the meeting of the Car Fore- 
men’s Association of Chicago at 8 p.m. on 
March 10 at the Great Northern Hotel, 

Chicago. 

RAILWAY CLUB OF GREENVILLE—W. C. 

Hawes of the car service department of 
the Bessemer & Lake Erie will be in 
charge of the meeting of the Railway 
Club of Greenville to be held on March 
18 at 6:15 p.m. at the Zion’s Reformed 
Church, Greenville, Pa. 

Paciric RAILwAy CLus.—The thirteenth 
annual meeting and banquet of the Paci- 
fic Railway Club will be held on March 
13 at 6:30 p.m. at the Elks Club, San 
Francisco, Cal. The principal speaker will 
be Alfred J. Lundberg, president, Key Sys- 
tem Transit Company. Presidents of local 
railroads will be among the other speakers. 

New ENGLAND RatLroap CLus.—The 
annual meeting of the New England 
Railroad Club will be held on March 11 
at 6:30 p.m. at the Copley-Plaza Hotei. 
Following the election of officers an 
address will be given by Albert Kennedy 
Rowswell, reader, humorist-philosopher 
from Pittsburgh, Pa. 

THE PURCHASES AND Stores Division 
of the American Railway Association, W. 
Davidson, chairman; W. J. Farrell, sec- 
retary, has issued circular No. 220, an- 
nouncing: the eleventh annual meeting of 
the division, to be held at Atlantic City, 
N. J., June 18, 19 and 20, 1930. The 
sessions will be held in the meeting hall 
of the new Municipal Auditorium, be- 
ginning at 9 a.m., Wednesday, June 18. 
In addition to the reports of the stand- 
ing committees, there will be reports by 
special committees on twenty-three sub- 
jects of interest to members of the Pur- 

hases and Stores Division. 

WESTERN Rattway CLus.—George H. 
Houston, president of the Baldwin Loco- 
motive Works, will be the speaker at the 
March 17 meeting of the Western Rail- 
way Club which is to be held at 6:30 
pm. at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago. 
Music and vaudeville entertainment will 
be provided. 

EASTERN Car ForEMEN’s ASSOCIATION.—- 
At 8 p.m. on March 28 at the Engi- 
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neering Societies building, Room 502, 29 
West Thirty-Ninth street, New York, the 
Eastern Car Foremen’s Association will be 
addressed by William H. Tucker of. the 
Vapor Car Heating Company on the heat- 
ing of long trains—shop practice, yard 
maintenance and inspection of heating ap- 
paratus. 

AMERICAN Society ror TESTING MATE- 
RIALS.—On March 19 at 6:30 p.m., follow- 
ing a technical program devoted entirely to 
the automotive industry, the American So- 
ciety for Testing Materials will hold a 
regional dinner at the Book-Cadillac 
Hotel, Detroit, Mich., during which a 
number of novel and striking demonstra- 
tions utilizing photo electric phenomena 
will be presented through the courtesy 
of the General Electric Company. 

Club Papers 

Discuss the New Rules 

Chicago Car Foremen’s Association.— 
Meeting held at the Great Northern 
hotel, Chicago, on February 10. Like 
the January meeting, this meeting was 

devoted to a discussion of the new A. 
R. A. rules of interchange. The meeting 
was presided over by President F. J. 
Swanson, district master car builder of 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & 
Pacific, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Human Factors in Transportation 

Railway Club of Pittsburgh—Meeting 
held at the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., on February 27, 1930. Address by 
G. K. Roper, senior secretary of the trans- 
portation department of the National 
Council of Y.M.C.A.’s of the United States. 
{| Mr. Roper spoke on the increasing value 
of the proper training of the younger men 
employed on the railroads of this country. 
He talked in a most interesting manner of 
the work that is being done with these 
younger men to assure that they receive 
the attention necessary to fit them for fu- 
ture responsible positions in railroad or- 
ganizations. A part of Mr. Roper’s address 
was devoted to a discussion of the requis- 
ite qualities of leadership railroad work 
and he said that, aside from the ability to 
direct work, a man, to be a leader, must 
have the personality and character which 
inspires confidence in those whom he must 
supervise. {| In concluding his remarks he 

told of the broad scope of the work of the 

Railroad Y. M. C. A. and spoke at some 

length on the several Younger Men’s Con- 
ferences which have been held within the 
past few years by means of which some 

3,500 young men from many railroads 
throughout the country have had an op- 

portunity to avail themselves of a three- 

day period of intensive vocational guid- 
ance and training. 

A Good Year Ahead 

St. Lows Railway Club. — Meeting 
held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo., 
January 10. Address on “The Future of 
the Railroads,’ by M. J. Gormley, execu- 
tive vice-president, American Railway 
Association, Washington, D. C. { After 
outlining the service which American rail- 
roads are now performing and commenting 

on the competition which they must ‘meet 
from the highways, inland waterways and 
the air, Mr. Gormley closed his remarks 
as follows: “The railroads today don’t 
have to take a back seat for any industry 

in the United States so far as progress 
is concerned. There has been a greater 

forward progress in the railroads in the 
last six years than in any other industry 

in the United States. They will be per- 
fectly able to hold their own with any 

kind of transportation if they are given a 
fair and a square deal. We don’t have 
to worry about their future at all. Rail- 

roads are always going to be the backbone 
of transportation in this country. They 
are going to spend about a billion and 
fifty million dollars in 1930 for improve- 
ments, having pledged themselves to do so 
in accordance with President Hoover’s 
program. If that is all carried out, I think 
we are going to finish 1930 with a surpris- 
ingly good year, in spite of any pessimism 
that may exist at the present time.” 

Recommended Air-Brake Practice 

Manhattan Air Brake Club.—Mecting 
held 150 Broadway, New York, Friday, 
February 21, 1930. {| Announcement of 
the death of Frank W. Nagle, mechanical 
expert, Westinghouse Air Brake Com- 
pany at Philadelphia, Pa. was made at 
the opening of the meeting of the Manhat- 

tan Air Brake Club, February 21, 1930. 
Many fine tributes were paid by those 
present to Mr. Nagle, who had represented 

the company at Philadelphia for nearly 
25 years and was well known in the 
air brake field. {{ During the technical 
session the members of the club discussed 
the question of whether or not a standard 
retaining-valve test code would serve a 
useful purpose in air-brake maintenance. 
A number of roads have formulated re- 
taining-valve test specifications of their 
own. Also a number of roads deem it 

desirable to remove the retaining valve 

from the car when the triple valve is 

tested. A proposed test code for retaining 

valves was exhibited and discussed at the 
tested. A proposed test code for retain- 

ing valves was exhibited and discussed at 

the meeting. Another subject included in 
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the list of topics was the boring, grinding 
and bushing of the cylinders of motor- 
driven air compressors used on motor- 

rail cars. {| The feature of the meeting 
was the discussion of a number of pro- 
posed changes to the recommended practice 
of the Air Brake Association which have 
been suggested by the Pittsburgh Air 
Brake Club. 

Changes in Interchange Rules 

Eastern Car Foreman’s Association. 
—Meeting held at the Engineering 
Societies building, 25 West Thirty- 
ninth street, New York, on January 24, 
1930. Paper by Livingston Martin, chief 
of the car-repair accounting bureau, 
Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md. § Mr. 
Martin in his paper discussed the A.R.A. 
rules and changes and in his discussion 
he expressed the hope that those present 
at the meeting would leave with a uniform 
understanding of the rules so that they 
could be ‘applied correctly. He began 
his discussion with Rule 1, and took up 
each rule consecutively, making appropri- 
ate comments on each rule and respective 
interpretations as published in the Inter- 
change Rules. It was his experience, he 
said, that Rule 4 was the most generally 
misunderstood rule in the Interchange 
Code. It was his opinion that with the 
elimination of the words “before reloading 
car’ from Rule 4, the owners could 

demand a defect card for any damages ex- 
cept those listed in the rule. § Rules 4 and 
87 are the rules by which defects cards 
must be issued for handling—line defects 
and wrong repairs. Knowing some of the 
efforts that have been made since the 
penalty was placed in Rule 87, he said, 
he was of the opinion that a similar penalty 
for the non-issuance of defect cards 
would have beneficial results. {In con- 
clusion he reminded his audience that 
the fundamental principle of the Inter- 
change rules is the same as it has always 
been; namely, honesty. Along with this 

he pointed out, if we will endeavor to 
apply the principle of the golden rule the 
labors of the Arbitration Committee will 
be considerably lessened. the cost of han- 
dling car-repair bills reduced and a better 
feeling will exist between the billing de- 
partments of the railroads. 

Railroad Electrification in Prospect 

New York Railroad Club.—Meeting 
held at New York, February 21. Paper 
by F. H. Shepard, director of heavy trac- 
tion, Westinghouse Electric & Marufac- 
turing Company. 
This was electrical night at the New 

York Railroad Club and, in addition to 
Mr. Shepard’s paper, a number of inter- 
esting electron-tube phenomena were 
demonstrated in a lecture by S. M. Kint- 
ner, manager of the Westinghouse re- 
search engineering department. In his pa- 
per Mr. Shepard reviewed the develop- 
ment and growth of heavy electric trac- 
tion in America as a background against 
which to deal with future developments. 
In comparing electricity with steam mo- 
tive power, he said: “Of one thing we are 
certain—the United States has grown and 
developed through rail transportation, and 
the growth of population and industry in 
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the United States will continue to de- 
velop a demand for increased rail trans- 
portation. This will be between and to 
our industrial and populous centers. Ex- 
isting lines will at the same time be called 
upon to carry double the existing volume 
of traffic and, in the not distant future, a 
still further increase. Our great dis- 
tances, coupled with the progressive in- 
crease in the scale of living, which are 

largely the reasons for the present 4,000 
ton-miles per capita compared with some 
10 or 20 per cent of this in other indus- 
trialized nations, would seem definitely to 
assure this conclusion. **** {Electrifica- 
tion of the future will, therefore, be with 
equipment to secure a vast increase in 

capacity and in speed of movement. In 
considering the relative cost and advant- 
age of services, the consumption of power 
becomes distinctiy minor as a factor. Who 
thinks today of the relative power re- 
quired for good or better illumination, or 
for gocd or better subway operation, or 
for good or better machine tool output?” 
(Mr. Shepard concluded with a descrip- 

tion of the electric locomotive equip- 
ment which is being developed for use 
on the Pennsylvania electrified main line 
now projected. Passenger units will have 
two and three driving axles, the units to 
be coupled as required. The continuous 
rating will be 1,400 hp. per axle, capable 
of being sustained at speeds up to and 
exceeding 90 miles per hour. A maxi- 
mum of 2,000 hp. can be developed for 
short periods of time. The freight units 
will have four drawing axles, the number 
of units forming a locomotive being de- 
pendent on the strength of car equipment. 
Each freight axle will develop 700 hp. 
continuous rating and a three-unit loco- 
motive will aggregate 8,400 hp., continu- 
ous rating, and will be capable of develop- 
ing 12,000 hp. for short periods. 

What the Car Man Does 

Western Railway Club. — Meeting 
held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 
February 17. Address by W. E. Dun- 
ham, superintendent car department, 
Chicago & North Western, Chicago. { In 
discussing what a car man does, Mr. Dun- 
ham said that he is a composite inspector, 

repair man, shop man, cabinet maker, car 
designer and engineer. The car man’s 
primary responsibility is to furnish cars 
for any kind of loading, which means the 
right car in the right place and in the 
proper condition for loading. Mr. Dun- 

ham emphasized particularly the need of 
always being one step ahead of the shipper 
in foreseeing what type of cars will be 
required and thus anticipating the de- 
mand. { Far more expert knowledge of 
car details and operating conditions are 
required of car men today than formerly, 
according to Mr. Dunham. Some of the 
best car inspectors possibly still write 
and read with some difficulty, but the 
general average of knowledge and experi- 
ence with the interchange rules, loading 
rules and many other things which the 
car inspector must know is relatively high. 
The old “wheeze” about the car inspector 
who didn’t know why he was tapping the 
wheels has practically no basis in fact 
today. {In commenting further on the 

work of the car man, particularly as re- 
lates to passenger equipment, Mr. Dunham 
said that the modern car man must be 
a paint specialist, an interior decorator, 
a heating expert and a ventilating engi- 
neer. Above all, he must be an organizer, 
in order to secure the desired results in the 
way of efficient car department operation. 
{ Most of the discussion of Mr Dunham’s 
paper hinged about the proper method 
of inspecting so-called “main tracker” 
trains. A. J. Krueger, master car builder 
of the Nickel Plate, Cleveland, Ohio, led 

the discussion and described the specialized 
inspection method, outlined in an article 
beginning on page 4 of the January Rail- 
way Mechanical Engineer. 

How Some Men Fool Their 
Wives 

New York Society of Model Engi- 
neers—The following report of the ac- 
tivities of the New York Socicty. oi 
Model Engineers was published in a recent 
issue of The New Yorker. For the in- 
formation of those interested, this so- 
ciety has its headquarters in Room 327, 
Knickerbocker building, 79 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, and the secretary is Fred 
Grimke, whose mail address is 21 East 
Eighty-Seventh street, New York. { “In 
1925 four gentlemen, still interested in 
the mechanical toys of their youth, got 
together to play with miniature railroad 
locomotives they had made. They founded 
a society which, to justify their taking so 
much time off from business and family 
life, they gave a highly dignified title, The 
New York Society of Model Engineers. 
The group has grown to about 90 now, 
and includes men who make other things 
than railroad engines, and avows a lot 
of serious purposes, such as “demon- 

strating the difference between so-called 
‘commercial models’ and actual  scale- 
built models.” This fools the gentlemen’s 
wives into thinking the whole thing is 
pretty important. What it really comes 
down to, though, is playing with choc-choo 
trains and such. J The society holds meet- 
ings once a month in a back room in the 
Engineers’ Club, where they take up the 
rugs, move the chairs aside, and show off 
their models. The locomotive builders iay 
down tracks and demonstrate the prowess 
of their respective creations. Most of 
the engines are coal-fired, and steam along 
like big ones, throwing off sparks. These 
are considered much superior to electric 
locomotives. One member put in 3,000 
hours making an electric locomotive, and 
the coal-and-steam men just turned up 
their noses at it. Conservative members 
believe in still-life models and stress the 
importance of making exact replicas in 
miniature of big engines, but the radical 
element likes models that have works in 
them and will throw off sparks. The 
society also holds an annual exhibition. 
This year’s was held in a room on Broad- 
way and, as usual, the engines were most 
conspicuous. Tracks ran all about the 
room and the members cheered and shout: 
ed over their locomotives and trains. 
J Some startling, interesting models wer 
displayed at the show. One locomotive, 
built to scale, and about the size of a fai 
dachshund, had about everything a big 
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locomotive has, and bore a sign saying it 

had pulled eight people. 
Vincent Astor, who is a member of 

the society, had one of the largest and 

best models, but it didn’t make the show, 
because workmen dropped it in loading it 
for shipment. Mr. Astor’s locomotive is 
18 in. high. He has a track for it on his 
estate on Long Island and makes it pull 
things and people. Once he made it tow 
a Ford. Another time he rode on top of 

it, in a cramped position, towing cars 
bearing a load of 1,000 lb. This time he 
was out for an endurance record. Fuel 
and water were handed him in buckets 
and pitchers as he rode around the tracks. 
The engine could have gone on indefi- 
nitely, apparently, but he had to give up 
after 45 min., because his knees got tired. 
{] Other prominent members of the society 
are H. O. Havemeyer, Jr.. who has a 
B. & O. Mountain-type locomotive, and 
Joseph T. Lozier (locomotives, freight 
cars, ships, etc.). Most model builders 

are business-men. There is only one real 
engineer in the lot.” 

A Suggested Joint Interchange 
Yard at Buffalo 

Central Railway Club.—Meeting at 
Buffalo, N. Y. Paper presented by A. F. 
Burke, trainmaster, Buffalo Creek. J A 
discussion on the advisability of establish- 
ing a joint interchange yard at Buffalo, 
N. Y., as a means of economy, the oper- 
ation of the yard to be participated in by 
eight or ten railroads, was the feature 
of the December meeting of the Central 
Railway Club at Buffalo. The subject 
was brought forward in a paper presented 
by A. F. Burke, trainmaster of the Buffalo 
Creek, and the marked saving which can 
be made by the use of car retarders 
appears to have been a chief element in 
his argument for the establishment of a 
single large yard to do work which is 
now scattered through 42 yards. { Mr. 
Burke finds that in the Buffalo district— 
not including the Black Rock exchange 
with Canada—the average number of 
freight cars interchanged daily is 5,210, 
equal to 217 cars an hour. For the in- 

spection of these cars, which is done at 
42 different yards, 144 men are employed, 
making 1,152 man-hours daily; and the 
interchange clerks number 243, equal to 
1,944 hours. The car inspectors attend 
to an average of 4.04 cars an hour and the 
clerks an average of less than three. cars 
an hour. By centralizing the work, these 
men could accomplish very much’ more; 
inspectors. working in pairs can inspect 
60 cars an hour and a clerk can inter- 
change 50 cars an hour. { For a central 
yard of this kind, 36 inspectors would be 
sufficient, as compared with 144 now em- 
ployed in the Buffalo district, and 24 

clerks would take the place of the 243 
now employed. There would be savings 
also in locomotive power, in yard crews 
ind in supervisory staffs. Some of the 
present yards, used only for interchange, 
‘ould be discontinued. {| Aside from the 
uestion of economy in interchange, which 

was the main theme of Mr. Burke’s paper, 
he called attention to probab'e economies 
in weighing freight, in adjustment of loads, 
n transfers and in repairs. 
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Directory 

The following list gives names of secretaries, 
dates of next or regular meetings and places of 
meeting of mechanical associations and railroad 
clubs. 

Arr-Brake AssociaTion.—T. L. Burton, Room 
5605 Grand Central Terminal building, New 
York. Next meeting, May 13 to 16, Hotel 
Stevens, Chicago. 

American Rattway AssocraTIonN.—Division V. 
—MecuanicaL.—V. R. Hawthorne, 431 
South Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual con- 
vention June 18-25, Atlantic City, N. J. 

DIvIsIoNn V.—EQuIPMENT PainTInG SeEc- 
Tion.—V. R. Hawthorne, Chicago. Next 
meeting, Sept. 9-11, 1930, Congress Hotel, 
Chicago. 

Diviston VI.—PurRcHASES AND STORES.— 
W. J. Farrell, 30 Vesey St. New York. An- 
nual convention June, 1930, Atlantic City, 
| ae 

Division I.—Sarety Section.—J. C. 
Caviston, 30 Vesey street, New York. 

Division VIII.—Car Service Division.— 
C. A. Buch, Seventeenth and H streets, 
Washington, D.C 

AMERICAN RatLway Toot ForEMEN’s ASSOCIA- 
tion.—G. G. Macina, 11402 Calumet avenue, 
Chicago. Next meeting, September 10, 11 
and 12, Hotel Sherman, Chicago. 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 
—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W. Thirty-ninth St., 
New York. 

Rartroap Diviston—Paul D. Mallay, chief 
engineer, transportation’ department, Johns- 
Manville Corporation, 292 Madison avenue, 
New York. 

MacuHineE Swop Practice Drvision.— 
Carlos de Zafra, care of A. S. M. E., 29 
West Thirty-ninth street, New York. 

Materiats Hanpiinc Division.—M. W. 
Potts, Alvey-Ferguson Company, 1440 
Broadway, New York. 

O1z anp Gas Power Diviston.—L. H. 
Morrison, associate editor, Power, 475 
Tenth avenue, New York. 

Fuets Diviston.—A. D. Black, associate 
editor, Power, 475 Tenth avenue, New York. 

AMERICAN Society FOR STEEL TREATING.— W. 
ms Eiseman, 7016 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 

10. 

AMERICAN Socrety FOR TESTING MATERIALS.— 
C. L. Warwick, 1315 Spruce St., Philadel- 
phia, Pa. Annual meeting Atlantic City, N 
J., June 23-27. 

AMERICAN WeELpING Socrety.—Miss M. M. 
Kelly, 29 West Thirty-ninth street, New 
York. 

ASSOCIATION OF Rarttway ELEcTRICAL ENGINEERS. 
—Joseph A. Andrucetti, C. & N. W., Room 
411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago, ill. 

AssociaTION OF Rarttway Suprty Men.—J. W. 
Fogg, MacLean-Fogg Lock Nut Company, 
2649 N. Kildar avenue, Chicago. Meets with 
International Railway General Foremen’s As- 
sociation. 

Borter MaAKeEr’s Suppty MeEn’s ASSOCIATION.— 
Frank C. Hasse, Oxweld Railroad Service 
Company, 230 N. Michigan avenue, Chicago. 
meets with Master Boiler Makers’ Associa- 
tion. 

Canaptan Rarttway Crus.—C. R. Crook, 129 
Charon St., Montreal, Que. Regular meet- 
ings, second Tuesday in each month, ex- 
cept June, July and August, at Windsor 
Hotel, Montreal, Que. 

Car ForeMEN’s ASSOCIATION oF Cuicaco.—G. 
K. Oliver, 7836 So. Morgan street, Chicago, 
Til. Regular meeting, second Monday in 
each month, except June, July and August. 
Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, IIl. 

Car ForeMen’s Crus or Los AnGELes.—J. W. 
Krause, 514 East Eighth St., Los Angeles, 
Cal. Meetings second Friday of each month 
in the Pacific Electric Club building, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 

Car By aes Association or St. Lovuis.—F. 
Weigman, 720 North Twenty-third’ street, 

ee St. Louis, Ill. Regular meeting, first 
Tuesday in each month, except June, July 
and August, at American Hotel Annex, St. 
Louis, Mo, 

CentTRAL Rattway Crius.—T. J. O’Donnell, 1004 
Prudential building, Buffalo, N. Y. Regular 
meeting, second Thursday each month, except 
June, July and August, at Hotel Statler, 
Buffalo. 

CinctnnaTI Rattway Crius.—D. R. Boyd, 3328 
Beekman St., Cincinnati. Regular meeting 
second Tuesday, February, May, September 
and November. 

CLeveLaNnD Rartway Crius.—F.L. Frericks, 
14416 Adler Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Meeting 
first Monday each month, except July, 
August and September at Hotel Hollenden, 
East Sixth and Superior Ave. 

Eastern Car Foremen’s Association.—E. L. 
Brown, care of the Baltimore & Ohio, Staten 
Island, N. Y. Regular meetings fourth 

Friday of each month. 

INTERNATIONAL RAILKOAD MASTER BLACKSMITH’S 
ASsOcIATION.—W. J. Mayer, Michigan 
Central, 2347 Clark Ave., Detroit, Mich. 
Next meeting September 23-25, 1930, Hotel 
Morrison, Chicago. 

INTERNATIONAL RAILROAD MASTER BLACKSMITHS’ 
Suprpty Men’s Assocration.—J. H. Jones, 
Crucible Steel Company of America, 650 
Washington boulevard, Chicago. 

INTERNATIONAL .RAILWAY FuEL ASSOCIATION.— 
C. T. Winkless, Room 707, LaSalle Street 
Station, Chicago. Next meeting May 6-9, 
1930, Hotel Sherman, Chicago. 

INTERNATIONAL Rartway GENERAL FOoOREMEN’S 
AssocraTIon.—William Hall, 1061 W. Wa- 
basha street, Winona, Minn. Next meeting, 
September 16 to 19, inclusive, Hotel Sher- 
man, Chicago. 

INTERNATIONAL Rattway Suppty MeEn’s Associa- 
TI0N.—L. R. Pyle, Locomotive Firebox Com- 
pany, Chicago. Meets with International 
Railway Fuel Association. 

LouistanA Car DEPARTMENT Anetnniianienr~L. 
Brownlee, 3212 Delachaise street, New 
Orleans, La. Meetings third Thursday in 
each month, 

Master BorLrerMAKeEr’s AssocraTion.—A. fF. 
Stiglmeier, secretary, 29 Parkwood St., 
Albany, N Annual meeting May 20-23, 
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, 

Master Car BvuiILpers’ AND Svupervisors’ As- 
socraTion.—A, S.. Sternberg, master car 
builder, Belt Railway of Chicago. Next 
convention August 26-28, Book-Cadillac Ho- 
tel, Detroit. 

NationaL Sarety Councit.—StTeam RatrLroap 
Section: W. A. Booth, Canadian National, 
Montreal, Que. Annual congress, September 
29-October 4, William Penn and Fort Pitt 
Hotels, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

New Encranp Rartroap Crus.—W. E. Cade, 
Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. Regu- 
lar meeting second Tuesday in each month, 
excepting June, July, August and September. 
Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston. 

New York RAILRoaD Cvs. —Meetings third Fri- 
day in each month, except June, July and 
August, at 29 West Thirty-ninth St., New 
York. Mrs. M. E. Hartman, acting secre- 
tary, 26 Cortlandt street, New York. 

Faciric Rarrway Crus.—W. S. Wollner, P. O. 
Box 3275, San Francisco, Cal. Regular 
meetings, second Tuesday of each month in 
San Francisco and Oakland, Cal., alternately. 

Puesto Car Men’s Association.—I. F. Whar- 
_ chief clerk, Interchange Bureau, Pueblo, 

olo. 
Rattway Business AssociaTion.—Frank W. 

oe 1124 Woodward building, Washing- 
ton, D. 

Rartway Car Men’s Crus or Peorta anp Pr- 
x1n.—C. L. Roberts, chief clerk, Peoria & 
Pekin Union Railway, 217 Lydia avenue, 
Peoria, Ill. 

Rattway Crus or GREENVILLE.—Paul A. Minnis, 
Bessemer & Lake Erie, Greenville, Pa. Meet- 
ings third Thursday of each month, except 
June, July and August. 

Rattway Crus or PittssurcH.—J. D. Conway, 
515 Grandview Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Regular meeting fourth Thursday in month, 
except June, July and August. Ft. Pitt 
Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Rattway EoquipMeEnt MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIA- 
TION.—F. W. Venton, Crane Company, 836 
South Michigan avenue, Chicago. Meets with 
Traveling Engineers’ Association. 

Rattway Frre Protection AssocraTion.—R. R. 
Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md. 
Next meeting October 21-23. 

Rattway Suppty MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
—J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver building, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. Meets with Mechanical Division 
and Purchases and Stores Division, Ameri- 
can Railway Association. 

St. Lours Rattway Crius.—B. W. Frauenthal, 
M. P. O. Drawer 24, St. Louis, Mo. Regular 
meetings, second Friday in each. month,. ex- 
cept June, July and August. 

SouTHERN AND SOUTHWESTERN Rarttway C ius. 
—A. T. Miller, P. O. Box 1205, Atlanta, 
Ga. Regular meetings third Thursday in 
January, March, May, June, September and 
November. Annual meeting third Thursday 
in November, Ansley Hotel, Atlanta, Ga. 

SouTHWEST Master Car Burtpers’ AND SUPER- 
visors’ AssoctaTtion.—See Master Car 
Builders’ & Supervisors’ Association. 

Suprty Men’s Assocration.—E. H. Hancock, 
treasurer, Louisville Varnish Company, 
Louisville, Ky. Meets with Equipment 
Painting Section, Mechanical Division, Amer- 
ican Railway Association. 

Suppty Men’s AssociaTion.—Bradley S. Johnson, 
W. Miner, Inc., Chicago. Meets with 
Master Car Builders and Supervisors’ Asso- 
ciation. 

TRAVELING ENGINEERS’ AssociaTion.—W. O. 
Thompson, 1177 East Ninety-eighth St., 
Cleveland, Ohio. Next meeting September 
23-26, 1930, Hotel Sherman, Chicago. 

WESTERN Rattway Cius.—W. J. Dickinson, 343 
South Dearborn street, Chicago. Regular 
meetings, third Monday in each month, except 
June, July and August. 
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THE CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHIcAco & 
St. Louis has let a contract for the con- 
Struction of a water-softening plant at 

Harrisburg, Ill, to the Pittsburgh-Des- 
Moines Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

THE SOUTHERN Reports that in the year 
1929 five shop units, with a combined rec- 
ord of 6,732,253 man-hours worked, went 

through the year 1929 without a report- 

able injury to any employee. 

THE PreRE MARQUETTE plans the con- 

struction of new water-treating plants at 
Wyoming, Mich., and New Buffalo and 
a new water station at Benton Harbor. 
It is planned to construct new coaling 
Stations at New Buffalo and at St. 
Thomas, Ont., and Sarnia. The coal- 
ing facilities at New Buffalo will be of 
300-ton capacity. 

THE NEW TURNTABLE which the 
Bangor & Aroostook is to install at 
Northern Maine Junction, Me., at a cost 
of $30,918, is to be 100 ft. long and 
will replace an existing table 70 ft. long. 
The new turntable, which has _ been 
authorized at Oakfield, Me., at a cost 
of $31,024, will also be 100 ft. long, re- 
placing an existing 65-ft turntable. 

Lackawanna Electrification 

As THEY CAN BE spared from service, 
the latest type of suburban coaches on the 
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western are be- 
ing sent in lots of six to eight, to the 

shops, where the new vestibuies and trap 
doors are being built in at the rate of one 
car per day, 24 of the 141 such cars al- 
ready having been so equipped. 
A sample motor car has been completed 

and the first completed motors and elec- 
trical equipment soon will be shipped for 
installation on this car. 

Wage Statistics for November 

THE NUMBER of employees reported by 
Class I railways to the Interstate Com- 
merce Commission as of the middle of 
November, 1929, was 1,681,027, and the 
total compensation was $240,797,028. 
Compared with returns for the corre- 
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sponding month of 1928 the summary for 
November, 
the total number of employees of 568, 
or .03 per cent. 
shows an increase of $2,579,935, or 1.08 
per cent. 

1929, shows an increase in 

The total compensation 

Roller Bearings on Coal Cars 

THE PENNSYLVANIA, in collaboration 

with the Timken Roller Bearing Com- 
pany, has equipped 100 hopper cars of 70 
tons capacity with rolicr bearings to de- 
termine the comparative resistance of 

cars so equipped as compared with stand- 
ard cars. The cars, which have been 
put in service on a run between Cresson 
division points and the eastern seaboard, 
will soon be taken to Trinway, Ohio, 

where they will be tested under varying 
conditions of temperature, grade and 
speed. 

The A. C. L.’s Centenary 

Tue ATLANTIC Coast LINE announces a 
centenary. It was on February 10, 1830, 
that citizens of Petersburg, Va., obtained 

from the General assembly of that state, 
a charter for the Petersburg Railroad, to 
extend from that city southward to some 
convenient point on the North Carolina 
line. This road, completed a few years 
after to Blakely, Va., 59 miles, was one 

of the original links in what later became 

the Atlantic Coast Line. By the year 
1900 about 100 railroads had been consoli- 
dated into the Atlantic Coast Line Rail- 
road Company. 

P. R. R. Safety Awards 

THE PENNSYLVANIA has extended the 
scope of the competitive safety cam- 
paign, the President’s Safety Trophy 

Contest, which is conducted each year. 
Heretofore, five trophies have been 

awarded yearly to the regions making 
the best safety records in five depart- 
ments; namely, in maintenance of way, 
maintenance of equipment, station, train 
service and engine service. At the close 
of this year a total of 21 trophies will be 
presented covering competition among 

Co-operative shop management committee of the Canadian National, 
meeting in Montreal, Que. 

Under the Canadian National co-operative plan, committces representing the management and the 
various shop crafts work together in the budgeting of work and similar matters to produce greater 
continuity of operation, together with economy in production. 
Canadian National shops a few years ago and has proved a great success. 
reproduced shows Vice-President S. J. Hungerford of the C. N. R. 

The plan was introduced in the 
The photograph here 

addressing the shop craft 
representatives at a recent committee session in Montreal. 
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the regions as complete entities, the 
general divisions, the divisions and the 
departments of divisions. The regional 
departmental trophies will be discon- 
tinued. The awards will be based on 
the lowest number of casualties to em- 
ployees on duty per million man-hours. 

In order that a fair and equitable com- 
petitive basis may be established, the 
divisions will be arranged in three 
groups according to the number of man- 
hours worked, and separate awards will 

be made to the winning division in each 
group. In the division departmenta! 
competition, the group arrangement will 
be adhered to. A special trophy will be 
awarded the Altoona Works if they sur- 
pass the records of the regions in the 
maintenance of equipment department. 

Impact Recorders 
J. N. Hatnes, superintendent of trans- 

portation of the Lehigh Valley, speaking 
before the January meeting of the Atlan- 
tic States Shippers’ Advisory Board, in 
New York City, told of the experience of 
the Lehigh Valley and other roads with 
impact recorders. He said that the ma- 
chine gives useful information not only 
about rough handling of freight, but also 
brings out cases of poor loading, poor 
storing and insufficient bracing. Defects 
disclosed by the use of the machine have 
enlisted the interest not only of the rail- 
road company’s freight handlers, but also 
many shippers. Shippers have in some 
instances asked to have recorders placed 
in cars which they send out, desiring to 
perfect their own packing and loading 
methods. Recorders are used in some in- 
stances in cars going over two or more 
roads, the two carriers co-operating. 

In Chicago, recorders are now exten- 
sively used in cars used to move freight 
from one road to another and their use in 
this class of service is to be introduced 
at New York. 
Answering the alleged suspicion of 

some shippers that this machine is used 
to stave off claims for damage, Mr. 
Haines said that, to the best of his know!- 
edge, the recorder records had never been 
used in the disctission or settlement of 
any claim so far as the shipper or con- 

signee is concerned. 
The machines have been used with sat- 

isfaction on passenger trains. 

Freight Records for 1929 

Freicut TraFric handled in 1929 by the 
railroads of the United States, measured 
in net ton-miles, was the greatest for any 
year on record, according to reports com- 
piled by the Bureau of Railway Econo- 
mics, 

The total was 492,179,745,000 net ton- 
miles, which exceeded by 0.7 per cent the 
best previous record, established in 1926 
The total for the year 1929 was 3.1 per 
cent above that for 1928. 

In the Eastern district there was an 
increase of 5.2 per cent compared with 
1928 but the Southern district showed a 
reduction of 0.5 per cent. The Western 
district reported an increase of 1.8 per 
cent, 

In December, freight moved by the 
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Domestic Equipment Orders Reported During February, 1930 

Locomotives 

Name of company No. locos. Type Builder 
ordered 

Pe WRN NONE os. 3 o.oo Seek cea ea cbemn ease 10 2-8-4 Lima Loco. Wks. 
5 4-6-4 American Loco. Wks. 

Georgia, Ashburn, Sylvester & Camilla.......... 1 2-8-2 Baldwin Loco. Wks. 

Total for the Month of February, 1930...... 16 

Freight Cars 

Name of company No. cars Type Builder 
ordered 

OIE EE. vince cca kes cawss sduuksiaees 

NE NN ois, dg ose ouata sh ack erates hae as 

Re WU? 525k sane aspanandese aves ease 

Chicago, Rock Island &. Pacific ........2¢00000 

General Chemical Company .............cceeee8 

Calumet & Hecla Consolidated Copper Company.. 

mee TO sino os. 55 eka we aunsen ee baoe 

es IE 5 oes koa oo aoc enw naa mene es 

Renee HS TUMIWIIND oo 5 oie io. sseie ee Oncscaw wees 

DUN ROBE: COR. isi 060055106455 cesses see's 

OMe: Mittiears: Chemteal Gas oc oie sed cctenncccese 

MERE RUINS. (ates ne nk besa oek cule ene hea wie 

NEN WHEE GE: 5504 05555 w.ccs 0 cane asebeeane 

SN IIRL: 6 i050:s 00s 45.005 osew es euecas sens 

DR Be TU: ono 58.55 055.45 ord Feb seaseeaes 

Total for the Month of February, 1930...... 

800 Hopper Standard Steel 
100 Automobile Pressed Steel 
100 Furniture Pressed Steel 
450 Gondola Greenville 
500 Box American C. & F. 
200 Automobile American C. & F. 

1500 0g Hopper Standard Steel 
Standard Steel 

1500 Flat Bottom American C. & F. 
Gondola 

500 Box with end Pressed Steel 
doors 

1500 Box Standard Steel 
1500 Auto Box Pullman 
750 Flat Bottom Ralston 

Gondola 
500 Auto Box Pressed Steel 
250 Furniture Box Pressed Steel 
100 Flat Bethlehem 
250 Flat Bottom Greenville 

Gondola 

1500 Flat Bottom American C. & F. 
Gondola 

50 Caboose Company Shops 

15 Tank American C. & F. 

4 Dump Koppel Industrial Car & 
: Equipment 

2 Dump Koppel Industrial Car & 
Equipment 

25 Caboose Magor Car Corp. 

500 Gondola 
300 Hopper Pressed Steel Car Co. 
250 Flat 
500 Box Mount Vernon Car Mfg. 
250 Gondola Pullman C. & M. Corp. 

1 Compartment General American Tank 
Tank Car 

1 Insulated General American Tank 
ank Car 

20 Drovers’ 
Caboose 

3 Special Flat Greenville Steel Car Co. 

10 Hart Convert- American Car & Fdy. Co. 
ible Ballast 

500 Box 

St. Louis Car Co. 

Company Shops 

15,931 

Passenger Cars 

Name of company 

Pili COD © ooo sSissass HAs eee AN TEE Sees 

Dea NR 65.5.6 00.46 400 K0 OTR HOCK SORE EOS 

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. ..........0205scc00 

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.............ee00- 

Total for the Month of February, 1930...... 

No. cars Type Builder 
ordered 

100 General Serv- Pullman Car & Mfg. Co. 
ice Passen- 
ger Cars : 

10 Baggage Pressed Steel Car Co. 

4 Parlor Cars Pullman Car & Mfg. Co. 
10 Coaches 

10 Baggage Company Shops 

Class I railroads amounted to 36,03°,869,- 
000 net ton-miles, a reduction of 4.3 per 
cent below the same month in 1928. In 
the Eastern district, the volume of 
freight in December was a reduction of 
2.6 per cent, while the Southern dis- 
trict reported a reduction of 7.9 per cent, 
and the Western 5.4 per cent. 

The daily average movement per 
freight car in 1929 was 32.4 miles per day. 
This was an increase of 1.2 miles over the 
best previous daily average for any year, 
established in 1928, when the average was 
31.2 miles and an increase of 2.1 miles 
above the daily average for 1927. The 

Railway Mechanical Engineer 

average for 1929 was an increase of 10 
miles above that for 1921. 
The highest daily average for any one 

month on record was established in Oc- 
tober, 1929, 36.3 miles. 
The average speed per freight train 

in 1929 was also the highest ever attained, 
being 13.2 miles an hour, 0.3 mile above 
the best previous record, established in 
1928. 
The average load per car in 1929 was 

26.9 tons, including ll. freight as well 
as carload. This was an increase of 0.2 
ton above that for 1928 but 0.3 ton below 
that for 1927. 
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Supply Trade Notes 

Tue Detroit STEEL Propucts CoMPANY, 
Detroit, Mich., has purchased Holorib, 
Incorporated, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Cryp—E V. Roor has been appointed 
representative of the Pyle National Com- 
pany, Chicago, in charge of railroad and 

industrial floodlighting. 

Tue H. K. Fercuson Company, Cleve- 
land, Ohio, has opened a branch office at 
520 North Michigan avenue, Chicago, in 
charge of Henry Maag, a contract en- 
gineer. 

E. L. Wairtremore, chairman of the 
board of the National Malleable & Steel 
Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, died 
on January 29 at his home in Cleveland. 

Tue DeVitsiss Company has estab- 
lished a complete sales and service branch 

office at 2305 East Eighth street, Los 
Angeles, Cal., in charge of R. J. Burns. 

Ricwarp B. Carr, manager of the Pa- 
cific coast sales of the rail, plate, bar and 
shape department of the United States 
Steel Products Company, with headquar- 
ters at San Francisco, Cal., has retired. 

Tue Krinc-BecKer ENGINEERING ComM- 
PANY, Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed 
representative in the Cincinnati and Louis- 
ville districts for the Pennsylvania Pump 
& Compressor Company, Easton, Pa. 

THE NATIONAL ALUMINATE CoRPORA- 
TION, Chicago, has opened a branch office 
at 1313 Sante Fe building, Dallas, Tex. 
C. M. Bardwell has been appointed south- 
western railway representative in charge 
of this office. 

D. H. Foster, assistant engineer of 
tests of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas, with 
headquarters at Parsons, Kan., has re- 
signed to become lubricating sales engi- 
neer of the Mid-Continent Petroleum 
Company at Tulsa, Okla. 

D. S. Kerr has been placed in charge of 
the newly-established office of the Allis- 
Chalmers Manufacturing Company at 
Chattanooga, Tenn. This office is being 
operated as a branch of the Atlantic dis- 
trict office. 

Tue Stvyver STEEL CASTING CoMPANY, 
Milwaukee, Wis., and the Nugent Steel 
Castings Company, Chicago, have been 
consolidated under the name of the Siv- 
yer Steel Casting Company. 

Tue Geometric Toor Company, New 
Haven, Conn., has opened an office in the 
Stormfeltz - Loveley building, Detroit, 
Mich. The Charles A. Strelinger Com- 
pany, who has represented the Geometric 
Company in Detroit in the past, will con- 
tinue also to sell Geometric threading 
machines and chaser grinders. 
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O.iver H. MELLUM and Andrew Speirs 
have been appointed assistant vice-presi- 
dents of the American Car & Foundry 
Company, Chicago. Both were formerly 
sales agents with headquarters at Chi- 

cago. 

W. B. Simpson, president of the A. M. 
Castle & Co., Chicago, has been elected 
chairman of the board of directors. A. C. 
Castle, first vice-president, has been elected 
president to succeed Mr. Simpson, and 
Fred C. Flosi has been elected a director 
to take the place of Sidney Gardiner. 

J. E. BucxincHam has been appointed 
manager of the railroad department of 
the Worthington Pump & Mathinery 

Corporation, with headquarters at Har- 
rison, N. J., and W. B. Savary has been 
appointed assistant to the manager, with 
headquarters at the same point. 

Tue Linx-Bett Limitep has opened a 
branch office in the Standard Bank Build- 
ing, 510 West Hastings street, Vancouver, 
B. C., with Frank B. Wetherill in charge. 
Mr. Wetherill joined the Link-Belt or- 
ganization 15 years ago, and for a number 
of years has been manager of the com- 
pany’s office and warehouse in Portland, 
Ore. 

AT A RECENT MEETING of the board of 
directors of the Union Carbide Company 

and the Electro Metallurgical Company, 
both units of the Union Carbide & Carbon 
Corporation, New York, Benjamin O’Shea, 
formerly president, was elected chairman 
of the board of each company; Fred H. 
Haggerson, former vice-president of the 
two companies, was elected president to 
succeed Mr. O’Shea, and F. P. Gormely 
was elected vice-president and general 
manager of both companies. 

JosepH T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., Chi- 
cago, has completed increased facilities 
for storing and despatching its products 
at 1600 East Euclid avenue, Detroit, Mich. 
The new unit is 120 ft. by 300 ft. and 
includes six bays, one of which, a trans- 
fer bay, has facilities for the inside loading 
of freight cars. Five cranes move material 
from all parts of the building to the tians- 
fer bay where another crane loads it onto 
the cars. Truck loading facilities are 
provided by a driveway through the center 
of the building. 

T. H. Driscott of the Chicago office of 
the Gardner-Denver Company, Quincy, 
Ill., has been transferred to the Los 
Angeles branch. Fred V. Moore who has 
been a representative in the eastern states, 
has been transferred to Phoenix, Ariz., 
while R. J. Featherstone has been as- 
signed to the New York office. Ian Dun- 
can of Edinburgh, Scotland, after a pre- 
liminary training in the American plants 
of the company, will be assigned to the 
London office of Gardner-Denver Com- 
pany, Ltd. 

Water C. DoeRINnG, vice-president of 
the Bradford Corporation, with head- 
quarters at Chicago, has resigned to be- 
come vice-president of the American Steel 

Walter C. Doering 

Foundries, with headquarters at St. Louis, 
Mo. Mr. Doering was born in 1886, and in 
January, 1900, entered the employ of the 
St. Louis Car Wheel Company, which was 
merged into the Southern Wheel Com- 
pany in 1913. In the latter year he was 

appointed assistant to vice-president and 
in 1917 was elected vice-president of the 
latter named company. He continued in 
that capacity until his resignation on Jan- 
uary 1, 1923, to become vice-president of 
the Bradford Corporation. 

W. E. Corrican, who for a number of 
years has represented the American Loco- 

motive Company and the Railway Steel- 
Spring Company as district sales manager 
at San Francisco, Cal., has, been trans- 
ferred to newly opened offices in the 
Tower building, Cleveland, Ohio. O. R. 
Hale, district sales manager of the two 
companies at Pittsburgh, Pa. has been 
transferred to San Francisco to succeed 
Mr. Corrigan. Arthur W. Sullivan will 
continue as sales agent with.offices in the 
Farmers Bank building, Pittsburgh. 

Tue Stantey Execrraic Toor Com- ° 
PANY, New Britain, Conn., has been or- 
ganized as a subsidiary of the Stanley 
Works to manufacture and sell electrically- 
operated hand tools. The drills, screw 
drivers, bench grinders and aerial grinders 
are those developed and manufactured by 
the Stanley Rule & Level Plant. The saws 
were formerly manufactured by the Crowe 
Safety Saw Company, Inc., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, while the hammers were formerly 
manufactured by the Ajax Hammer. Cor- 
poration, New York. An _ electrically- 
operated hand tool for the outside and 
inside cutting of sheet metal and sheet 
material was formerly manufactured by 
the Unishear Company, New York. The 
officers of the Stanley Electric Tool Com- 
pany are as follows: L. M. Knouse, presi- 

dent; Cedric Powers, vice-president in 
charge of production; H. W. Blackman, 
secretary; L. W. Young, treasurer, and 

_R. W. Chamberlain, sales manager. 
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W. C. Minter and F. C. Lorenz have 
been added to the Cleveland sales and en- 
gineering staff of the Reading Chain & 
Block Corporation, Reading, Pa. Mr. Min- 
ier was formerly with the Shepherd Crane 
& Hoist Company, and Mr. Lorenz comes 
from the Cleveland Electric Tramrail 
Company. 

Lewis O. CAMERON, who represents 
the Edgewater Steel Company, the Gen- 
eral American Car Company and the 
Baker Industrial Truck Company, has 
moved his office from the Munsey build- 
ing to the Rust building, at the corner 
of Fifteenth and K streets, N. W., Wash- 
ington, D. C. 

Netson L. Rennguist and Howard R. 
Gass have been elected vice-presidents of 
the St. Louis Car Company; George L. 
Kippenberger has been elected first vice- 
president and assistant general manager, 

and Edwin B. Meissner has been re-elected 
president and general manager. Mr. Rehn- 

quist was with the Milwaukee Electric 

Railway & Light Company until 1911 when 
he went to St. Louis to take charge of 
the St. Louis Car Company. He will have 
jurisdiction of the purchases and stores 
and aircraft activities. Mr. Gass was 
formerly valuation engineer for the Mis- 
souri State Public Service Commission. 
Since 1920 he has been with the St. Louis 
Car Company in its sales department. 

E. C. WaAtpvocEL, vice-president in 
charge of sales of the Yale & Towne 
Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Conn., 
who has been in this company’s service for 
the past 25 years, will retire from active 
participation in the company’s affairs on 
April 1 in order to devote more of his 
time to personal affairs. He will however 
continue with the company in an advisory 

capacity and will hold the office of vice- 
president and remain a director. Walter 
B. Dodge, who has been assistant to the 
vice-president in charge of sales, has been 
appointed manager of all Stamford hard- 

W. B. Dodge 

are sales. Mr. Dodge entered the serv- 
ice of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing 

Company as a young man twenty-four 
years ago and his duties have been diver- 
sified and numerous in. sales work. James 
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C. Morgan, who takes complete charge of 
all materials handling equipment sales, 
entered the service of the Yale & Towne 
Manufacturing Company about ten years 
ago. T. T. Ludlum, formerly in charge of 
the Holyoke, Mass., branch of Yale & 

Towne, is in charge of production at the 
recently enlarged Pihladelphia branch, and 

J. C. Morgan 

R. L. Higgins, assisted by Harold H. Gade 
and Neal E. McLoughlin, will handle all 
sales. The sales and service will cover 
eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jer- 
sey, Delaware and Maryland. 

A. A. HEtwic, southwestern representa- 
tive of the Bradford Corporation, has been 
appointed acting vice-president, with 
headquarters at Chicago to take the place 
of W. C. Doering, vice-president, who 
has resigned. B. C. Wilkerson has been 
appointed southwestern representative with 
headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding Mr. 
Helwig. 

M. W. Seymour is now associated with 
the New York office of the Roller-Smith 
Company’ as a sales engineer. Mr. Sey- 
mour is a graduate of Brown University. 
For several months prior to his connection 
with the New York office of the Roller- 
Smith Company, he was located at the 
company’s works, at Bethlehem, Pa. H. D. 
Stier, Atlanta, Ga. now represents the 

Roller-Smith Company in the states of 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North Caro- 
lina and South Carolina, and the H. N. 
Muller Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. now 

represents the company in western Penn- 
sylvania, West Virginia and the Youngs- 
town district in Ohio. Associated with 
Mr. Muller are H. E. Ransford and F. E. 
Harper. 

A pLAN has been adopted. by the 
boards of directors of Pullman Incorpo- 
rated, the Standard Steel Car Company 
and the Osgood Bradley Car Company, 
under which the properties of the Stan- 
dard Steel Car Company and its sub- 
sidiaries and of the Osgood Bradley Car 

Company will be acquired by a newly 
incorporated subsidiary of Pullman In- 
corporated, wholly owned by it, but to 
be operated as a group separately from 
the properties of its present manufactur- 

ing subsidiary, the Pullman Car & 
Manufacturing Corporation. Upon the 
consummation of the plan, J. F. Drake, 
president of the Standard Steel Car 
Company, will become chairman of the 

board of Pullman Incorporated, the pres- 
ident of which is D. A. Crawford who 
is also president of the Pullman Com- 
pany. P. H. Joyce, vice-president of the 
Standard Steel Car Company and a for- 
mer president of the Illinois Car & Manu- 
facturing Company, will become president 

of the new Standard-Bradley group. C. 
A, Liddle will remain as president of 

the Pullman Car & Manufacturing Cor- 
poration. The officers of the Standard- 
Bradley group in addition to Mr. Joyce 
as president, will be: R. L. Gordon, 
vice-president at New York, formerly 
vice-president of Standard; P. G. Jenks, 
vice-president at Chicago, formerly vice- 
president of Standard; W. V. McKee, 
vice-president at Worcester, formerly 
vice-president of Osgood-Bradley; C. F. 
Stembel, vice-president at Miuneapolis, 
formerly vice-president of the Siems- 
Stembel Company; J. C. Snyder, vice- 
president at Richmond, Va., formerly 
vice-president of the Richmond Car 
Works; C. W. Wright, vice-president at 
Pittsburgh, formerly vice-president of 
the Steel Car Forge Company, and 
William Bierman, secretary, formeriy 
secretary of Standard. 

THE GREENVILLE STEEL Car Company, 
which has been acquired by the Pittsburgh 
Forgings Company, retains its identity and 
now has on its board of directors the fol- 
lowing members: Frank L. Fay, chairman, 
F. D. Foote, K. C. Gardner, W. S. Diet- 

rich, George H. Rowley, Edwin Hodge, 
Jr., and J. T. Brennan. The officers of the 
Pittsburgh Forgings Company are Edwin 
Hodge, Jr., president; F. D. Foote, vice- 
president; R. A. Mitchel, vice-president in 
charge of operations, and C. E. Rafter. 
treasurer. Mr. Gardner becomes executive 
vice-president of the Greenville Steel Car 
Company, and W. S. Dietrich continues as 
vice-president in charge of operations, 
both with offices at Greenville. Mr. Fay, 
who continues as chairman of the board 
of the Greenville Steel Car Company, be- 
comes a member of the board of the Pitts- 
burgh Forgings Company, and Mr. Bren- 
nan continues also as assistant vice-presi- 

dent of the Greenville Steel Car Company. 
The Pittsburgh Forgings Company, 

producers of drop forged and upset prod- 
ucts, recently purchased the plant of the 

Riverside Forge & Machine Company, 
Jackson, Mich., which has since been 
operated as the Riverside division of the 
Pittsburgh Forgings Company, specializ- 
ing in the forging and machining of auto- 
mobile hubs. The Pittsburgh plant is lo- 
cated at Coraopolis, Pa., and produces 
automobile, railroad and miscellaneous 

forgings and upset products. The acquisi- 
tion of the Greenville Steel Car Company 
still further diversifies the business of the 
Pittsburgh Forgings Company in the pro- 
duction of railroad forgings. The Green- 
ville company manufactures new railroad 
equipment, including dump cars, and steel 
car parts, and handles car repairs. 
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Joun S. Lemtey, formerly vice-presi- 
dent of the Viloco Railway Equipment 
Company and the Okadee Company, Chi- 
cago, and of the Chas R. Long, Jr. Com- 
pany, Louisville, Ky., has resigned from 
these companies and has purchased an in- 
terest in the T-Z Railway Equipment 
Company, Chicago, and has been elected 
vice-president of the latter company. 
Mr. Lemley entered railway service in 
July, 1893, as a fireman on the Wheeling 

division of the Baltimore & Ohio, in which 
capacity he served until November, 1908, 
when he resigned to become an engineer 
with the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & 

Jj. S. Lemley 

Pacific on the Puget Sound extension. In 

1911 he resigned to enter the employ of 
the Baltimore & Ohio South Western as 
traveling engineer and in 1912 was pro- 
moted to supervisor of locomotive opera- 
tion of this road and the Cincinnati, 
Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at 
Cincinnati. He resigned from this posi- 
tion in 1914 to accept a position with the 
Texas & Pacific in the mechanical depart- 
ment. In 1915 he left the Texas & Pacific 
to become associated with the G. F. Cotter 
Supply Company of Houston, Tex., 
remaining with that company until Janu- 
ary 1, 1921, at which time he became as- 
sociated with the Chas R. Long, Jr., Com- 
pany, Louisville, Ky., the Okadee Com- 
pany and the Viloco Railway Equipment 
Company, Chicago. After holding various 
positions with these companies, he was 
elected vice-president. 

Grorce G. Crawrorp, for the past 22 
years president of the Tennessee Coal 
Iron & Railroad Company and previous 
to that associated with the Carnegie Steel 
Company and the National Tube Company, 
has been elected president of the Jones 

& Laughlin Steel Corporation, a member 
of its board of directors and also a member 
of its executive committee, with head- 
quarters at Pittsburgh, Pa. Herbert C. 
Ryding, vice-president in charge of opera- 
tions since 1917 of the Tennessee Coal Iron 
& Railroad Company, has been elected 
president of that company, with head- 
quarters at Birmingham, Ala., to succeed 
Mr. Crawford. 

Francis Core Pratt, former vice-presi- 
dent and chairman of the manufacturing 
committee of the General Electric Com- 
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pany, died on January 20. Mr. Pratt 
was born in 1867 at Hartford, Conn., and 
was graduated from the Sheffield Scientific 
School of Yale University with the degree 
of Ph. B. in mechanical engineering in 
1888. After graduation he was associated 
with the Pratt & Whitney Company, con- 
tinuing with that company until he be- 
came vice-president. Mr. Pratt joined 
the General Electric Company in 1906 
as assistant to E. W. Rice, in charge of 
manufacturing and engineering. He was 

appointed assistant to the president in 1913 
and was elected vice-president in 1919. 
As vice-president he at first had charge 
of engineering and later of both engineer- 
ing and manufacturing. He retired in 1927. 

Foote Bros. Gear & Macuine Com- 

PANY, Chicago, has appointed Max E. 
Landry, 202 Local building, Oklahoma 
City, Okla., its representative in the 
northern half of Oklahoma. The Ammiex 
Equipment Company, 406 San Francisco 
street, El Paso, Tex., has been appointed 
district representative of the Texas terri- 
tory lying west of a line drawn from 
Farwell to Sweetwater and then south to 
Spofford, and including all of New Mexico 
and all the states of Mexico, except the 

states of Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas. 

CLaRENCE W. Honces, general pur- 
chasing agent of the Worthington Pump 
& Machinery Corporation, died at a Pater- 
son, N. J., hospital on January 17, fol- 
lowing an operation. Mr. Hodges was 
born at Randolph, Vt., on May 15, 1876, 
and was graduated from Williams 
College in 1900. For some _ years 
he was employed by the American Loco- 
motive Company as purchasing agent, and 
since 1918 he had been employed in the 
same capacity by the Worthington Cor- 
poration. 

Tue P. H. & F. M. Roots Company, 
Connersville, Ind., manufacturers of rotary 
positive blowers, pumps and meters, has 
merged with other interests and is now 
under the control of the Stacey Engineer- 
Company, Columbus, Ohio. The new 
organization includes the P. H. & F. M. 
Roots Company, the Connersville Blower 
Company, Connersville, the Wilbraham- 
Green Blower Company, Pottstown, Pa., 
and the Stacey Brothers Gas Construction 
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The officers 
of the new company include Colonel Carmi 
A. Thompson, president; Corwin Abbott, 
vice-president and general manager; 
Fletcher S. Heath, vice-president, and Erle 
G. Meeks, secretary and treasurer. E. D. 
Johnston, who for the past forty-five 
years has been connected with the P. H. 
& F. M. Roots Company, has resigned 
as president of the company and _ has retired 
from active business. All companies in- 
volved in the merger will maintain their 
separate identities and organizations, an:l 
will continue to operate separately until 
the final plans of the merger can be defi- 
nitely consummated. 

Tue GENERAL STEEL CastTincs Corpor- 
ATION is constructing a plant at Eddy- 
stone, Pa., which, upon its completion 
during the next few months, will give 
the company four plants in the United 
States. The other three plants include 

the Seaboard works at Chester, Pa., 
which was acquired from the American 

Locomotive Company, the Thurlow works 

at Chester, Pa, which was acquired 
from the American Steel Foundries, and 
the Commonwealth plant at Granite City, 
lll., which was purchased from the Com- 
monwealth Steel Company. 

The Eddystone plant, the main bay of 
which is 996 ft. by 270 ft. and which has 
cranes with 90-ft. spans and 100-tons’ 
capacity, will be able to produce loco- 
motive frames 65 ft. in length and with 
cylinders cast integral. 

THE AMERICAN ROLLING Mitt Com- 
PANY has moved its Philadelphia, Pa., 
cffice from 1213 Franklin Trust building 
to 2020 Lewis Tower. W. S. Stephen- 
son is district sales manager and E. C. 
Bray is in charge of all sales to rail- 
road companies. 

Tue SKF Inopustries, Inc, New 
York, has reorganized its railroad depart- 
ment and in the future all sales, engi- 
neering and service matters regarding 
railroad equipment will be handled direct 
from its home office. The company has 
a separate engineering division which 
devotes all of its time to railroad work. 
H. E. Brunner, chief engineer, will con- 

tinue to direct the affairs of the railroad 
department, as he has done for the past 

12 years. Earle M. Harshbarger, who 
has had charge of sales work in the 
East, now has charge of all sales for the 
railroad department, and B. W. Taylor, 
associated with the engineering depart- 
ment for a long time, will continue to 

Earle M. Harshbarger 

handle railroad engineering and service 
work. Mr. Harshbarger was born on 
April 14, 1887, at Ladoga, Ind., and 

received his education at Wabash Col- 
lege, Purdue University and Central 
Business College, Indianapolis, Ind. He 
served for 12 years with S. F. Bowser 
& Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., as manager 
of the railroad department for six years; 
district manager, New York office, for 
two years, and the remaining four years 
in engineering sales work. During the 
past three years Mr. Harshbarger served 
as easten railroad representative of the 
SKF Industries, Inc. Mr. Taylor, was 
born on January 21, 1896, at Versailles, 
Ky., and was graduated from the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania in the 1917 class 
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in mechanical engineering. He entered 
the employ of the Illinois Central in its 
maintenance of way department and later 
served in the United States Army and 
also as a lieutenant in the United States 
Navy. From 1920 to 1923 he was in- 
structor in mechanical engineering at the 
University of Pennsylvania. He has 
been with the SKF Industries in its 
engineering department since 1923, super- 
vising railroad engineering and _ service 
work. 

ARCHIBALD CARR MCLACHLAN, service 

engineer of the Superheater Company on 
the southeastern railroads, died at his 
home near Charlottesville, Va., on Jan- 
uary 21. Mr. McLachlan was born in 
Ontario near Parkhill on August 3, 1870. 

A. C. McLachlan 

Until he was eighteen he worked on his 
father’s farm and then for two winters 
did lumbering in the woods of Michigan. 
When he was twenty-one he entered the 
service of the Michigan Central as a 
fireman and five years later was pro- 
moted to the position of locomotive 
engineman. In 1901 he transferred to the 
Pere Marquette and in 1905 was ap- 
pointed road foreman of engines. After 
21 years of railroading he left the Pere 
Marquette and on November 1, 1912, be- 

came a service engineer for the Super- 
heater Company. He resided in Atlanta, 
Ga., until September, 1928, when he 

moved to Virginia. 

Epwarp C. FIisHer, district sales maii- 
ager of the American Locomotive Com- 
pany with headquarters at St. Louis, 
Mo., died on February 17 at Rochester, 
Minn., following an illness of several 
months’ duration. 

Harry AINsworTH, president of Wil- 
liams, White & Co. who died on Feb- 
ruary 6 at Moline, Ill, was born in 
Geneseo or May 9, 1862, and graduated 
from Oberlin College, at Oberlin, Ohio, 
in 1884, after which he graduated from 
Harvard Law School in 1887. After 
graduating he immediately became. asso- 
ciated with his father in the manage- 
ment of Williams, White & Co., and after 
holding various positions with the com- 
pany was appointed vice-president and 
general manager. Upon the death of his 
father in 1914 he became president and 
general manager. 
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Personal Mention 

General 

THE HEADQUARTERS of F. B. Barclay, 

superintendent of motive power of the 
Illinois Central, has been transferred 
from Memphis, Tenn., to Chicago. 

J. B. Brackpurn has been appointed 
mechanical engineer of the Chesapeake 

& Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond, 
Va., succeeding S. B. Andrews. 

A. W. Byron, master mechanic of the 
Philadelphia Terminal division of the 
Pennsylvania, has been appointed superin- 
tendent of motive power, Central Pennsyl- 
vania division, succeeding B. M. Swope, 

transferred. 

H. W. Jones, superintendent of motive 
power of the Western Pennsylvania divi- 
sion of the Pennsylvania, has been ap- 
pointed general superintendent of motive 
nower, Central Region, succeeding R. H. 

Flinn. 

R. H. Finn, general superintendent of 
motive power of the Central Region of 
the Pennsylvania, has been appointed gen- 
eral superintendent, Western Pennsylvania 
division, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, 
Pa., succeeding J. H. Redding, deceased. 

B. M. Swope, superintendent of motive 
power of the Central Pennsylvania divi- 
sion of the Pennsylvania, has been ap- 
pointed superintendent of motive power, 
Western Pennsylvania division, succeeding 
H. W. Jones. 

J. J. Wenzel, master mechanic of the 
New York Central at Elkhart, Ind., has 
been appointed acting district superin- 
tendent of motive power, with jurisdic- 
tion over the Fourth district, succeeding 
F. F. McCarthy. 

S. B. ANbREws, mechanical engineer 
of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with head- 
quarters at Richmond, Va., has been ap- 

pointed engineer of motive power of 
the advisory mechanical committee of 
that company, the. Erie, the Hocking 
Valley, the New York, Chicago & St. 
Louis, and the Pere Marquette, with 
headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. 

F. F. McCartny, district superintend- 
ent of motive power of the lines of the 
New York Central west of Buffalo, N. 

Y., with headquarters at Elkhart, Ind, 

has ‘been appointed special assistant 
superintendent of motive power of those 
lines, with headquarters at Cleveland, 

Ohio. 

Tue positions of fuel supervisor and 

general air brake inspector on the Ore- 

gon-Washington Railroad & Navigation 

Company have been consolidated and 

John Daniels, fuel supervisor, with head- 

quarters at Portland, Ore. has been 

appointed to this position. 

J. C. Stump, master mechanic of the 

Chicago & North Western at Escanaba, 
Mich., has been promoted to the posi- 
tion of assistant superintendent of motive 
power and machinery, with headquarters 
at Chicago. 

W. T. WestALL, district master car 
builder of the New York Central Lines 
west of Buffalo, N. Y., with headquar- 
ters at Collinwood, Ohio, has been pro- 
moted to special assistant superintendent 
of rolling stock, with headquarters at 
Cleveland} Ohio. 

Car Department 

L. H. Gevxer, formerly car foreman 
of the Wabash. at Decatur, Ill, has been 
promoted to the position of general ca 
— with headquarters at Moberly, 

0. 

H. F. Downey, material inspector : of 
the Chesapeake & Ohio at Richmond, Va., 
has been promoted to the position’ of 
car foreman, with headquarters af ‘Hinton, 
W. Va. 

Emit Erickson, general foreman otf 

the car department of the New York 
Central at Adrian, Mich., has been ap- 
pointed acting district master car build- 
er of the Third district at Collinwood, 
Ohio, succeeding W. T. Westall. 

C. V. Ratcuirr, general car foreman of 
the Huntington shops of the Chesapeake 
& Ohio, has been promoted to the position 
of shop superintendent, with headquarters 
at Russell, Ky. Mr. Ratcliff was born on 
May 3, 1882, in Lawrence County, Ohio. 
From 1888 to 1898 he attended the rural 
schools of Lawrence County and the pub- 
lic schools of Huntington, W. Va. He 
took an International Correspondence 
School course and in 1911 graduated with 
a B. S. degree from the Virginia Me- 
chanics Institute, Richmond, Va. He 
entered the employ of the Chesapeake & 
Ohio on January 3, 1899, as a labore: 
at Huntington, W. Va., the previous year 
having been employed as a painter boy in 
the erecting shop of the Ensign Manufac- 
turing Company, now the American Car & 
Foundry Company, at Huntington. From 
March 1, 1900, to September 1, 1900, he 

served as a car repairer for the C. & O. 
at Huntington, and from the latter date 
until November 1 of the same year was 
employed as a car repairer in the plant 
of the Illinois Car & Equipment Company 
at Urbana, Ohio. From November 5, 
1900, to February 1, 1901, he was a car 
repairer at the shops of the Columbus, 
Sandusky & Hocking (now a part of the 
Pennsylvania) at Columbus, Ohio; from 

February 1 to July 31, 1901, a car re- 
pairer at the Huntington shops of the 
C. & O.; from August 1 to December 1, 
1901, a car builder in the employ of the 
American Car & Foundry Company at 
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Huntington; from December 4, 1901, to 
April 1, 1902, a car builder for the 

Pressed Steel Car Company at McKees 

Rocks, Pa.; from April 1, 1902 to October 
1, 1904, a car builder for the Pittsburgh 
Coal Company at Coraopolis, Pa., and 
from October 4, 1904, to October 1, 1905, 
a car builder for the American Car & 
Foundry Company at Huntington. Mr. 
Ratcliff began his continuous service with 
the C. & O. on October 5, 1905, as a 
car repairer at the Huntington shops. 

On April 1, 1907, he was promoted to 

C. V. Ratcliff 

the position of shop draftsman at Hunt- 
ington; on March 1, 1909, was appointed 
mechanical draftsman, mechanical en- 
gineer’s office, at Richmond, Va.; on 
November 1, 1911, became general car 

inspector, with headquarters at Covington, 
Ky., and from September 16, 1919, to 

September 16, 1929, was general car 

foreman at Huntington. 

Master Mechanics and Road 

Foremen 

Victor U. Powel, assistant master 
mechanic of the Illinois Central at 
Chicago, has retired from active duty 
after 43 years of railway service. 

W. M. Evans, master mechanic of the 
Russell division of the Chesapeake & 
Ohio at Russell, Ky., has been appointed 
assistant master mechanic of the Cincin- 
nati division, with headquarters at Cov- 

ington, Ky. 

HuGH RoNa.ps, assistant master me- 

chanic of the Lehigh & New England at 
Pen Argyle, Pa., has been appointed mas- 
ter mechanic, with headquarters in the 
same city, replacing R. L. Wyman, de- 
ceased. The office of assistant master 
mechanic has been abolished. 

THE JURISDICTION oF J. P. Roquemore, 
master mechanic of the Louisiana division 
of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters 
at Monroe, La., has been extended to in- 
clude the Little Rock division which was 
formerly under the jurisdiction of J. B. 
Crahan. 

W. Watker, formerly locomotive 
foreman of the Western region of the 
Canadian National at Saskatoon, Sask., 
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and recently acting master mechanic of 
the Prince Albert division at Prince Al- 
bert, Sask., has been promoted to the 
pesition of master mechanic of that divi- 
sion, succeeding W. L. Loomis, deceased. 

T. E. Carter, master mechanic of the 
Gulf Coast Lines at Kingsville, Tex., has 
been transferred to the International- 

Great Northern, with headquarters at 
Houston, Tex. 

R. SMITH, master mechanic of the 
Union of Memphis, with headquarters 
at Memphis, Tenn., has had his juris-’ 
diction extended to include the Memphis 
division of the Missouri Pacific. The 
Memphis division was previously under 
the jurisdiction of J. B. Crahan. 

O. B. CavANAuGH has been appointed 
master mechanic of the Northwestern. 

Pacific, with headquarters at Tiburon, 
Cal. Mr. Cavanaugh has jurisdiction. over 
the motive power and car departments, 
including the maintenance of electric car 
equipment. 

THE JURISDICTION OF C. B. Hitch, mas- 

ter mechanic of the Cincinnati division 

of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has been ex- 
tended to include the Russell division, 
and his headquarters have been removed 
from Covington, Ky., to Russell. 

O. Prorz. master mechanic. of -the 
Chicago & North Western at Winona, 
Minn., has been transferred to Escanaba, 

succeeding J. C. Stump. 

S. J. Stark, master mechanic of the 
Tnternational-Great Northern at Houston, : 
Tex., has been transferred to the Guli 
Coast lines with headquarters at Kings- 
ville, Tex., succeeding T. E. Carter. 

Frepn A. SCHILLING, who has been ap- 
pointed assistant master mechanic of the 

Southern Pacific, with headquarters at 
Bayshore, Cal., was born on December 
25, 1888. at Dubuque, Iowa. He attended 
high school for two years and in: Feb- 
ruary, 1904. entered the service of. the 
Illinois Central as a machinist apprentice. 
From January. 1908. until October, 1915. 
he was successively in the employ of the 
Denver & Rio Grande. the Missouri 
Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. 
Paul. the Northern Pacific. the Great 
Northern, and the Western Pacific as a 

machinist. In the latter year he was ap- 

pointed enginehouse foreman of the 
Southern Pacific. from which position he 
advanced to assistant master mechanic. 
During 1918 and 1919 Mr. Schilling was 
with the U. S. Army, 49th Engineers, in 
France. 

Shops and Enginehouse 

Frank B. HarMAN, assistant superinten- 
dent, in charge: of the locomotive de- 
pirtment. of the San Bernardino (Cal. 
shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa 
Fe, has been promoted to. superintendent 

of the Albuquerque (N. M.) shops, suc- 
ceeding D. E. Barton, who has been as- 
signed to other duties. « 

Railway Mechanical Engineer 

W. L. SmitH-has been promoted to 
the position of day’ enginehouse foreman 
of the Southerri:iwith headquarters at 
Sheffield, Ala.,’ siéceeding F. L. Brower. 

R. SALKELD has been appointed supef- 
intendent of shops of the Northwestern 

Cal. 

Henry C. Moore, erecting shop fore- 

man at the San Bernardino, Cal.. shops 
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has 

been promoted to the position of assist- 
ant superintendent of shops at that point, 
succeeding F. B. Harman. 

F...H. McANALLy, night enginehouse 

foreman of the Southern at Memphis, 

Tenn., has been transferred to Sheffield, 
Ala., as night enginehouse foreman at 
that point. 

R. H. HaArrrncton, a machinist in the 
employ of the Southern at Sheffield, Ala., 
has been promoted to the position of 

night enginehouse. foreman, with head- 
quarters at Memphis, Tenn., succeeding 
F. H. McAnally. ; 

Obituary 

C. E. Brook, master mechanic on the 
Western lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee, 
St. Paul & Pacific at Bellingham, Wash., 
died on January 12. 

Tuomas N. Gitmoreg, who served as as- 
sistant to the general superintendent of 
motive power of the Chicago, Rock Island 
& Pacific at Chicago during 1904 and 1905, 
died at his home at El Paso, Tex., on Jan- 

uary 15. Mr. Gilmore had also served for 
a time as master mechanic of the Terminal 
Railroad Association of St. Louis. 

Pierre O. Woop, assistant superin- 

tendent of motive power of the St. Louis- 
San Francisco, with headquarters at 
Springfield, Mo., died in that city on Feb- 
ruary 20 at the age of 53 years. Mr. 
Wood, who was a native of Memphis, 

Tenn., had been connected with the Frisco 
for 36 years. He entered railway service 
on that road as a machinist apprentice at 
Memphis in 1893, advancing to machinist 
eight years later. For five months dur- 
ing 1903, he served as a fireman on the 

Illinois Central, then returning to the 
Frisco as an air brake machinist. From 
1904.to 1913 Mr. Wood served succes- 
sively as a fireman on the Southern divi- 
sion, aS an engineman and as a traveling 

engineer. In 1913 he was promoted to as- 
sistant superintendent of locomotive per- 
formance at Springfield, then being 
further promoted to superintendent of lo- 
comotive performance, with headquarters 
atthe same point, in 1914. Two years 
later he was advanced to assistant gen- 
eral superintendent of motive power at 
Springfield, where he remained until 
federal control of the railroads, when he 
wis appointed superintendent of the 
Séithern division, with headquarters at 
Memphis. Mr. Wood had been assistant 
superintendent of motive power continu- 
ously since March 1, 1920. 

March, 1930 

Pacific, with headquarters ‘at Tiburon, ; 
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